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I. INTRODUCTION

This is the final report of a three-year project to provide statewide

inservice training to teachers of severely /multiply handicapped individ-

uals. The'present report is a review of the objectives that have been

met in year three of the Project as well as a summary of accomplishments

dpring the total funding period.

Overview of Objectives

Briefly, the purpose and intent of this special-project was to

accomplish two-major goals:

1.5 To design and-provide inservice training to teachers of the severely

handicapped in the State of Kansas. The inservice training Program

allowed teachers to pursue staff development activities tailored to
- .

their needs; and'meet state certification requirements, and/or obtain

a Master's level degreer-in the severely iandicaved area. The

inservice training model was a joint effort be tween the Department of

Special Education at the University of Kansas and the Kansas Sate

Department of Education. The training program was composed of

numerous competency-based Modules and was heavily oriented toward

practicum,experience with severely and multiply handicapped children.

It is anticipated that this program will have relevant implications

for other states wishing to provide statewide inservice training

"'for teachers of the severely handicapped. To.this end, a procedures

manual describing the inservice delivery model was prepared for

national dissemination;'it is included separately from this final

report.



2.) To further develop the. Kansas University curriculum for preparing_
"N.J.

teachers of the severely h6 dicapped: Additional instructional modules

for educating teachers of 7everely handicapped students havd been

cldeveloped during this Project and existing,m 1
es have been refined^

Lecture courses '"have been closely coordinated with materials in the

modules to allow co tinuation of services-following federal with-

drawal of Andin

The impact if the ProjeCt has resulted in teachers of the severely

handicapped Kansas receiving training leading toward full certification

and a gen rq upgrading of skills for certified teachers of severely

multiply handicapped students. The primary targt population for educationali
service delivery has conceived as severely and profoundly functionally

retarded erson's of all ages who might also havebeen: d) orthopedically

disabled, b)°perceptualix impaired (e.g., deaf-blind); and c) severely

emotionally disturbed (e.g., autistic).

Trainee's included teachers of the severely handicapped Who were

new to a college special education program, or teachers. already certified

in another area of emphasis seeking retraining for additiona,certifjcation

in severely handicapped area.

1
These existing Modules were developed as part of a previously funded.

personnel.preparation project awarded to the University of Kansas
during the years 1974-1977 (Grant #0EG-0-74-2766).

2
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Some ConVidqrations for Inservice Training ,.

'Teachers of the severely handicapped need to be competent inmany

areas in addition to academic and pre-academic teaching. They must be .o

able to utilize consultation to implement techniques an):1 procedures

traditionally considered the.reponsibility'Of physical thesraPists,

occupational therapists, and speechIherapists. They must be able to

work effectively with parents to implement home training programs, to

serove.as public relations personnel, and be well-versed inthe legal ,

rights ot\the handicapped. They must know how to task analyze skills,

ranging' from "rolling Over" to "problem solving." These teachers must

be able to provide firstaid, control hyperactive children, conduct

edmcationl evaluations of children for whom no appropriate standardized

measu.rement instrUments presently exist,*transfer Children into and

out of wheelchairs and'other adapted, equipment, teach children to eat,

dress, go to,the toilet, and many other skills. In essence, teachers

of the severely handicappb-d-Keed to possess many skills that have

nat.traditionally been considered part of education. Therefore,

programs designed to prepare effective teachers oeseverely Wolf-

capped children 'mist reach beyond traditional education 'concepts and

expectations.

Although the conte t-Qf training programs for teachers of severely/

profoundly multiply handicapped children requires many,changes in, and
t*,

additions to, traditional training programs, the service delivery systems),

for that training require equal consideration. Many skilled teachers

are needed quickly, and the need is geographic'ally dispersed.' The

incidence of the population to be served is reld.tively low in any given area.

4 .
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.Most ,university and college -based rograms,have been traditionally geared

.

'intentto providing pre'service graining. The mandate to fulfill'th n .of PL

. .

94 -142 *nvolves many teacherAwho
A

inare already: classrooms andwho haVe '

\ 101

limited time and/oropportunity to attend traditlonal preservice programs:.
Alfr .

However, these teachers represent an importAnt and valuable resource. They

may, lack many essential skills required to-implement'apmpriate progi&ams

for seve.eely handicapped children, but they also have pptential strengths.

Many of these teachers are settled members of their communities who intend

to remain in relatively isolated areas that might have difficulty attracting

-new graduates.' These teachers are often able to organize And utilize com-
..

imunitv support systems that, are essential it handicapped children are to learn

how to function in their GomOunity Many, of these,teachers are already
). 7

respect d members of school programs that will facilitate interaction with

nonhandkapped peirs and the integration of educational services with

other Aspetts of the school. Further, many of these teachers have already

been successful at managing'classroans" for.bothhandicapped and non-

onandicapped childrep. They are then able to generalize this experience

to working-With slvel-elpand,profoundly.handicapped Students.

Sontag (19, 75)'called for institutions-of higher learning to reconcep-

. tualfze their role from tharof a predominantly preservice delivery.
.

-system to one that puts equal emphasis upon -inservice, staff development,

and preservice. These additional emphases are needed because the severely/

profoundly handicapped are a low incidence group that is not naturally

concentrated in limited geographical areas. Teacher training programs;

both inserVice and preservice, need to find ways to be'effective where

Children and teachers are not congregated in some artificially

. contrived center that reflects primarily the conveniehr of a university's

location.

-,044.
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Horner (19.77) has. noted that traditional inservicp training
. -

. prOgrams are ofteF expensive and inefficient. Funding for inservice training
.9

is only a firt step. The problem of inefficieocy is not as.easily resolved.
,

. . .
. . .

Traditional inservice traiing has goncentrated on providing workshops and

.one -day ,inservice training efforts. Tawney (1975) advocated the contingent
, .

'

,dispersal of fede.r.0 funds. In his opinion, funds should not continue

to be. available for any-inservice education 'program that fail s' to _produce

Positive changes in teacher behavior. He goes on to suggest that "teacher's
. -

;supportskill yning can be' accelerated if state laser-vice training ;support ftirids
-, ;4 '

, I

ai-e channeled into performance-ba'sed, programs rather than to one-shot ,

'workshops.which mdy ,or may. not change.-_teacher ehavjor" (p.93).,

- . ,

. Thi s is especially true when the inservice training needs are as

rigorous as those requi red for teache 1 of the severely and profoundly
... ., -

. e'
handicapped. 'Bijou and Wilcox -Cole (1975) haves indicated;that train-

. , .

ing such . teaghers i s nOto.reaciili accomPl i shed' tVough dine-da;

tutes, short workshops, or present.itionsperexperts. Tra)ning procedures
: . , Af.

t
must include demOntAtivis anct practice",under supervision and guidance,

S
, -

, .,

with feedback on performance. Sontag (1975) emphasized the necessity
-. .

4.,

for ins tiVtions of higher education to develop better' inservice training
, ..4" ,

,

rici

i

'del ivery systems' 'a for this training to take place- as dose to the ..
Pk

I I

. teacher' s `site of emplOyment as possible. 4 r
...-

The Statew'ide Inservice; Project _invol ved an a4ei^native. to traditionp
, s

of ...,, ,

approaches that can be adapted to on-campus programs .and a variety of -Off-
.

.1,
campus 'sites. The

.
primary purpose of the lin iversi ty. of Kansas inservice

. .

training progriam for teachers of s6erely and profotindly handlEapped Was-
to train teachers in the rigorous conipetencies;41required,eto teach severely

and profoundly, handicapped ,school.-age individual s effectively. T.he program

r t

.1



was designed to accomtlish this*leallowing-teach"ers to continue to work

in their own classrooms. To ask ,teachers to leave their ciassrooms to study
. ,

in a diStant_center 4ould4 create di Sruptions in.life patterns. Personal

liardships might occur, with the result.Oat many teachers,could not or would

not continue in their profession. It would also result,in classrooms being

_unstaffed and therefore possibly.discontinued. This would be in violation
o

of ldgiSlation and judicial- mandates. Many classrooms might be restaffed .

by st ill other inexperience d teachers wino would -also requiretraining.

. . Several criteria must be estpblished for an inservice training

program to be effective: 1.y. It must be as rigorous as the existing

preservice program Horner, 1977); 2) It must provide, follow-up

and feedback on performance; 3) It must be flexible enough to orovide

training for teachers who have no prior experience withseverely and

profoundly handicapped; 4) It must provide additional training to

persohnel who need to keep current on'the rppidly expandipg information

in the field so they can obtain or maintain full certification; and.

5) Inservice training must allow teachers to obtain a Master's degree

and consequent professional advancement throUgh their participation in

the cour es while continuing their employment.

omm

The Need for Teachers-of the Severely Handicapped in Kaptas
,

if

\,..,The Federal Register (V\. 2, No.,75; April 19, 1977) explicitly

states that preparation of Oersonnel to serve the severely and multiply
i

t ,,,

--.4

handitapped is a program priority area. Current and projected needs

for teachers of the severely/multiply handicapped in the State of.Kansas

emphatically reflect this identified priority area (refer to next section).

6
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For,several years, Kansas has been/fortunate to have Dr. Phyllis. ,

Kelly, as State Coordinator for the Severely /Multiply Handicapped. 40

) .
_.,

; :This has facilitated cooperation between thOtate Department of4

. g .

Education and the Special-Education Department
%
of the ,University of

4

Kansas: -It has resulted in (1) establishing a comprehensive state

plan that outlines areas of Consider5tion-in providing' educational

.

services to the'severely/multiply handicapped and (2) establishing

o

rements for teachers of the severely /multiply

handicapped. Th certification requirements (Kansas State Department

(

certificatioh requiely/multiply

of Education, 1978) are summarized as follows:
?

1). The.completion'of a Bachelor of'SChnce or Arts degree in

education or a related field _(e.g., Chid or Human Development,
'4 Early Childhood Education, Phygcal Therapy, Occupational

Therapy, etc.).

2) A 'minimum of one academic year of successful service (as
evidenced by a written recommendation from the supervi r

of special education or equivalent individual) in a f 1-

paid professional position as a special education

teacher.

General "competencies directly related to successful performance

as a special education teacher in the classroom to be acquired
thrdugh at least eight semester hours 00 coursework and
practicum experienCe in the following areas: a) knowledge

and skill in the techniques of teaching exceptional children,
b) knowledge and skill in curriculum for exceptional children
and the relevance of.the curriculum to an exceptional child's
functioning in the home and community, c) knowledge and skill
in the techniques Ot extending gains in a child's functioning
in the home and community throug'A parents and other members
of the community, and d) knowledge of the various roles a
special education teacher may-assume in, special education
services provided by the community: Self-contained classroom
teacher, itinerant teacher, consulting teacher, homebound.,
teacher, etc.

) At least eight additional semester h&fr's of credit in coursework
and practicum experiences which include specific competencies
in the fallowing areas: measurement, language development,
social development, motor development, and cognitive development.

14
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.

At least ten semester hours of credit,in Coursei-and practicui

experiences which include competencies in the following areas:
-- #a) mental retardation, biological aspects of retarded development

and related research,. b) classroom organization. for classes of'

multiply/severely handicapped students, c) curriculum developmentl,'
including methods and materials for multiply/severely handicapped
students', and d) vocational training for severely /multiply -

handicapped-students. . °

.

6) At least 300 clock hours of supervised teaching of severely/
multiply handicapped students. -

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate several significant and interrelated facts

concerning the education of.severelyimultiply handicapped children in :

,

.--"ansas and the preparation of-personnel to provide this educatton.,
. .

-1) The rapid growth of classesfor severely /multiply handicapped

children in the.state reflects a genuine effort to meet the

mandate to provide educational services to all children as called

for in PL 94-142. Recent data compiled by thv.Kansas State

Department bf Education show tat,in 1976.there were 30.6 teachers

in classes fbr the severely/multiply hhdicapped supported by

public school districts. This figure increased to 75.6 in 1977. In 1978,

or
the number of teachers was 64; in 1979 the number increased to 83;

a

and in 1980 the number was maintained at 83. These data do not reflett

teachers in institutions who are not affiliated with public school

systems. For example, the teachers at Winfield State Hospital are

wasnot included in the 1978 and 1979 count, because it was not until

1980 that the/ became part of a sponsoring school district. Additional

data show that 257 severely/multiply handicapped children were

served in :41e' public schoOls in 1976. This figure grew to 398

in 1977. In 1978,-this figure decreased slightly to 376, and then

to 328 in 1979, and finally a slight increase in 1980 to 350. figure

1 illustrates.the locations of classrooms in Kansas serving

severely/multiply handicapped students in 1981.

15
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The certification requirements outlined by the Kansas State Department

Y of Education reflect an attempt to place teachers in these classes

'who can provide-quality eduCational services. figure 2 illustrates

the number of teachers served by the Project, by city. It also

denotes the 'type of degree earned by each student. The separate

states listed atthe top of the figure represent teachers trained

by the Project who have relocated to other areas of the country..

In accordance with PL 94-142, educating chqdren'in the'least

restrictive alternative (LRA) has been of concern to'Project itaff..
5

Although the Project had no real control over student placement, the

staff encouraged the LRA concept in several ways:.

1) Through the content of information'al modules,

2) Through specific written assignments in the practice,
3) By-assisting)n5ervice trainees who were. interested in

pursuing jobs in public school settings,

4) By placing preservice students id public school classrooms.

Figure 3 reflects the educational settings of practicum students throughout,

the three years of the Project--that is, number of classrooms located in

integrated public schools,-special day schools, and finally, institutions.

It should be noted that as practicum settings in residential facilities

decreased, settings in the integrated public school have increased.

C
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II. MEETING THE OBJECTIVES FOR YEAR THREE

Table 1 summarizes thee objectives set forth by Project staff.
\...,

,
.

\.

.
.

in the continuation proposal,for the third year of the .Project. The
, , ,

'Project atthis,time 'has met or is in the process of completing

the following abjeCtives.
ti

1. Inservjce Training Component

InService trainers are those teachers who are employed

0 ,
I. full-time in'their own classroom but require an appropriate

course of instruction to meet state certification-require-
.

ments, Inservitrainees' classrooms are located-outside

of a 60-mile radius of the University of -Kansas campus in

Lawrence. Modified inservice trainees are also employed ,

ft -full-time in,..th,Or.own classroom. However, they are located

within. a 60-mile radius of the Lawrence campus. Preservice

trainees are not employed full-time in a classroom but are

full-time graduate students.° These trainees are placed by

the Project in designated classrooms for their practicum

experiences. These teachers can be working towards a Master's

degree as- well as certifictitiOn.

1.1 Continue to srve inservice teachers. Enrollment,-of
o

students in the Project has continued to cover all areas

of Kansas. Figure-4 represents the geographic locations

of students (Inservice, Modified Inservice, and Pre-

service) enrolled in. pr,vlicum 'nurses fn 'f11.1980/
4

Spring 1981. Figure 5 is a summary of enrollment in

the Project, from Summer 1977 to Spring 1981. This

chart is broken down into preservice, inservice (which

PG

13
f)0



Tab]e '

Timetable of Quarterly Objectives .for Year Three

6

Inservice,Train-Ing Modified InserOce Preservice Other

:1-3 months

a

1*.

1.1.Continue to serve
inservice .teachers.

.2 Arrange'at least-One

jIlservice workshop
in the eastern portion'
of the state.

1.3 Offer three.courses
('9 cr. hour 5.) in .

summer curriculum.

2.1 Continue to identify and,
'recruit°students for
modified inservice. A

12.2 Offer five courses (16 cr.
'fr, hours) in summer
curriculum.

I
I

3.1 Continue to identify
and recruit students
for preservice .

Masters program.

3.2 Continue to identify
and recruit students
for preserVice Doc-,

toral program.

3.3 Offer five courses-
06 cr. hours) in
summer curriculum

3-6 months

1.4 Offer four courses
'(12 cr. hours) ill

fall,cUrricul um.

1.5 Coordinate transition
with Parsons and
Winfield State Hospi-

2.10ffer six courses (19 cr.

hours) in fall'curricu-
lum.

-2.4 (a)Revise modules 2, 3,

and 12.

2.4 )Additional module
developed':

3.4 .Offer six courses (19
cr. hours) in fall
curriculum.

.

3.5 Identify and contact
gratluates of program

who could serve as
praiticum supervisors.

4.1 Revise' procedures
.manual.

4.2 Present onevwork-
shop to pro-
fessiOnals other
than teachers.

4.3 Begirr procedures
for commercial ,71-

dissemination of
train.W_modules
if publishers
are interested.'

6-9 months

24

1.6 Offer three courses
(10 cr. hours) in
spping curriculum.

1.7 Arrange at least one
inprvice Workshop
itithe southern
portion of the state.

2.5 Offer four courses cr.

hpurs) in spring

curriculum.

2.6 Revise any additional

. .modules that need it.

2.7 Coordinate with SMH
Doctoral' program to ob_
tain supervisors for -
practicum.

3.,b ,Offer four courses
(13 cr. hours) in

spring curriculum

2j



Locre.e...

AL
includes modified-inservice), and other. The "-other"

t

category implies that.the stddent'js in a different area
.

of emphasis in 'special edqcation but is'senrolled in a

Project class as an elective.

Figure 6 is'another summary presentation of the Project

showing the numbers'of.stadents meeting certification

and/or Master's degree requirements.

1.2 Arrange and pies t workshops.' In conjunction with the

State Derartmemt of 1:ludation, °the Project arranged and

coordinated three regional workshops in 19804-81.. Figure/7

represents.th'e region's o;pthe State as def-4141Pd by the -

State Department ,of Special Education. The shaded areas
.

...... . y ..
. are those counties that were ooriated-by theqProject

k

staff. Prior to, each worksho' , the State Department of

Specjal Education contacted all school districts and

institutions in the designa4d regiqn that-employed

teachers',..of the severely/multiply handicapped and
4 ,

requested that these persons Be allowed to attend the

.

workshogs,;--Most districtswere able to sen4Feither

the teacher'and/or a repreAtative (usually an

est

0

t
.

- occupational therapist, a supervisor, or a psychologist). .

.0. .-

* totheSe-meetings. Many,districts and institutions

® also sent paraprofessionals.

-.

17 afi, 30
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Project staff planned and coordinated an all-day
P.

workshop in Shawnee Mission for Region 5 on March 1,3, .

1981. This workshop covered three main topics: Self-.

advocacy/independent living; vocational tasks,,and

functional communication development. Speakers

for this region included: two teacher's (Chris Curry

and EileenLuddy); staff members of the Kansas UAF

(Howard Moses and Jeff Woodyard); and Project staff

of the Comprehensive Communication Curriculum (CCC)

Grant, located at Kansas Neurological Institute (Sue

Ann Carpenter, Maura K. Hall, Diane Klein, Deb Lathaltr,

Stephan Paul Myers, Lois Waldo, and Susan Vanost Wulz).

1)e Region 1 workshop, planned and coordinated by Project

staff was held in Great Bend, Kansas on April 9, 1981.

The topics of this workshop were similar to the Region

5 workshop. The CCC staff presented for one-half of the

workshop session, and Eileen Luddy, a teacher, covered

the area of vocational training of the severely handicapped.

The third all-day workshop coordinated by the Project

covered Region III. It was held on-campus in Lawrence

and covered two main topics: 1) fluency and )re in stud ent

performance and 2) vocational education. This workshop

featured Dr. Ogden R. Lindsley and Dr. Gary Clark, both

from the School of Education at the University of Kansas.



project staff have also presented a number of workshops

during the Fall 80/Spring 81 semesters. Table 2 represents

staff participation in these workshops.

Additionally, technical assistance to specific' classroom

teachers was provided as follows:

L/ Sept. 8, 1980 in Hutchinson, Kansas. Tbpics included:

a. Setting up a classroom

b. IEP development

c. Positioning techniques

d. Measurement procedures

e. Instructional program development

2. Sept. 29, 1980, in Salina Kansas. Technical assistance

was.offered for two students in an SMH classroom.'

Areas covered included:

1. developing objectives

,2.- measurement techniques

3. teaching procedures

1.3 Offer Summer 1980.courses. During Summer 1980, the following
11.

courses were offered for J2 credit hours to inserviCe

,students: SPED 726 (Modules 1-5); SPED 772 (Basic Practicum);

SPED 839 (Modules 6=8); and SPED 8it (Intermediate Practicum).

Enrollment figures for these courses were: 7, 2, IQ, and 1,

respectively..

.

Liaison personnel at Parsons State Hospital, Parsons

3 6
21



Table

Project Staff Presentations During the Fall 80/Spring 81

Semesters
'd

Date Topic Faculty Audience

8/19/80 Individual curricul6

sequencing model and

group programming

Idaho state school

for deaf/blind

Teachers:, para-

professionals,

ancillary personnel'

10/9/80 Paraprofessionals in the .

SMH classrooM

Northville public

schools, Detroit

paraprofessionals.

11/10/80 Group instruction - University of

Kansas, Lawrence

University under-

graduate students

11/13/80 Teacher rap: Feedback from

trainees in the inservice

project

State Department of

Edudation, Tdpeka

Trainees'in the

project, .

11/14/80 .Social interaction skills:

A systematic approach

State Department of

Education,,Topeka

z

teachers, parapro-

fessionals, ancil-.

lary personnel

.1°

0



offered SPED 839, 860, 772, 975: The total enrollment

for these four courses was six inservice students.

0' ate

1.4 Offer .Fall 1980 'courses: The following courses were

offered in the Fall 1980 semester to inservice students: .

SPED 726 Module 1 Right to Edutation

Module.2 Behavior Approach to Education

ModUle 3 Programming Engaging Environments .

Module 4 Programming for Normalizatiob

Module 5 Assessment S,cales

SPED 839 Module 6 Writing Instructional Pr grams

Module 7 Measuring ,Operant Behavior

Module 8 Evaluation of Operant Behavior

SPED 772 Module 9 Basic Practicum

SPED 760 Module 10 Strengthening Operant Behavior

Module 11 WeakeRing Operant Behavior

Module 12 Discriminatioh ah Stimulus Control

Module 13 Programming for.th Physically Handicapped

- Module 14a Programming Prosthetic En'viornments

Module 14b Medical Aspects in the Classroom

SPED 875 Module 15 Intermediate Practicum

Enrollment figures ofsipservice students for,theSe courses

were: SPED 725=4; SPED 839=6; SPED 772=2; SPED 70=6; and

.SPED 875412. Liaison personnel at Parsons State Hospital,

Parsons, offered SPED 772, 760 and 726. The total enroll-

ment for these three courses was three inservice students.



1.4. Offer Fall 1980 courses: The following courses were

offered in the Fall 1980 semester to inservice students:

SPED 726 Module): Right to Education
I"

Module 2 Behavior Approach to Education

Module 3 Programming Engaging riviftnmenis
z,4

Module 4 Programming for Normalization 2
ZsArs,Ita

Module 5 Assessment Scales

SPED 839 Aodule 6 Writing Instructional- -Programi

Module 7 MeJsuring Operant Behavior

Module 8 Evaluation of Operant Behavior

t 0.

a SPED 772 Module 9 Basic Practicum

SPED 760 Module 10 Strengthening Operant Behavior

Module 11 Weakening Operant Behavior

Module 12 Discrimination and Stimulus Control
O

Module 13 PrograMming for the Physically Handicapped

Module 14a Programming Prosthetic Enviornments

Module 14b Medical Aspects in.theClassroom

SPED 875 Module 15 Intermediate Practicum

Enrolltent figures of inservice students for these mines

were: SPED 726 =4; SPED 839=6; SEED 772=2; SPED 70=6; and
,

SPED 7512. Liaison personnel at ParsOns State Hospital,
.

,

llk Parsons,,offered SPED 772, 760 and 726. The 'total

ment for these three courses was three inservice students .\

39

24



Revisions based on fall courses. Item analyses weremade

on exams 1-14, and revisions were made on these-questions
,

missed by one-half the students or'where more'than one-

third of the students received lessAtian half credit.

1.5 Coordinate transition with Parsons and.Wjnfield State

HoSOTtals. Currently, attempts are Leing madrto:ccintinue

services at Winfieid.State Hospital and Training Center.

These seryjces would be a coordjnati& between the local

school distritt and the.University of Kansas.. Presently,.

no special courses are being planned for'the next school

year at Parsons State Hospital. The,availability and

status of certified teachers will be reexamined withiji ong

year, with the' possibility of continuing coursework

through faculty members,presently located in Parions.

1.6 Offer Spring, 1981 courses. The following courses were

offered in the Spring 1981 semester to' ihservicv

students: SPED 839 (Modules 5-8); SPED 760 (MOdules

10-14); SPED 860 (Modules 16:24); SPED 4875 Interme,diate

Practicum);.SPED 975 (Advanced Peaciicum). EnrOlment

figures for these courses were: 1, resp

ively.
D

Liaison personnel at Parsons State Hospital, Parns,

offered: SPED 839, 860, 87,' and 975. The t6tal

enrollment for these four courses was four inservtce

students.

2540 ;
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-

A new module, Medical Aspects VI the ClassroOnv, was

added
t0

SPED 76O. Because this modOe seemed to be

related to Module 14,,Programthing rrosthetic

`Environments,, it was labeled Module 14b; the original

Module 14 was than relabeled 14a. The inforthation in

this module covered the following topic: general

and,emergency classroom procedures; the deaf-blind

student; the abused child; teacher-professional

interrelaeonships; and mental retardation syndromes.

(See Appendix A for a copy of the module).

1.7 See Section 1.2

4

2. Modified Inservice.

Modified inservice is the second category of persons served by

the Project. .These trainees were already employed in an SMH

classroom, either as a teacher or as a paraprofessional. The .

difference beiweeethis category and the inservice category

is the distance of their practicum site fron the Lawrence campus.

The modified inservice training sites were located within a

60-mile radius of Lawrence. These students took a combin-
,

atio6 of modular-based courses and on-campus, lecture-based

courses.' SPED 726: Introduction to Education of Exceptional

Children: SMH (Modules -5) was offered only through.,,

modular format. SPED 839: Management Principles and

Assessment Procedures for SMH. (Modules 6-8) was offered

in modular format or tWough a lecture course. SPED

41
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760 and SPED 860 were offered only in lectureformat to
A

these teachers. Project personnel supervised the practica

for these students in their respective classrooms and

were also available as support and resource personnel.

Some of these students \were pursuing certification

only; others were working towards completion of all'

the Master's degree requirements.

"-

2.1 Recruitment of students: (Same as 1.1)

.

2.2 Offer Summer 1980 courses: The folloWing courses (.16

credit hours) were,offered to modified inservice students:."'

4

during Summer 1980:

SPED 726 Module 1 Right,to Education

Module 2 Behavioral Approach to Education

Module 3 Programming Engaging Environments

Module 4 Programming for Normalization

Module 5 Assessment Scales

SPED 839 Module 6 Writing Instructional Programs

MOdule 7 Measuring Operant Behavior

Module 8 Evaluation of Operant Behavior

SPED 772 Module 9 Basic Practicum

SPED 875 Module 15 Intermediate Practicum

'SPED 975 Module 25 Advanced Practicum

, .

'Enrollment figures for,modified inservice students were

SPED 726,0; SPED-839=3; SPED 772=4; SPED 875=2; SPED 975=3.

27 42



A

2.3 Offer Fall 1980 courses: The following courses (19

credit.hours) were offered in the Fall 1980 semester

to modified'inservice studed0s:

SPED726 Modules 1-54

SPED X39 Modules 6-9

SPED 760 Lecture Format

' SPED 772 Module 9, Basic Practicum -

SPED 875 Module 15, Intermediate Practicum

SPED 975 Module125, Advanced Practicum

Totil enrollment figures for.aUjA,eervice students were:

2, 1, 10, 2, 8, and 2, respectively.'

* '

2:4 Revise' Modules.

A. Three sources indicated need revisions in

I.

certain modules: 1) feueack given by students

in module evaluations, 2) data compiled in an item

ale

analyils of module exams, and 3) new information °

. on the subject made available in the literature.

Revisions were made in m dales 2, 3, 8 and 12-as
\\

a result of these consid rations. Most of the

changes in.these modules consisted of

articles or narratives.

r.

B. A new module, MediCal Aspects in the Classroom, was

written by Project personnel and a'student in the

'28



doctoral aprogram. This module, 14b, to follow module

14, Programming Adaptive Environments, becanie a.

. requirement for SPED 760, Education of Exceptional

Children and youth I. It was developA to address

those needs of teaQherS in the SMH classroom who

must be -familiar with and understand how medical

aspects relate to a. dlassroom for the severely and,

multiply handicapped (See-Appendix A.) ':)!

2.5 Offer, Spring 1981 courses. The fol lowing ,courses

were offered In the Spring 1981 semester to modified

a
ipserv%ice students:

.

. \
SPED 839' Module 6-8 or Lecture ibrmat

'SPED 875 ,Intermediate Practicun (Module 15}

. SPED 860 Lecture Format

SPED 975 Advanced Practicum (Module 25)'..
,. .

, .

Enrollment figures for Modified ihservice students :

were as follows: 3, 0, la,; anA 8., :respectively. ..-

, 4

2.6 Revise additional practica. A final revision was dofl

on the Basic, Intermediate',

Fal 1 1980 and Spri ng 19811i

and Advanced, PractiO in

These_pradtfca. vpirisions.,

were seen as necessary for several reasons: . k

. ,

Some supervisors and trainees felt that some of..,

criteria aind assignments were' too ambiguous;

44
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O

C

The Pr,oject staff felt thatthe Advanced Practicum.

should better reflecf the competency of total

classroom management; at this stage, the trainee

should be responsible,for. management of all students

in the classroom, not just a selected few;

3) The Project staff felt that the Advanc0 Practicum

should more clearly reflect an integration' of the

skills and competencies acquired in the Basic and

Intermediate practica;

4) New information and teaching techniques developed

in the field needed to be integrated into the curri-

culum.

Figures 8, 9, and 10 are flow charts of the final revisibn

of each practica. This format shows the integration of

the, various competmpcies within each level of practicum.
Awe,

.A goal of.a -practicum is to coordinate individual and

isolated theories and competencies into aieaningful,

working whole. Copies of revised practica are found

in Appendix, A.

Z ,

2.7 Coordinate with $141-1 doctoral program to obtain supervisors

for practicum. Coordination with the doctoral. program

was done in Fall 1980 and Spring 1981 "semesters. Three.

doCtoral students .supervised eight trainees .in the fall

semester and four trairieeg in the'Oring semester.
3

A.'!-,
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3. Preservice Component

The preservice component continued to prepare teachers for

'-classrooms that served severely/multiply handicapped

individuals': This component *served those student teachers

who were not currently employed by a school district,

institution, cooperative,-or private school. This component

led Co Master's degree in education or a Doctorate in. PhilOsophy

or Education.

3.1 Continue to identify and recruit Master's level students.

There was a total of 10 students enrolled in the program

*under the preservice component. Enrollments for each

semesttr were as follows: Summer 1980 =1; Fill 1980=8;

.Spring 198f=9.

N

4

wozoot4

3.2 Recruit students.for doctoral program. There are currently ,'

12 students enrolled it the preservice doctoral program.

The one new doctoral student this year began in the Fall, 1980.

3.3 Offer Summer 1980 courses. Students in the preservice

component were offered,the same courses as those outlined

in the modified inservice component. Additional courses

were offered to students in the doctoral program. Practicum

sites were identified in the Lawrence - Topeka - Kansas. City

.

,area for the summer, falLand'spring. In all cases,'

these classrooms were taught by teachers who.had.completed.

. at least, two practica and ail of the informational courses

52.
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.e

in the SMI+curriculum. All teachers held full or

provisional Kanps certification. Followiny,is a

description of those sites that were available for

preservice student placement (although not all sites

were used):

Site: Sweeney Elementary School, Kansas City, MO

Responsible Agency: Kansas City, Missouri School District

Number of Children: 4

Ages: 2-5

Description,of Population: Severely multiply handicapped preschoolers.
Three students non ambulatory and nonverbal; 1 students walks and
is developing speech.

Education Emphasis: Self-help training; communication development;

early cognitive skills and motor development.

Special Training Opportunities: Participation in a transdisciplinary

classroom setting; experiences in a preschool; parent involvement
experiences and curriculum emphasis on cognitive skill development.

4

Site: Topeka Education Center, Topeka, KS

Responsible Agency: 501 School District, Topeka. These were,two classrooms
in a demonstration program for severely handinpped, funded by the
Office of Education ( #OEG- 1621).

Head Teacher: Ed Helmstetter

stateTotal Number of Children: 12 (from homes and state institutions)

Ages: 13-21

Description of Population: Severely retarded with motor impairments;

nonverbal; nonambulatbry or partially ambulatory.

Educational Emphasis: Sensory/motor development; communication training;

social development'; preacademic, and prevocational/vocational training.

Special. Training Opportunities: A highly data-based program;.intensetraining
in,orientatioi and motor development; community integration training.

35



Si.te Kansas University Medical Center
_

Responsible Agency: The Uniyersity.of Kansas Departme'-nt of Special Education

Head Teacher:, Cindy Jones

Number of Children; 8

Ages: up to 6 years

Description of PepuletiOn: Preschool children with severe/profound develop-
mental retardation and at least one additional hamlicap. Addition-al
handicapping conditions include severe visual and auditocy,a9d
nonverbal.

Educational Emphasis: Sensory/motor development; self-help trai n g;

communication training (oral and nonoral); reduction of self-
. stimulation, and self-injurious behavior.

Special Training Opportunities: Participation in a transdisciplina-ry

classroom sitting, including physidal therapists, occupational
therapistS, speech therapists, nurses, and psychologists; experiences

in a data-based'eaily intervention program; active parent training,
program for children in the classes.

,

-r ST110.don SCho61, Topeka, KS

Responsible Agency: USD 501, Topeka
%T. re

Head Teacher:. Ed Helif4tettor,

Number, of Children: 14:
4

O

Ages: 6-13
.s

i.

Description of Populationi: Severely/profoundly'tetarded and severely
.disturbed; two are nonaubul4tory;*tven_children are nonverbal.

Eduational Emphasis: Self-help training;pliunication training; social
training; behavior control problems nd motor development.

Special Training Opportunities: A heavy emphasis on communication develop,
ment and social deVelopment; dita-based; extensive use of procedures'
to reduce inappropriate behavior.

Site:. Cordlep,School, Lawrence, KS

Responsible Agency: Lawrence Public Schools, USD 497

Number, of4Children: 7

4
5.4 ;
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Ages: 7-17

Description of Population: Severely and profoundly retarded students.

Characteristics include autistic behavior, nonambulatbry and non-

verbal or speech deficient. (A heterogenous population typical
of SMH classes in small communities.)

Educational Emphasis: Self-help training; communication training;
behavior control programs; preacademic and prevocational training.

SpeciaOraining Opportunitie: Experience in working with a "typical SMH
classroom:in a public school setting; writing IEPS for public
schools; dat-based.

3.4 Offer Fall 1980 courses. The students in the preservic

component were offered the same courses as those outlined.

in the modified inservice component. Additional courses

were offered tostudents in the doctoral program.

3.5 Identify and contact graduates of program who

couldserve as practicum supervisors (see 3.3 site

descriptions).

3.6 Offer Spring 1981 courses. The same courses outlined

in the modified inservice component were offered to

preservice students._

4. Other Objectives

4.1 Procedures Manual. The Procedures Manual describing how

to design and implement an inservice and modified inservice

program has been completed. An outline of the contents

Of the Procedures Manual is_in Appendix B.
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It wa?decided to pursue commercial publication of

the Procedures Manual. Project staff felt that the

information involved would be of great assistance to

those itdividuals beginning, as well as those already

Hnvolved in aCinservice program. The information in the

Procedures Manual is applicable across populations of

students, i.e., the content would be appropriate to

an inservice program for teachers of the SMH, TMR, and

LD.

4.2 Present workshops. In the past several semesters, a
ti

series of workshdps have been preiented to pediatric

,residents at the University of Kansas Medical Center.

The main,goal of these. workshops has been to expand the

training that pediatric residents receive ivelation

to the/handicapped and their families. Table.3 is a

list/of the objectives for the workshop series.

4.34/4. erci issemination of training modules.

It was finally decided not to pursue commercial

publication of the teacher training modules. Con-

'sideralions.tha went into the decision were as follows:

1) The bulk of a t tal set of training modules might

interfere-with its marketability;

2) The amount of material in a set of training modules .

will be costly to publish;

3) The inclusion. of many differeat,published articles

within some'of the modules would require permission,....

for duplication from a large number of new authors

in the field. Publishers might find this an

obstacTe'to ilissemination.

\ ,
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Table 3

OBJECTIVES FOR PEDIATRIC EDUCATION IN THE AREA OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
AND THEIR- FAMILIES

g
..I. To gain sensitivity to handicapped children and their families.

'K.....,
, k 4' .,*.

2. To gain awareness of the behavioral characteristics of different handicapped
children.

. 3. To gain familiarity with labels and other terminology used to describe handi-
capped children.

J

4. To gain knowledge of the educational opportunities and role of the educator
in serving the handicapped child.

5. To gain an ability to communicate and relate to special educators in the
field.

\,6. To learn'to function effectively as members of an interdiciplinary team.

7. To become more knowledgeable and skillful in prc iding general health and
-medical care for the handicapped child.

Sk

8. To gain an ability to use screening, diagnostic, and assessment procedures
in order to effectively'identify and manage handicapped children.

9. To gain an ability to communicate and effectively plan with parents concerning
the developmental and educational needs of a handicapped child.,

10. To develop appropriate interviewing and counseling skills for use with families
of a handicapped child. -

. .
..._

.

11. To gain an understanding of communtty,resourses available for handicapped
children. . :

12. To become. More aware of legal and legislative aspects of handicappina conditions.

57
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III. EVALUATION

We fullp,acknowledge the many complexities involved in

adequately evaluating the effectiveness of both inservirt.e..and

preservice teacher training programs. The time and expense

involved in a comprehensive evaluation system could constjtute,

a separate project. The ultimate question is whether teachers

"receiving a specific training prograiii provide quality educationall,
..z sfr

services to severely handicapped children.. Admittedly,, we tiav,e

not been able to undertake an inservicetraining eyaluation system )'

that allows us to draw definite conclusions concerning the effective-
*

ness of the prograwk However; we have been systematical by col lecting

data to permit a fairly good indicatitn of the success or failure of

our efforts. These inservice evaluation procedures are discussed urrder

the following' areas :

1. Competency requirements. The very.nature of the modular,

competency-based training program presents a format for

direct evaluations, of student mastery of Specified content

areas. Accordingly, student mastery is evaluated with

respect to both informational and performance com-

petencies.
.

00
Informational c potencies require tha;t a stthdent demonstrate

mastery of the re-qu red reading materials by taking written

exams that haye both direct and applied questions dealing
. ,

with the content of each module. These questions 6n,d4gtie

requi red4nswers)-are .specifically 'derived from', the objectives
II. a. ,
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t

.

central to each module. Accordfngly, an evaluation of student

mastery is inherent in each instructional module used in the

inservice. training 'Ingram. Each student had the opportunity

to take a second test after restudying a module if he/she

was not satisfied midi the grade-obtained onfthefirst

This component allowed more flexibilityaand encouraged acquisi-

tion of competency. Tables 4, 5, and 6 represent student.

grades on module exams for Summer, Spring, and Fall 1980, .

respectively. As can be seen, most Studerits-re at the A or

.8 competency level. Figures 11 and 12 summarize student grades
OP

on exams throughout the length of the Project and provide the

mean score for all students on each exam across all semes-

ters of the PrOject.
9

Addit nally, demonstrated performance competencies are

also inclu ed in the program to be used for inservice teacher

training. Performance competencies are measured by direct

obs rvations of the teacher in.a classroom setting and by

eval 'ation of written assignments.- Each performance com-

petenq is directly related to the content of a specific

moddle. For example, in Module 9, a teacher must demonstrate

how to useIreinforcers in a training session correctly, a

skill taught in Module 2, FigUres 13, 14, and 15 illustrate

how' competencies are related to specific modules.

To assist in measuring actual teaching competencies

(as opposed toomanagerial competencies), teacher proficiency

.

checklists were used by the supervisin4Pinstructor. However,

practicum supervisors found these instruments not to be totally '.

*1,
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Table 4

Number.of Individuals Receiving Lester Grades in

Instructional Module Exams in Spring 1980

Module

1 Right to Education

2 Behavioral Approach-to Education
_

3 Programming Engaging Divironments

4 Programming for Normalization

5 Assessment Scales

,.____6__Wr4ting-Ins-truetional Programs

7 Measuring Operant Behavior

8 Evaluation of Operant Behavior . .

10 Strengthening Operant BehaviOr

11 Weakening Operant Behavior

12, Discrimination and Operant .Control

13 ProgramMing for the Physically Handicapped

14 Programming Prosthetic Envionments

16 Motor Programs

17 Language Programs

18.Self-Help Programs

19 Socialization Programs

20 Preacademic Programs

21 Prevocational Progrr
'104

22 Generalization Training

23 Schedules of Reinforcement

24 The Involvement andTrgging of Parents

and Teaching Assistantg

'60

42

Letter Grade Received

A B C D F

4 5

3 4 2 1

2 2 5 2

7 1 1

1 3 2 2

9 1 T 2

2 6 1 3 2

4 3 2 1 3

2 3 1 1

5 2 1

5 2

1 5 , 2

*4 1 1 1

3 1 1

*1 ,1

2

3 1 1

2 1

3 1 1

4- .-

4 2

4. 1
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Table 5

Number of IndividualS Receiving Letter Grades in

Instructional Module Exams in Summer 1980

1

Module

Letter Grade ReceivedABCDF
. ..,

1 Right to Education 8 3 1 2

2 Behavioral Approach to Education 4 5 5

3 Programming Engaging Enviroltiments 7 5 1

4 Programming for Normalization 8 3 1

5 Assessment Scales , 6 6 3 1

'6 Writing Instructional Programs 7 1 1

7 Measuring Operant Behavior
.

4 2 3 1

8 Evaluation of Operant Behavior 3 ,4 1 1

4
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Table 6

Number of Individuals Receiving Letter Grades in

Instructional Module Exams in Fall 1980

Letter Grade ReceivedABCDFModule

1 Right to EdUcation
:.

2 7 2 1 2

2 Behavioral Approach to EduCation 4 6 2 2 2

3 Programming Engaging Environments 8 3 1

4 Programming for Normalization 5 1 1

,5 Assessment Scales 10 3 1 3 , 2

6 Writing Instructional Programs 10 1

7 Measuring Operant Behavior s
4 4 3 1

8 Evaluating Operant Behavior 3 3 3 2

10 Strengthening Operant. Behavior 1 4 _1

11 Weakening Operant Behavior 2 2 1

12 Discrimination and Operant Control 2 2 2

13 Programming for the PhysicallyHandicapped 3 2

14 Programming1Prosthetic Environments 2 2 1

I

62.
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Figure 13
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adequate forteacher feedback, nor for the type of t%aching

we-were advocating. For this reason, anew checklist was adapted

from one used by the Early On Project (Lehr, Hulbert, and Johnson,.

1978). This instrument is included in Appendix C. Use during
)

the past semesters seemed to indicate that the checklisi,worked
\--.----

well and was reliable across observers after some initial training.

It also worked well in assisting the supervisor to pinpoint

specific trouble areas, work on those specific items with the

teacher, and then return to the more global ch- t.

With the increased emphasis on group instruction an

additional checklist was designed to assess the teache

competencies in this area specifically. Variables such as

,alternating trials between students, appropriate seating

arrangement, teaching pace, and handling inappropriate behavior

in a group are addre4sed. A copy of the Group Observation

Form is included in Appendix C.

.

To assest.managerial .competencies (i.e., skills related

to teaching but not actual teaching) several checklists

- used. The. Teacher 'Proficiency Checklist II, used fqr the

first two years of the,Projec,-was also based on an.instrument

34100,6
of the Early On Project. Although this checklist assessed

record keeping and general classroom coordinatidni Project

staff felt that it was not thor'ough enough in measuring.total

c.liSsroom management. A new General Classroom Observation

checklist was designed considering the total approach.
-,*

.°

Using this form to measure a techer'S competencies required,
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2. Module evaluation. Beginning Fail 197/9, Module Evaluation Forms

--, ., .. ..

were included in each -module. An example of the forin is included
, ' . . 4

o .

him/her to be respons'ible for coordinating and integrating

all tht students in the class, -not just a few..`, A copy of the

General Classroom Observation Form is in Appendix C.

Other °checklists to assist the teacher in coordinating
°

' -the classrdom and the supervisor' in assessing the teacher's
.

performance and management skills inclUde the areas, of: T,)

'as'sessmentproced-bres; 2) graphic fonnat; 3) reinforcement

surveys; 4:record=keeping; 'and 5) datadeCisions. These

,fOrms are included in Appendix C.
y

in Appendix U. `It provided an opportunity for .input from students.
enrolled in modular-based classes. The information from these.

evaluation forms was ,used by the,Project staff to evaluate the

effectiveness,of the modules and to ,give us any indicition of

problem areas. ReVisions proceeded from this information.

Table 7 represents data that were collected from the trainees
4

ion- the lodule Evaluation Forms. As can be.'seen .from these data

the modules, were.g eneral ly evaluated highly by students 'cross

all areas. (Module Evaluation Forms on Modules 16-19 are not

available).

'3. Accountability system. In addition to evaludting teacher-
_

. quality, the inservice component was also interested

'monitoring how much time was 'taken by, _a supervisor "to, carry-

'our various actiliities. For the.Fall 1980 and Spri,n4 1 it8f
o

semestersProject staff tntennittently kept track

51
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, MODULE EVALUATION RESULTS

Question 1-8 are rated on the following scale: 1) Bad news
2) Could be better Modules
3) Okay,.
4) Pretty good
5) Outstanding

1) How well did the instructional competencies inform you of the content
of the module?

Mean Scores

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 1420 21 22 23 24

4.2 4.1 4.4 4.3, 4.3 4.6 4.8 4.6 4 4.5 4 4.3 4.3 5 2 4 3
0

2) Now well prepared and organized was the module. 4.3 4.1 4.4 4 4.3 4.1 4.2 4.5 4 4.5 4 4.6 4.3 5 3 4.2 4 4

3) 'Adequacy of the materials tr.- the module. 4,3 4.5 4.6 4.5 4 3.8 4 4.5 4.5- 6,4.5 4* 4.6 4.3 5 2 4.1 4 4

4) Relevancy of the module to current classroom te.dcliing. 3.2 4# 4 3.5 4 4.6 4.8 4 4 4 3 4 4 5 3 4.4 5 4.3

5) Relevancy of module to professional growth (i.e. future use). 4.3 4.5 4.4 3.5 3.5 4 3 4.4% 3.6 5 3 4.4 4.63.8 4 43 4.8

6) Interest level of the module. 3.8 4 4.2 4.3 3.7 3.8 4 4 4 4 3 4.3 3.6 5 3 3.6 5 4.3

7) Fairness and relevancy of the exams. 4 4 4 4 4 3.8 4.3 4.6 3.5 3.5 3 4 4 5 .3 2.8 4 4

8) Now well the self-quizzes prepared you for the exam. 4 -4 4.4 4.1 4.2 4 3.6 4.6 3.5 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 2 3

* Question 19 was rated on a l- scale: 1 =very easy; 5 = too difficult. 3.3 2

9) Rate the difficulty of this module. 3.8 3.1 3.4 3.3 3.3 3 4 3.8 3.5 3.5 3 3.3 3.3 4 2 3.6 4 3.3

* Question MO was rated on a 1-4 scale: 1 = not enough; 4 = way too much.

10) Rate the amount of infornlation given in the module. 2:e 2.1 2.2 2.6 2.3 2.3 3 3 2.5 2.5 2 2.3 2.3 1 3.2 3 3

*1"' Question ill had a 1-5 scale:, 1 = not at all clear; 5 = outstanding.'

11) Rate the clarity or the information presented in the module. 3.8 4 4 3.6 3.7 3.6. 3.6 4 3.5 3 4 3.3 5 3 3.8 4 4

c .prockAt.

Module Ev.aluation Results

Table 7
.
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of how much time was spent each week in the following areas:

1) student observation; 2) grading am] writing:practicum

'feedback; 3) exam administration and.grading; 4) travel,

5) revising modules; and 6)' general correspondence and

document writing (e.g., information for the progress reports,

Procedures.Manual). EstiMates of these.tasks are shown

in Table 7.

4. Evaluation of grading contingencies. The Project coordinator

and-David Esquith, a doctoral Student in the Department' of

Special Education, initiated a study entitled, "Effects of

. ,

Awo grading contingencies on practicum assignments with

trainees in a severely/multiply handicapped program." The

two strategies examined were: 1) students received their
O

final grade for the first product they submitted, and 2)

studints were allowed to resubmit their wOrk until A-level
/-

criterion was reached. The results of the study will, provide

valuable information for teacher training programs and

evaluation. Appendix ,E contains an abstract of the,study:

53--
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IV. PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND,COORDINATION

WITH OTHER AGENCIES.

A. Organization and structure at the University of Kansas. Major

organizational structire.for the Project is presented in Table 9.

The table shoWs'the relationship of Project personnel to the

University of Kansa s. The Project director, Doug Guess, was

responsible to H. Rutherford Turnbull, III, Chairperson of the

DepartmentAbf Spbcfal Education at the,University. The Project

Coordinator, Fredda Brown, was superyised by the Project director.

Ms. Brown assumed the Project coordinator position when Jennifer

Holvoet left in the Summer of. 1980. Doug Guess and the Project

coordinator jointly supervised Lesley Fernandez and Gayle Yelenik,

the two teacher trainers. Ms. Yelenik joined the Project staff

in the Summer of 1980. -Dr. Guess provided supervision in regard

to their general job performance as well as their relationship

with other agencies. The Project coordinator provided overall

supervision in relation to specific Project assignments.

The Project secretary (Marianne Watkins)was supervised by

both the Project director and the Project coordinator.

B. Coordination with the Kansas State Department of Special
ti

Education. The teacher inservice training component of the

Project was coordinated with Phyllis Kelly, State

Coordinator of the Severely and Multi-Handicapped at the

'Kansas State Department of Education. Dr. Kelly was responsible

to James Marshall, Director, State*Department of Education. Mr.

Marshall and RrofessorTu-rnbull shared overall responsibility

76
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Table 8

Number of Hours (three one-week samples) / Trainer4,1in Specified

Activities for Fall 1980 and Spring 1981,

Week
Student
Obser-,
vations

Grading
& Writing
feedback for
Practicum

Administration,
Grading & Writing
Exam Feedback Travel

Module
Revisions

Gederal
Corres-
pondence/

'Summary Work

Phone visits,
Staff development,

Office work,
& etc.

1 0
.

1.5 11.75 0 . *
5.5 0 21.25

o
--

ul
u,

Traingr 1 2 1.5 .75 0 .67 0 14:0 23.0

3 1.5 6:5 0 .67 0' 6.5 24.8

1 13.5 13.0 .75 15.0 . 0 0 O.

Trainer 2 2 0 2.25 1.0 0 1.5 8.25 27.0

3 12.0 6.0 1.0 .. ,8.5 0 0 12.5

1 2.0 6.75 3 1.0 3.0 19.5 5.75

Trainet._3 2 10..5 18.0 0 14.0 0 4.0 0 .

3 15.0 4.0 0 15.0 0 .6.0 8.0

Total for 3 Weeks 56.0 68.75' 17.5 54.84_ 9 58.25 122.3

%. Time 15% 16% 4% 15% 2% 16% 34%



Table 9

Organizational Chart of Project PersOnnel

University of Kansas

Administrative Structure

. Dale ScannellDean

School of Education

H. Rutherford Turnbull, III
Chairperson

)epartment of Spedal Education-

. Doug Guess, Professor

Project Director

Fredda Brown

Project Coordinator

esley Fernandez

Teacher Trainer

Gayle Yeleni.k

Teacher Trainer
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Marianne Watkins

Project Secretary
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for the implementation of the inservice compOnent of the Project.

Contact with Kansas local education agencies (LEA's) was accom-

plished through the 'State Coordinator of the Severely and Multi-

_handicapped and the technical assistant, Rhonda Eye. The

Project director related directly to Dr. Kelly concerning

development and implementation' of the statewide inservice

training program. Ms. _Eye, technical assistant to severely/

multiply handicapped programs in the State of Kansas, worked

directly with Project personnel in the coordination of the

statewide inservice teacher training effort. Ms. Eye assisted

in conducting workshops,' providing supervision in some practicum

sites, and importantly, serving as a direct liaison between

the Project coordinator and lcal education agencies. This

coordinated effort between the Kansas.State Department of.

Education and the Project was considered vital to the success -

of the Project. Coordination with the Kansas State Department

of Educatiohd LEA's is shown in Table 10.



Table 10

Project Coordination wi.th the Kansas State

Department of Education and LEA's

James Marshall, Director

State Dept. of Special Education

Phyllig Kelly

State Coordinator

Severely an Multiply Handicapped

Rhonda Eye

Teaching Assistant

SMH Programs

H.R. III

Chairperson;

Department'of Special Education

Doug Guess

Project Director

Kansas Local

Education Agencies

Project Coordinator

° 7

O
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Summary

The purpose and intent of this special project was to accomplish two

major goals: 1) To design and provide inservice training to teachers of

the vverely -handicapped in the state of Kansas; and 2) to further develop '

the Kansas University curriculum fo -r preparing teachers of the severely

handicapped. These goals have been met and demonstrated in several ways:

Number of teachers served by the Project. A total of 39 teachers

completed the Master's degree requirements.. Another 85 teachers have

-completed the requirement for certification only. There are currently

61 additional trainees in the process of completing certification and/or

Master's degree requirements.

Module development. A total of 27 modules have been developed that

cover the performance and informational competencies identified as relevant

to teachers of severely handicapped students. These modules comprise the

content of seven special education courses and are clo'selY coordinated

with on=campus° lecture classes.
. .

. Number of students and teachers in public schools. The rapid growth.

.of classes for severely multiply handicapped children in the state reflects

the progress made in meeting the zero reject and least restrictive environment

provision of PL 94-142. In 1976, there,were 30.6 teachers and 257 students

in public school classes for the severely multiply handicapped. In 1980, these

numbers, increased to 83 teachers and 350 students in public school classrooms.

Development of the Procedures Manual. A Procedures Manual describing

how to design and implement an inservice and modified inservice program

has been developed. The information contained in this product will be of

59
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gredt assistance tothose.individuals beginning, as well ai those already
.

involved in an inservice program. Thecontent of the Procedures Manual,

is applicablre not only tai teachers of the severely'handicapped but to

teachers across all populations of students._

1
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Appendix A

(Revised Modules)
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Revised, by:

Pat Welch, Jennifer Holvoet and qoug, Guess

Statewide' InService Training Project-
for Teachers of-the SeVerely Multiply Handicapped

The University 'of' Kansas Departments ofSpecial Educg,ion.
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Originalnal by :
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ltd educational goal ,-instructionai objectives, -reading list, test
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StatewideInservice Training Project.
for Teachers of the Severely Multiply Handicapped

The University of Kansas Department.of Special Eduction

Competency Specifications for:

BASIC CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION MODULE

EDUCATIONAL GOAL

,To provide experiences in active interaction with special education
teadhers and severely handicapped persons in special classrooms located in
public schools and residential settings, and to tpach the application of
information obtained from the Right to Educatioi, BehaVioral Approach to
Education, Programming Engaging Environments, Programming for Normalization,
and Assessment Modules to the teaching of appropriate behaviors to a single
severely multiply handicapped. child.

PERFORMANCE COMPETENCIES

The Student teacher completing this module should apply, the information
acquired through the readings. of Modules 1-5 by:

'1. tetermining from various sources if viol ations of a student's right, to
education have been made.

2. Identifying the antecedent, behavior, contingency, and consequent re-
spqnses when shown an instructional program.

3. Engaging in a=precedure leading to -the 'identification of conditioned or
unconditioned stimuli which may serve as reinforcers when made contingent

, upon, and presented immediatelrafter; a target be* havior.

44. Identifying the use of a,, specific training procedure when given examples,ot;chaining, shaping, extinction and time-out. ..,
.

5. Composing target behaviors appropriate to a student after observing the
...euZient during assessment.

6
- ,. - ;

6. Developing a record-keeping. system meeting IEP requirements. 40'
,,-..,

. .. T: ; DesiVtrig, in writing, an ideal classropm to incltde the basic curriculum'
areas and,the principles Of normalization and fundionality.

.

,8, Administering.an, assessment an,d choosingr a ppr opria.
-

te. ;target behaviors
, ; from the 'assessment.. ,

'9. Understanding, and applying the principles of normalizaI tion and functional ity.
.

. ..

46. 10. Learning to assess In specific domain.Wreas.and to/use informal evaluations.
I

/ of
11. Defining behavioral acts ipecific'ally enough for.reliability..:

0-7
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12. Developing an instructional program.

13. Designing measurement and evaluation systems to be used with instructional
programming.

---

14. Evaluating the effectivenes,ef instructional programming.

x

1

i

/
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ASSIGNMENT 1

Prerequisite Readings: None

Assignment: Write a 1-3 page descrlption'of an ideal classroom ihcorrorating
your own,,ideas and.any suggestions from the modules which you

q"4have partiCularly liked.

. .

Rationale:, This is part of an .overalf-evaluation for the modul . It also
srstiquTd help your practicum supervisor structure you class the
way You wish to have it.

Criteria: Graded as acceptable/not 'turned in. (One try)

O

J

it



ASSIGNMENT 2

Prerequisite Readings: Module 1

Assignment: Determine from various sources, (i.e.parents, administrative'
records), the educational background of one student. Describe
how the student's right to education may have been violated
and how it could be improved.

Rationale: To understand components of Public Law 94-142 and its
implications for each student.

Criteria: Three to four mar components included. (One try, however3, '

revisions will be required until criterion ig met.)
0

O

.17
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ASSIGNMENT 3

_

Prerequisite Readings: Module 2

Assignment View program #1 on video tape. Describe the following
components of the taped instructional program:

a) antecedent
b1 behavior
c) contingency
d) consequence

Rationale: To learn to label basic instructional programming components.

Criteria:

ist

100% correct identifications. (Two tries, final gradq will be
the

me . )

e b es t of the two. 'Revisions will be required until\ criterion
is

4
1
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ASSIGNMENT 4

Prerequisite Readings: Module 2, and Teaching a Child to Imitate, Streifel.

Assignment: Implement the reinforcer survey (pages 8-11) with one student
using at least 5 edibles.

Rationale: To learn a procedure useful in.identifying potential reinforcers.

Criteria: 90% achievement on,Reinforcer Survey Checklist. (One try. Revi-

wilt need to be made before going on 'to As,sionment 5.)

Special Instructions! 1) Someumodifications to the.procedure may be
necessary for the physically handicapped student.

2) See next Rage for description of factors Considered
in grading (Reinforcer Survey Checklist):

92,
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Teacher:

REINFORCER SURVEY CHECKLIST

Supervisor:

Environmental Factors

1. Is area prepared for survey?

2. Is the positioning appropriate for the
student?

3. Are precautions made for the possible
occurance of inappropriate behavior?
(i.e. shield, items on tray, etc.)

4. Are the items chosen age-appropriate
for the student?

Date:

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

YeS

5 . Was A trial taste of eaciik tem given
prior to adchinistration of the survey? 'Yes No'

Administration

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1. Point to each item

,

,

2.. Clear Cue

3. Data Recorded

4. Position Noted
.

5. Rearrange, Items
.

.

C

'Evaluation

1.4 Did the teacher tally the score?

2. CITckl ist Score

3. Reliability Score

5.

Yes' No -

)
/0.
,n r
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ASSIGNMENT 5.

Prerequisite Readings: Module 2 and Teaching a Child to Imitate, Streifel.

Assignment: 1) Implement an additional reinforcer survey with the s'ame
or an additional student using at least activities.

2) Determine the reliability, of trainer and"ttserver's scores.

Rationale: To learn to determine the reliability of training procedures.

Criteria: 90% reliability. Formula and figure work must be accurate.
(One try, however revisions must be made until criterion is met.)

Special Instructions: 1) All items used in the survey should be age appro-
priate materials.

2) Some modifications to the procedure may be necessary

4.110#softvp

V

for the physicallylandicapped studerrt,
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ASSIGNMENT 6

400

Prerequisite Readings: None

Assignment: 1) Substitute one of the p4ferred reinforcers from the Streifel
'Reinforcer Survey in place of another reinforcer in,an exist-
ing program. Run program for at least 5 days.

2) ComWe previous 5 days og data with this data using the new
reinforcer and evaluate the effect Of.the change in the
student's behavior.

Rationale: To learn at least one way to determine the. effects of a reinfOrcer
and to show that, in order to be a reinforcer, the item or activi-
ty must increase a behavior.

Criteria: 100% correct completion of Reinforcer,Effectiveness Checklist.
(One try, however revisions must be made until criterion *met.)

Li

Special Instructions: If there are no data-based program presently being run
in the classroom, the supervisor will help the teacher
begin a simple data collection procedure. Five days

of data should be collected with a randomly chosen
reinforcer, and thenthange the reinforcer to one that __

was preferred in the survey. At this point, a Reinforcer
Effectiveness Checksheet should be completed.

4
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. Teacher:

Reinforcer Effectiveness Checklist

4

Supervisor: Date:

Student:

Program:

Previous reinforcer:

Summary of last 5 session scores

Session #

Score / .

Preferred reinforcer:

Summary ofr5 consecutive s'ession.scores with change of
reinforcer

Session #

Score ' .'.-,z

I

Whit effect, if any, did the reinforcer change haVron the.rate of the behavior?
A

8
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ASSIGNMENT 7 'I.

Prerequisite Readings: . Module 2

Assignment: View video programs 2-4 and answer the questions on page 13. 4

Rationale: To identify specific training and deceleration proceduT
when,shown instructional programs.

Criteria:_ 90-100% correct identification. (Two tries, with feedback
given fdllowing the first effort. Final grade will be the
best of the two. Revisions will be Oequired until criterion
is met.)'

a

9
A
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ASSIGilM5NT #7

O ft

1

a

. In video program #2, which of'the following procedures were used to
train the .student.to sign ice cream?

a. shVping
b. backward chaining:
c. differential reinforment
d. positive reinforcement

a

2. The trainer in video #2. also used a procedure.to decelerate an incorrect
response.' Which, of the following were employed?

a. punishment
b. time-out
c. withdrawal of positive reinforcement
d. extinction

* . . .

3.`' The brushing teeth program shown in video program #3 is an .example of
Which of the following types of procedures? !

:

a. forward chaining v
b. Wckward chaining. .

c.--ifegative reinforcement
. shaping

. ,
. .

4. Video program #4 pictures a student learning to follow directions. What
--, procedures are being used to, accelerate thig response?:' -.t.

. a . Rosi ti ve ';7einforcement

:b. forward chaining / i

c-: shaping
d. modeling

.

:

5. Al o in video program #4,:i4hat.techntque was implwented to decThrater.
the /inappropriate behavior of tantrumming? . 's4V-

fi

, ,
a. 'extinctiOn - , ,,.-

c. response cost
b. Withdrawal of. positive reinfliceinent

.

. . .

d. overcorrection.

.7
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't
Prerequisite Reading: Modue:4" .
AssignMent7:7 'Vie video priogram 5, Desc,ribe how this program maximizes the

,",

principled of normalization and functionality:
-

°
Oe,, Rationale: To earn t'd nei fy, normall zation principles in classrooM

structure arid programming.
. I -so

Criterfa:' Oes)ctipfion mUst include components Shari for both. normalization
4 and functional i.ty.°. (One -try; however rrtTions will) be required

until criterion, is meta

.7
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164 Assignisient:

ASSIGNMENT - .

Prerequisiate Readings: Module

Rational e:

Criteria-

40* .

Describe .a preSet program n,your classroolil which could be
more ,normezing and functional. Consider sett,ing,;mateyie ,

,cues, etc. --Note changes to . .r ;

-

'1. -

To learriito 'apply princi.ples ormal izatiOn and .11uncttonal ify
to:claSSrookStructure-.,and prog a mi

.

. '
e. .

17 r
A

Description must be a feasible alternatiie ancrinc-lude'all
components listed 'above. (One tey, howevel 'revisions will

...; required until criterion i s met ."), : '. ' . ,
,/

isk;-...- A' . *:

, --.,
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ASSIGNMENT 10

.

Prerequisite Readings: Module 5

4

/ ,

r
1

Assignment: 1) Select andlist one.aPpropriate foriflal.assessment scale for,
each student in the class. 8.

0
2) Administer a formal assessment to one student. Your super-

visor will observe a section of 15-20 trials of direct
testing.

Rational: ',To learn the proper administration of formal assessments.

Criteria: 90% proficiency on assessment administraction checklist. (1 try)

0

Special Instructions.: 1) .At leAst 3 of the assessments chosen must-be included
in Module 5. The one chosen for observation must

, also be listed.

2) It is preferred that therapists (occupational,
\geec#, physical) administer assessment domains

a

tside their field of expertise

A '3) See next page for description of factors considered
in gr4ding (Assessment Administration Proficiency .

' Cnecklist).

13
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Statewide Inservice Training Project

for Teachers of the Severely Multiply Handicapped

Department of Special Education, The University, df Kansas

ASSESSMENT ADMINISTRATION,PROFICIENCY CHECKLIST1

. Student Teacher J

Practicum Supervisor

Student Name

Assessment used

PREPARATION

1. Yes No Instrument chosen includes those behavioral areas

1'

Which are stressed in this clkssroom.

.

(.
$

2. Yes No. Assessment area. is prepared..

3. Yes No 'ASsessment area provides appropriate setting -Fr.

chosen assessment:

4.- Yes No Use/non-Use of ieinforceMent is pre-determined.,
.

,

6- _ 5. Yes Ito Use/non-use of reinforcement is appropriate to

evaluate choseii skill areas.,

POST ASSESSMENT

12. Yes No Totals score for assessment.

.1
'13. Yes No Profiles.assessment score (if necessary).

14. %Yes No Determines. target behavior areas.

15. Yes No Add assessment informations to STEP file.

.102 14

.
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Is ,

,

4.4

20 TRIAL *SAMPLE

r,

o .

6. Presents stilulus for each response

4 :2

YES
NO

3 4 5. 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 14 15 16 17 18 19 '20

7. Use/non-use of reinforcement according to behavioral. definition:
. .

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 a6 17 18 19 -20-

,;.

YE$
NO

1 2 3 4

C.
,4.I4..., ...

inebinp/ ti bl..8. .Interruptsu aaeh.,response. which h is a e--1 T.
, ..

..

-r

. 4

,

'9.

10.

11.

YES.

- N.0

7 Records

YES
NO

Proceeds

YES
NO_

Notes

1. 2 3 .4 '5° 6 . 7, 8 '10 11 12 r3 1-4 1s5 16.,1:7- 18 19 23

I

L
.

the results of each tria4

1 2 3,'4 ".6 , 7 8 9, 4'0 11_12 14 14'-15 16 .17 18 19 20

to next trial.
.

s

4:' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9, 10 11 12 13.14 15 16 17 18 19 20

I

r

items needing other,, sources.

I ,2 3 t4 7'8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17. 33, 19 a)

YES
NO,

7

Total Yes:

1

,.... .

;.i.

94)-100% Excel) ent

io r 80',N9O Goodx 100 = , w

To.tal Nes & No 70-7.9% Fair
1.. -60-69%w Poor

. 59-below Unacceptable

A

. . , .-0 Statwide -Inservice Training' roject for Teacher of the Severely Multiply
Handicapped, Department of Special. Education, The University of, Kansas.

,,.

15 103
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ASSIGNMENT 11

Prerequidte Reading.: Module 3

, t

1

As4gnment: 1) Choose 1 target behavidr missed on- the assessment for each
domain (motor, communication,;:self4ielpI; .socialization,
and. preacidemic). k f /

) Re-write, if necessary, theobsieckive in terms of furaktion- _ -
al-iv and determ-Ine materials and bjects'that 'would -4, .: .
r r i x i m i ze functi onal ity/when training that ski il . ;

. .

f

ti o
Rationale: 'Standard assessments..rareli address themselwes to the normalized

or functional'use of 4; ski.1.1. Research has shown that the
severely handicapped acquire skills more quickly and generalize
better when, tr.aine'd in kfunttional manner: Therefore, many of
theobjectives from the assessment will need to ,be revised
before program iplementation...

°

. .

Criteria: A11 components must be. completed. Graded as acceptable /riot turned
'in. However, revisions will need.to be made until ass,igrmlent is
acceptable.

4

r °

Special Instructions: See next page for example of anobjective-and 'format
required. -

S'A

1 n
16. . .,
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Assessment' Used: %Portage
V

D9Mdin:) Motor
p

Behavior Tested: 'Builds tower of 5-6 blocks

Skill:' (70) Stacking

*Student: 9 year-old severely7pultiply handicapped female.

PosSibie fufttional materials to use to train this skill to the student:/
;,-

.
cpps, plates,.utensile, bookb,'magaiioes, washcloth:

. :,

Example functional objective to train this,Skill to thisrstudent:
, -

Given 5 Books reskig hOrizontally on a table in scattered arrangemeht,
.

and within arms reach of'the student, and given theiverbal cue, "(Name),
0 stack the books," the student will position one book horizontally in front
of him/herself and stack each'of the other books horizontally in front of
him/herself so all'four sides match within 15 seconds for 9 of 10 trials .

. per day for onsecutive days.

Assessment Used: Callier-Azuza

omain: Cognition
_

Behavior Tested: 5 (B) Anticipates a whole object by seeing only a .part

Skill: ObjeCk permanence

Student: 16 year old male, noiphysical involvement, severely multiply handi-
capped

.
.

Possible fuhctiOnal materials to train this skill to student:

Items which would most normally be partially-covered (i.e. toothbrush1

udder washcloth, edible under napkin, pencil under paper, comb or
soavunder towel).

_ . . . ....,

kir

.Exapple-functiorial- objective -to train- this skill to student:
0 *

. -When stood before a sink cabinelupon which a comb is placed partially

covered (1" of narrow, end visible) wit a hand towel, and given thel , .-

verbal cue, "(Name), ggt the comb," theStudedt will reach and grasp .

.,-
the comb and pull it into full viewwithin 10 seconds 9M-of the ..-.,

4

trials for 3 'consecutive sessions. : - f, I.

'.- .

,

17.

1U5
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ASS I GWENT 12

Prerequisite Readihg; None

Assignment: 1) Choose 3 target behaviors. missed on Alie assessment.
. -

2) With the help of Your' supervicir,tas,k analyze the deficient
behaviors and reassess to determine programming needs for .

each skill...

' Ns

Rationale: Assessments frequently provide testing in -only :general' skill
areas. A more,specific testing is required in order to determine*
terminaLbehavtoral objectivEit for programming. .

. .

Criteria :~

Ef

9 .

4-

this is a learning assignMent and will be graded in regard to
completion only .°

.

.

The task analysis must -specify the student's behavioral step
in completing the tag,k.. A written description of the results:
of the reassessment must also be turned in.

4

'
I a

AjWpih vJ
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ASSIGNMENT.'
I

:- ;Ir.*

.

PrereqIii site f eadi ngs": Module 5

ff /

. -

ss'igrimthit: hoose, one of the informal assessments prbvi,ded in Module 5.
dminiter it to one student and determine 2 target behaviors
for the domain observed.

Rationale: Formal ssessments are .not,always tailoyed to fit individual
cl1S:sroom and students' needs.%.*Teachers will need to learn to
implement and develop 4nformal evalaatiOns 'to test specific
areas of need.

A

Criteria: . 1) Correct comple tion of evaluation form
2) 100% correct components for Peach target behavior.

-4$

,6
ti

C

1
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ASSIGNMENT 14

Prerequisite.Readings: Module 2; Assessment Explanation Sheet,
cs

Assignment: View video. program 6._ From the explanation sheet and the
administratiOn of the 'assessment shown, what target behaviors
might be .appropriate for this student? (i.e. What skills

. could be programmed?) A

Rationale: To learn to determine target behaviors from an assessment and ,

to assess skill areas of a severely multiply handicapped stu-
dent.

Criteria:

O

Three target behaviors, each having the five basic components'
of 1) behaver; 2rconditions of the behavior; 3) the beha-
vioral-act; 4) object of the-behavior and 5) criterion for
success, No tries. .Feedback will be given following' the
completion of the assignment. Thefinal grade will be the
better of the two. Revisions will be required until criterion
is met.)

o

A

r)

; t
ti

I ,
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ASSIGNMENT 14

Assessment Explanation ,Sheet

PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT

A Devel op6nt

CALLIER-AZUZA

6. (A) May track objects horizontally and 'vertically. Given a bhight2y
cotohed object heed at eye teveZ, the ztudent witt make eye contact with
the object Oh 3 zeconds and tiottow the appeanance oti the Afect 1)6hom
.gentet (0 degues) thhough.a honizontae. ate oti at teast 300 and 2) &tom.
center (0 degnee4) thnough a vehticat arc oti at teast

r

(13). IShittS visual attention .from one object to another when two or three
'are' presented (scanning). Given two objects heed(at eye tevet,

the-stkent uLU make eye contact with one- object tivn at tecat 1
an4.44iit contact to the /second object within 5 zeconds.

\
7. (A) Attempts to secure objects beyond his/her reach. Given an object

4o4 potentia neirltioncement'peaced on the tabte in ptont oti the student,
i the student wiZZ attempt to obtain object with3n 10 seconds.. .

(B) Turns objectsin his/her hand and explores them visually.
Given an object 0-6 potentiat 0.4nk/Acement, the ztudent wilt grasp
object, and took at object tipn at teut 3 zecondis With one movemen t
o6-the object itt the hand.

8. (B) Matches identical objects. Given a zet o4 two objectz on tAiy a
ti.kont os 4- tuden-t, and.given4a match -to one oti the object4 with: the

yenbaZ cue, "Shjw me ", ..the student witt,indica,te which object the
'4ame by touching weptaeing the zampteobject beside it.

.

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT.

A. Receptive Language
, . .. .

6. (A) Follows simple instructjons communicated in formal language.

Given the v.e4ba2 cue, 'game here, "' the student e. mobiaze towaAd
the t)taineewithin 10 zecondis, and witt move at teatt one-hat.6 the
dance towand the trtaine4 within 1 rntnate,

==

A

.

(B) Understands several nouns and action wards- communi &ated in fdrmal
language. Givem the vehbat cue,o6 "(ye/Lb)", .this ztuaent mite. .

begin the actionw,[thbeL 3 4econ4 and wLU Compate the requested task
wp.hin 10 seconds. (e.g. open, Vze out, Aun)s_

.

.

(D) May respond to name or name 'sign communicated in formal 'language.

Given the ve/tbd4 cue o6 "(Name)", the-studd..intwUt. attend to the:tnaineit
3 iseconds by Ceasing,actiuity.and/on obtaaing eye contact.

4

8. (A) Identifiers or obtain.wben asked-, three familiar obSec his/

her.'surroundingslused ip theecourse of .the daily routine.
.

Given the venbat cue 'o6 "(NaMel, get the (objects) " the ztudent Witt
move towand thg object within 51-zecond,s. '(e.g.. cup betiou znack,

-6we..t. as-ten wazhing halide, ,14t be6ohe 'pay)

.

.

.

%

..

.
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ASSIGNMENT '15

4

Prerequisite Readings': Module 2, progrIm informatiOn sheet

Page 1

Assignment: View video ,program #7. 'Specify, in detail,'the cue given
to the student, and the behavioral act for each skill" being
programmed:

,

Rationale:

0

,

Criteria:

V.

Experience in writing behavioral definitions in preparation
for program development. .

Clear and precise behavioral definitions. Supervisor should be
able to take reliability after'reading the definitions.

f

Special. Instructions: ,An explahation 'and example of sp ifying behayioral
definitions is provided on page 2 .

4

110

O

22
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ASSIGNMENT 15
EXplatation & Example.._

Speci Eying behaviors is important 4n many, aspeCts of our 1 ives. Baker,
At

1978, explains that most of us- specify behaviors daily. A rpc.ipe specifies

what actions will be taken-clearly enough to allow someone%0Se to know'

exactly what should be done. We- specify directions to our house to allow

our friends to .visi t. When getting an appointnfent we may say, "I ' 11

see` you' sometime this afternoon,' or we, may specify,;Atat 'metime ' is by
saying "I ' 1 1 see 'du at-2:30 this afternoon."

- '"-1

t f the teacher hag properly pec.if\ei\d the behavior, anyone wi reads it

shq d knoti exactly, what the behavior is`'and should be able to identify
-

correct or incorrect responses' when either occurs.

Behavior

''waves' goOd-b

"pushes the ball"-

$

Specified Behavior

Raises extended dominant arm to chest levees, flexes
elbow, opens.-dominant hand, and moves forearm in an
'up and 'down' motion. twice, and returns arm toi rest-

position beside torso."

With flexed arms, hand's make simultaneous contact
with- the ball and arms ektend'quickly, causing ball
to mpve from contact with, the fingers fora distance
of at 1 easr2 inches..

2.3
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ASSIGNOT 15

0 k

PrOram Information. Sheet
.

Page 3
.

In this vidgo t#7), a student is being trained to developOtwo Skilrs. He
1 -, .

. .

is first asked to achieve a sitting position, with an erect head and is then
.

required to identiy an object by touchiqg it. These programs would most
,,,i

. . .

appropriately be run with,trials spaced throughout the day. However, for
/ \-' .

video taping, the ,.tials were massed. Objects to be labeled Were functional

,
, ,

for ark'sien\iironment..

1

The sitting program is being run using allio,cedural.training tethniqde. Fittest

6 verbal cue only-is given a verbal cue with a prompt (P), and'

finally a coMplete-put-thrOug(T) fs'providM'as_necessary. The object label

training O rOolram is)using'positive teimforcement.anOthe withdrawal of
I

reinforcement to increase correct respo '-

!

6.
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ASSIGNMENT .18

4
. ,

,
. ,

Prere9uisite Readings: Modules 2, and 3

Assignment:

.4
)

Using behaviors seen ls deficient in the assessment, determine
two skills. whi,ch could be programmed in one instructional

setting. °

Rationale: txperiente in combining skills into clusters in preparation' for
program development.

Criteria:
a.

The following will be considered when grading: 1) the -cohesiveness,
of the progrms chosen and 2) the appropriateness of the schedul-
ing at one setting. .

1

2 f .

113
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ASSIGNMENT 19 L

Prerequisite Readings: Assignment 18 'and Program Development Form'

..
AssignMent: Devise a program for each skill Chosen using the folloWing

ProgramDevelopment Form.

Rationale:, Experiehce in. developing Tnstructional programming.

4

Criteria: .The followilig will be considered in grading: 1) program
design (does it look like it will work), '2) compatibility
of programs, 3) functional And age-appropriate materials, -
and 4) apprfriateness dIf m!asurement system to the program.

*

a
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FORM
.

of Program:

(What skill is being taught, include domain)-'

N.,

. -

2. Author:

(Your name at the developer, and any others who
,helped; consultants, curriculum manuals, etc:)

arson in Charge of Program:

(Who is going to implement and evaluate the program?)

4. Terminal Behavioral Objective:-

a), What cues will be given to elicit the behavior?

b) What behavior is expected?

c) Is there an object of the4behavior?

d) How well must the student do to complete the program?

5. Rationale:

(why is this skill important for the student to learn?)

6. Suggested Functional Stheduling:

(When could the program be scheduled so that it occurs
in the student's environment at a time and place when
that skill should naturally occur?)

I,

7: Materials Needed: (What materials need to be available'in the
for training. in order to proceed smoothly?)

4
,1

8. Cue; a) that will be said to the.student?. ,

b) What objects/materials will be presented to the Audent

'//
c) What position will student and/or trainer be in?

.31
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9. Data Recording:

a) How will Correct responses be noted on the data sheet?

b) How will incorrect responses be recorded?

c) WiJ1 any other types.of responses be recorded? (i.e. prompts,
no-response, shape)

'10. Baseline Procedures: Ba'seliRe is taken to provide the teacher with, a

complete picture of what the student can do in
regard to this program 'before training is begun.
It will help determine the effectiveness of.the'
program. -To take baseline, the procedures are
run according to-the terminal behavibral object-
ive.' Reinforcement is generally giveh for
correct responses (to avoid extinction ofthe
kno4 behaVior). However, if the_program to be
`developed is to use reiaforcers as its only
tactic fOr ificreasing the behavior,. do not use
reinforcement in"baseline.

Trials in'whic!Ithe student responds incorrectly
or fails to respond at all are usually given no .

consequence. To develop baseline procedures for
the program, determine the following:

a) What cues) will be given to-"the student to
elicit'the behavior?

I) What is the trainer to accept-as aborrect
response? .

c) What consequencewill be4roiided for a correct
response?

d) What should be recorded onthedata sheet when
a correct response is made during baseline?

e). What should the trainer do if an incorrect or .

incomplete response is given?'
.f) How should wincorrect response be noted on the

data sheet?
g) Is.a trial with no response consequated or

recorded differently than an incorrect trial?
h). How many trials/sessions of, baseline shOuld be

run?

Note: The standard of '3' baseline sessions is not. always
appropriate. Baseline should be- continued until

the data is stable '(otherwise you could not sect
trends when training begins). If data does not

stabilize (i :e...fluctuate only" between 10-20%)
within 7 sessions,,the program may need to be re-'
vi9ed.

12 2: 32
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11. Training Prodedures:'This section should specify what the trainer
. will"do to teach the student to performithe be-

havior. Its greatest difference from baseline is
*,:the shaping or .prothpting prior to a trial, or the

correction.that may follow an incorrect or incom-
', phte trial. To determine procedures for training

.

.the skill, convid9r the following: _

a). Again, what cue(s) will be used to set the
, occasion fol. the behavior to occur?

b) What is the train-6r to accept as a correct
respons-e? (If using a chaining procedure,
specify.qhat is accepted for each step of

'6, training.)

c) What conseqUence is given'to the student'fb-
a correct response?

d) How is a correct response recorded onthe
data sheet?

e) If an incorrect response occurs, what should,
the trainer do? (correction, shaping, prompt)

f) How should the procedure for an incorrect
response be noted on,the data sheet?

,g) How many trials are to be presented in each
'session?

. ,-
12. Task Analysis: When the prograth to be trained could most effectively

,..

. be taught using a chaining or total cycle Trocedure, it
will be necessary to analyze the skill. This requires

, a caieful look at each component that comprises the

..../ behavibr. There.aretwo ways tAanalyze a task. Line '

- method ii"labeled 'logical' andinvolves performing the
task yourself and writing .down each step as'it's com-
pleted. Using the second method, 'empirical', the
:individual observes a,variety of others doing the task

. 1 . and devises the
steps49N

from these observations.

..

Doei the, training procedure developed here require a chaining or total
cycle (i.e. training all steps) procedure? ,

,r...s, '

. .

,

4

If so, what steps are necessary for the
0)
studenfto perfo'rm in or*

.to complete thelb,ehavior?

If not, (i.e. ,a procedural or shaping procedure is being used), note
that this, section is .'not applicable.'

13. Criteria: How well must the student do to graduate from the program,
and, if applicable, how well must he /she' do to move from
one -step of the task analyst& to the other? 0

33 1.231 ,



(Explain how the graphs will be kept, e.g. what
'information will be pictured.)

(Specify what skills would'be appropriate
to train after this skill is learned. This
will assure a cohesive curriculum for the
student.)
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ASSIGNMtNT 20

Prereqdisite Readings: Assignments 18 and 19

Assignment: Develop a data sheet to record each behavior. Use the data'.
sheet provided in Assignment 16 as:an example. Iriclude all
components listed on the next page.

Ratitonale: Experierice in designing,data sheets whert teaching a two
behavior skill cluster.

Criteria: 1) 100% correct labeling and format
2) Usability of data form',

(One try, however revis,ienswill'be required until criterion is met.)'

/
.,

Special Instructions: This. assignmerit must be approved before Assignment
'22.is begun. .

.

. 4

1

1

.
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LOMONENTS 0 A DATA SHEET

.4%kt

Program t tl-e

2. Trainer:. ame

3. Students name

4 Date

47)

5. Whether session is baseline, training, or probe

6. Session number

7. The time the session took

8. Behavioral definitions of the response(s) betng recorded

94 The reinforcer used

10. The.name of the primary observer

11. The name of the reliability observer' (214ny).

12. A place: to put dada ford each trial '

13. Summary score(s)

14. Reliability quotient
,

if any)

15. Scoring method

4

O

126
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,ASSIGNMENT-21

1

Prerequisite Readings! Assignments 18, 19 and'20.

Assignment: Design as many graphs as necessary to show progress fpr each
skill programming. Use graphs provided in Assign . .-

an example. :Include all components required on Graph De'tign
Checklist. 4 . :

.
*. . .

Rationale: Experience in desigding grdphs to picture stbidept-.progresq. in
,programming.. '

Criteria: 100% correct placement of gragh components arid,100% correct
plademe'nt of data pointi. (Two-tries, with feedback gived
folloWing the first effort.) '

o .
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*GRAPH DESIGN CHECKLIST
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;
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ASSIGNMENT 22

)
'Prerequisite ReOings: Modules 2 and 3

Assignment: Implement- the baseline and training for. programs devAloped
in Assignment 19. ,te 4

o

o
Rationale: Experience in implementation of 'instructional programming.

,

Crite'ria: This assignwent will be graded concurrently With Assignment 23.

39
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ASSIGNMENT 23

0

Prerequisite Readings Program Review Forman explanation sheet

,Assignmente. .Eollowing'the first two weeks of data;collection for the
\.

. programs developed in Assignment 19, complete a Program
Review Form;far each program.

Rationale: Experience in, implementation and evaluation of instructiondl
programming.

Criteria: 100%, 'correct 'completion of Program Review Form for each Oro#am.
(Two tries, revisions will be required until criterion is met.)

Special Insti-uctions: When submitting this Asignmentattach one copy of
the data sheet and a copy of each graph for the
programs implemented.

134.
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Student:

16 t'

*N, ,
PROGRAWREVLEW FORM

"- Program:,. . _ r
r

Step #: . / -

. e

a '
Train;11.(s):

Reinforcer:
4

Date:

Program Summary

Program Plan:

Program is:

.Accelerating

re .

Dlitel,erati'ng Matntaining

* E

Possible Program Changes:(l.ist at least3)/t : ,
1.

27'

3.

Program Decision
Vor

Chosen.YroQram Change:

Date Implemente'd:4

FiRetorcied in STEP- l

04

tatewide Iris'errvice.Trainitng Project for Tea-ohers Ei?, the Severely-Multiply
Handicapped ,,Department ofSpecial Education, The University of:Kansas.

A

e

0

0

z
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HOW TO FILL OUT THE Program-Review Form

$

Stddent: Name of thg-student in the program. If it is a group program, each student

should have a separate Program Reviev.

Program: Name of the program that is beig reviewed.' If there is a cluster of programs

being taught together, each program must be reviewed separately.

Step d: The step that the student is working -on at the time that the program is being

reviewed, e.g. baseline, Step 1,,Step 2.

.Trainer(s): The name of the t r'ainer(s) that run the.program.

Reinforcer: What reinforcer is being used with the student at the time of this review;
e.g. social, hugs, juice, raisens.

Date: The date that the Program Review is filled out.

Program Summary

Program plari: Describe the goal of the oroaram. For examnlp. is.the data r

supposed to accelerate (incrtase)., decelerate (decrease), or
maintain (stay the same)?

4.

Program is: - . Describe the nresent trend of the data. For example, is the data
accelerating (increasing); decelerating (decreasiiig), or maintaining
(staying the same or'bouncina)?-

-. Possfble Program' Changes
. . .

. ,

Thi-s-section-needs-to-be filled out only if there ista discrepancy in the "Program Plate

and the "Program is." If this Is the situation, the teacher should list at least three
f3) possible modifications that would be approprite to the program, e.g, cbange rein-

forcer, change cue. .
:.

Program_ Decision: This section is to be filled out only if program changes are necessary.

Chosen Program Change: The teacher (or team) must decide which one of the 3 Possible

Program Changes to implement. Only one should be chosen:.

_Date Implemented: The_actual date that the program change is to be imp lemented in

the classroom. 4
.

.-.
.

.

I i R'4 Recorded in STEP: The Prograni Monitoring card in the STEP File (or an equivalent)

that corresponds to this program should be up- dated. If a program change is to be

,ipilemented, this change should be indicated; if no change was necessary, the date
of,the review should be recorded to indicate .that the program was reviewed.

*134
. 42
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ASSIGNMENT 24

Prerequisite Reading: Module 3

AAssignment: Developra record keeping system with all the required components
of a EP file for 2 'students 'in the class'room. (We recommend
the studit you are currently working with, and a physically
handicapped or student with a behavior problem. This will help
you in intermediate practicum.)

-A4

Rationale: Written records are an integral part of the classroom development.
The STEP file provides a quick and ea;ipmethod for compiling such
information.

, .

Criteria: This will e graded as complete/incomplete. However, the file
will also be required in intermediate and advanced practicum.'

Special Insbluctions The file need. not be on index cards as diagrammed. Any
method for collecting the required information is
acceptable (notebook, folder, etc.). Additional
information may be included if it is appropriate for
your classroom. 40"

A
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INTERMEDIATE PRACTICUM

(Module 15)

A
Revised by:

'Lesley Fernandez, Fredda Brown, Gayle Yelenik, Jennifer Holvoet, Pat Welch & Doug Guess

Statewide Inservice Training Project
for Teachers of the Severely, Multiply Handicapped

The University of\Kansas Department of Special Education

'Original by:

Bonnie Utley, Trudy Rinne, and R. Don Horner

Professional Training Program Development Unit
Department of Special Education

The Univeriity'of Kansas

The educational gdal, instructional objectives, reading list, test
,,questions, and answers were prepared pursuant to Grant #0EG-0-74-2766 with

the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped of the Office of'Education,
United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. However, the
opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the position 9r policy
of the U.S. OfficeLpfEducation, and no official endorsement by the U.S.

','Office of Education,should'be'inferred.

'1978 Statewide Inservice Training
Program for Teac rs of the
Severely Multipl Handicapped.

Copyright follthese materials is claimed only during the period of
development, test, and evaluation, unless authorization is grantedsby the,

Office of Education to claim copyright also on the final materials.
For information on the status of the copyright, contact either proprietor
or the U.S. Office of. Education..
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Statewide Inservice Training Project

for Teachers of the Severely Multiply Handicapped

0

Department of Special Education, The University of Kansas

Haworth Hall, Lawrence, KS

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS: Doug dtess, PhyllisKelly

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Dotig Guess-,

PROJECT COORDINATOR.: Jennifer Holvoet
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O

PRACTICUM SITE SUPERVISORS: Fredda Brdwn, Pat tdelch, Lesley Fernandei,t,

Tim Fox, Marilyn Mulligan, Donna Lehr
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'Statewide Inservice Training Project

for Teachers of the Severely Multiply Hand4pped

The University of Kansas Department of Special Education

Competency Specifications for:

INTERMEDIATE CLASSROOMHPARTLCIPATION MODULE

EDUCATIONAL iAL

To provide experiences in active interactionwith special edu'cation tea-
chers and severely handicapped persons in special classrooms located in public
schools and residential settings and to teach the application Of information
obtained from the Kansas tniversity special education course, 798, Advanced
Topics in Special Education, SMH.

PERFORMANCE COMPETANCIES

The student teacher completing this module'should apply the information
acquired from the modular readings and/br lecture courses by:

1. Using aeleast three different, systems for measuring responi .such as

(a) outcome recording, (b) event recording, (c) interval recording,
(d) time-sample recording, (e) rate recording, and (f) duration recording.

2. Selecting the'measurement system that is most' appropriate for the...target

behavior. , , .;

3. Developing an ICS for a SMH student who demonstrates behavioral
deviancy.

4. Writing progrdMs to teach specific age-appropriate functional skills to .

SMH students who are behaviorally` deviant and physically handicapped.

Implementing programs which teach specific, age-appropriate functional
skills to SMH students. , r

,

6. Writing a program which utilizes a specific technique ,to decelerate a
specific behavior using responseost,.extinction or overcorrect on.

7. Submitting deceleration programs' to parents and other staff sor safeguard
review.

8. Implementing the approved deceleration procedure to decrease'a specific
behavior:

9. Implementing a procedure which ensuressdifferential reinforcement of other
and/or incompatible behavior to decrease the rate of the behavior idepti-
fled above.

iy
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_10. Designing, labeling and correctly utilizing data sheets for teaching
sequpnces (skill ciuster:

11. Desiatiing,labeling and correctly plottina data points on a standard
graph (equal interval) to display student performance in baseline and
training. .

12.. Designing; labeling and correctly plotting data points on a 6-cycle
chart to display student performance in,baseline and training.

1.

4k. 1-

13. DeterminiA from baseline data when to implement a training procedure.

14. Determining the effectiveness of training procedures -by comparing data'
in training condition(s) to data in nseline condition.

15. Designing and implementing staff meetinas to get feedback pn the student's
new programs.

16. Identifying the specific motor problems demonstrated by a student and
facilitative positions which would-help alleviate some of this studer0.---
problems.

17. Writihg"a program which utilizes a specific techniqUe to tech a physi-
cally handicapped individual to eat or drink more easily%

18. priting a program which utilizes a specific technique (and perhaps pros-
'. Ihetics) to teach a physically handicapped student.to communicate.

19. Demonstrating techniques for moving the limbs, trunk, and head when
positioning or transferring individuals, with 'severe motor handicaps.

20. Implementing'a 4 -part teaching sequence with a physical* inv..ol:yed
.

21. Demonstrating correct positioning and handling clueing educational p

'gramming ofindividuals with severe motor handicaps.

22. Maintaining up-tlkate and accurate records on program changes and
program progress '(STEP).

23: Designing a set of teaching sequences for a two student group.
,

24. De onStrating abilitS/:to prosthetic devices such as hearing aids,
ad pied-wheelthails,, and braces.
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STUDENT GRARE SHEET

Practicum Supervisor:

Intermediate Practicum

Assignment, 1: .Acceptable. Not Acceptable

Assignment 2.1: A

2.2 Midsemester .check A . B

Final check 'A

D

D F

F

F

Assignment 3.1 Acceptable Not Acceptable

3.2 A B C D F
/ .

Assignment 4a 1st try A , B C D F .,

2nd try A B C D F

4b 1st try A B C D F

2nd try A B C D F

4c 1st try A B . C D F

2nd try A B C D F

0. ..

Assignment,5.1 1st try A ' B C D F .

2nd try A B C D, F

5.2a 1st try A 'B C D '' F,

2nd try A B C ., D F

5.2b 1st try A B C : D
.

F

2nd try A B. C D F.
. ,

,

5.2c 1st try A B C D F

2nd try. A # B -C D , ''F
;

.

Assignment 6.1.),A B C D F
ik4

6.2 Acceptable. Neyt Acceptable"

Assignmetit 7.1 Acceptable Not Acceptable
,

71,2 Acceptable Not Acceptable

, 7.3 A B . C D F
,

.

Assignment 8.1a P B C D F

8.1b -A .',,B - C D F

t.2a A B C D F

8.2b A B C D F

8.2c A ' .B
C D F

0

1 3-
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Assignment 8.3a

8.3b

Assignment 9a
. -

9b

First try

Second try

A
,,

.

,0,

lit try

2nd try

.

, A

A

B
A

A

A

r

B

B

-ii

B

8

C

C

C

C

C

C

D

.D

D

JD
,

-.,,D

F

F

D F

F

F.

F

ksignMent 10.1 Acceptable% Not AcceptOle

10.2 A B C D F

4 .

Assignment lla A B C D . F

.,Ac llb A , B C D F

11c A B C D F

.11d A B .' C D F

Assignment 12.1 .A B C D F.
.1 r

12.2a A B C D f

12.2b A B C D F

12.2c A B C D F

12.2d A -B C D F

Assignment 13.1 'A B C D F

13. Acceptable Not Acceptable

Assigpemtn 14,1 A B D

14.2a A B ":C

14.2b A B. C ( D F

A ignment'15.1 Lift Acceptable, Not Acceptable

. Lift Acceptable: Not Acceptable
, . .

15.2a N/A. Acceptable

15.2b N/A 'Acceptable

15.2c N/A Acceptable

15.2d N/A Acceptable

Assignment16.1 A

16.2 A

16.3 A.

Not Acceptable

Not Acceptable

Not Acceptable ...

Not Acceptable-

F (Incorrect - implementation endangered student)

I vo

C D
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ASSIGNMENT 1 Week 1

Prerequisite Readings: None

'Assignment;

-., . . .

1. Write a 1-3 page description of an ideal classrbom incorporating your
own ideas and'any suggfations from the modules which you have particu-
larly liked.

I.

Rationale:

.

This,..is part of an overall evaluation for the modules. 1 ' .

Criteria Grading:

One try ei

It will be graded Acceptable/Not Acceptable

p

1
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ASSIGNMENT 2

Prerequisite Readings: Module 3 (STEP)

Assignment:

2.1`; Ideftify one student who exhibits a behdvior which needs to 1;e
'decelerated. Turn in a written list of present objectives dnd future
objectives for this student,

311

2.2 Begin developing a'STEP file (or it's equivflent; see pages,3'and 4
for decessw components) on 4 students in Your clas-woom;one
student who has a behavior which needs to be decelerates, one student
who is physically handicapped or a problem eater, and th'students
who may be programmed in a group. . .

,.

,

f.

Rationale: A r<
Written records are an integral part of classroom development. The STEP
file provides a quick and easy method for!compiling'such information: '

Criteria:

2.1 The student who has been identified for the'deceleration program must have
- at least 2 objectives in each of the folibwing domains: self-help/dSily

living; communication; prevocation/vocatianal; preacademic/a2cademic;
fine/gross motor; socialization; and leisure,'-,a minimum of 14 objectives

per student. These objectives need not all be ongoing, some of them can-
be future objectives.

2.2 All componentS of the file must be present as delineated in the STt.P file

check. your supgrvisorwill check the file (identified in assignment 2.1)
midway through the semester and at the ithdOf the_semester.`,-The other 3
student's' files will be checked during the secand'half of the semester.

One try; however, revisions will be requireduntil 90% criteria' is met.,

special Instructions:

The file need not be on indexcards as diagrammed in the module. Any method

for collecting the requirU information is. acceptable, Cnotebdok, folder, etc.).
Additional information may be included if it is appropriate for yo classroom.

If a section is not applicable to a particular student (for exawre, transfers'
may not be applicable foreman ambulatory student, indicate that this informa-

tion is non-applicable.

142 2
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I. Cover Information

II.

STEP FILE

CHECK

A. Student's'f611 name:
B. Birthdate
C. Parents name
D. Parent's address
E. Parent's telephone number
F. Student's residence
G. Emergency contact and phorip number
H. octor's name and Wene number
I. referred hospital

Current education placement

Precautionary Information

Health
1. Allergies
2. Immunizations (what/date)
3. Handicaps

B. Medications
1. Medication name
2. AMbunt
3. Start date'
4. Stop date

C. .Danger
1. Behavior problems
2. Orthopedic precautions

' III. ,Orthopedic

A. Po itioning _

1. Beneficial _positions
2 Transfers
3. Carries 7-

Adaptive Equipment/Materials
1. Date equipmerituse began-
2. Equipment/material, ie. arm sling, built-up spoon, etc.
3. Program /times ie. mealtime, hairbrushing, etc.

4

IV. Standardized Test Data

A. Date test given
B. Name of test and score

V. Educational Objectives
A. Objective -

B. Curricular domain of objective, ie. fiwmotor, self-help, etc.
C. Priority level of objective, ie. IlighlOority, futUre objective, etc.
D. Current tatus of objective, ie. *ping, not implemented, On hold, etc.

3

=
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STEP file Icont.)

tl

VI. Program Implementation

4r.

4

A. Ongoing programs
I. Title of program
2. Behavioral objective
3. Overview of program

a. Definition of response
b. Correction procedure
c. Data taking, ie: +, -; 2,1,O; etc.
d.. Criterion . 1

B. Program monitoring
I. PragraT anddata review

. 2. Subsequent decision' making

4

IL
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ASSIGNMENT 3

Prerequisitl Readings: Modules 10, ll_and3

Assignment: ,

'1. List three programs(either current or newly developed) which can be
taught together ,as a teaching sequence (skill cluster). These programs

must include:

A. A deceleration program,for.the inappropriate behavior.*

B. A behavior which 'is incompatible with' the inappropriate behavior.

C: Any other program, preferably sot type of imitation training.

2. Describe why these programs forM a teaching sequence, give a rationale

101
for your, choice of deceleration technique, and list the sequence .inwhich
the behaviors would be taught.

3

Week 2

I
Rationale:

Practice in devising training sequences for individuals with inapproprI4e

behavior.

Criteria & Grading:
. '

3.1 Acceptable /Unacceptable. ,

1,..

."

3.2 One try, however revisions will be required_uniil all components are
.

.

- present.
.

The following wiTrbe considered when 'grading: functiOfialitiof program,,age-
.

appropriateness (if releyant), and cohesiveness of the programs chosen.

. .

.-Special Instructions:

:k Swe examples of deceleration pr grams are:. extinction, positive practice

overcorrectidwrestitutional ercori'ection, response cost and/or DRO.

TO NOT begin Assignment 4 until supervisor has approved Assignment 3.
.

5



ASipplENT 4 46 Weeks 3& 4

Prerequisite Readings.: Modules 10, 11, 6(Program.Format section)ti, & 7
.4( types of measurement)

.\,tsignment:.. %

. ,.

.
. . -x ,, .

. .

1. For each of the three programs listed .i'n Assignment 3, turp in a written -

program, using format outlined on next page.The-foTlowing must be .

components.of these programs.

A. At least one or-6gram must use event recording.
-.

.

B. At least one program must use a,time -ba-sed (e.g. interval, duration,
410etc.) recording

C. At least one program must use rate measurement as it will be olo
on 6-cycle logarithmic charts.

Rationale:
. .,

Application of information on measurement design and program design.
N.:.,

. ,

Criteria & Grading:
.

Each program will be graded separately (see Program Formaron next page): Two
tries on each program, however revision' required until 95%.criteria is reached,

,
,

The following will be considered when grading: functionality and age- appropriate-
. ness of materials, proper format °'program design (does it look like it will ,0

work), anoropOateness of measurement system to the-program, and ompatibility A,

of the design with the other programs which will be run in the tea hind sequence.,

"

tis

0

.

Special Instructions: . 4
.0 e.

4 r ..
11 /

,

OF
*You my find that your choicet' of programs will, have to lange from Assignment
3 if the programs-chosep do not lend themselves to the typ s, of- Measurement .,,,
techniques

.

assigned. If this is the case,choose a new program(s). ..

Turn in concurrent1S, with Assignment
,,-, ....

a

tts



PROGRAM FORMAT

Title of Program
A

Author

Person Responsible.

Objective: include cues, behavidr and criteria

Rationale

0. Functional scheduling

'Materials

Cue: Include verbal/signed cues, objects or materials presented -td the
student and position of student/trainer.

0 a

Data Recording Statement: Consistent with the procedures outlined in the`
training section afid describing how to score

i,
correct/incorrect responses. 0

Baseline: Include what cues were used to elicit the response, whatthe
trainer accepts as a correct response, how the trainer consequates
a.correct/incorrect/no response, what the trainer does if the stu-
dent responds incorrectly,.data used, how many sessions (baseline)
are run, and how many trials constitute a session.

Training Procedures: Include what cueswere used to elicit the response,
what a correct response is, how correct/incorrect/no
response trials are consequated, how correct/incorrect/
no responses are recorded on the data sheet, and how
many-trials are presented in 1 session.

Task Analysis

Criteria: Include latency, aim, and time element criteria for, changing

program steps and graduating from the program.

Charting: Include what graphs will b used and how they will be labeled.

How, Reinforcement Will be Faded

Next Recommended Program

O

7

0
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ASSIGNMENT 5

Prerequis Readings: Module 7 & 15

Weeks 3 & 4

Assignment:

1. Design One ICS data sheet for the three, programmed behaviors.*

2. Design as many graphs as necessary. One araph must be 6--cycle logarithmic.

Rationale:

Application of techniques for designing data sheets for teaching sequences
and betign of graphs.

Supervisor:

Will provide 6-cycle log charts.

Criteria & GradiAg:

The graphs and data sheets will be graded separately. Two tries on each,
however, revisions will be required until all components are present.

The following will be considered when grading: Correct labeling and
format on the data sheet, usability of.data sh9et, c¢rrect format of graphs
(see graph design checklists enclosed in this module), accurate recording
of any data from previous training on this prograM.**

O

(

Special Instructions:

*When doing decelenation programs, the deceleration program will only be
listed .at the end of a series of skill clusters, sere a total will be
recorded. The deceleration technique should be applied each time the
deviant behavior occurs and a count of how often it was applied in the
session kept. However, within each skill cluster there should be a trial
called "Behavior aleck". This trial will be where, the student will be
given reinforcement for not engaging in the deviant behavior (i.e. all
programs used in this practicum will have a DRO component.)

** If you have more than one month's data,'-you may summarize by recording
all baseliu.data and weekly training averages.

U
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ASSIGNMENT 6

Prerequisite Readings: None

Assignments:

Week 5

1. Make an outliine of a staff meeting in which you will describe your
three-part teaching sequence to other members of the staff..

0

2. Implement the staff meeting with at least one aide (or psychologist,
or head teacher). Also try to have your building supervisor attend the
meeting.

Rationale:

Practice in developing and being responsible for staff meetings, in which .

information about a student's program is communicated to others in the
classroom.

its
. -

Criteria & Grading

One try

The following will be considered when grading:

a. Reasonable outline containing the following: purpose of meeting,
rationale for the sequence, individual training methodi (shaping,-
DRO, etc.). Data strategies, materials that will be brolight to the
meeting, and what kind of input/cooperation will be expected from
the staff.

'-
b. Statement by given person that you held the meeting and that person's

ability to answer 1-2 questions about that student's. programs.

Supervisor will attend staff meeting if possible.

lid



ASSIpMENT 7 Week 6

Prerequisite Readings: Your facility's policy on the use of deceleration
techniques (You find it!)

Assignment:

40
1. Copy or describc, the.procedures (if any) which your facility uses to

safeguard'students who are in deceleration programs (e.g. committee
review).

'2: Begin implementing these procedures by following the recommend'eld facility .

policy. Such procedures generally take 1-2 months to complete, so don't
delay. If some type of committee review is not required, either because R.

of the procedure chosen or because the facility has no policy), draft a
letter describing your procedure and have your building (or program)
supervisor sign it.

3. Draft a parent (or guardian) letter describing your procedures and
asking permission. Mail it (if policy requires parental permission).*

Rationale: .

Practice in correct and lawful use of deceleration procedures incluh imple-
menting all procedures which the facility has devised to safeguard the student's
well-being. , ,

Criteria & Gradina:
*

,s'

7.1 and 7.2 Procedures and the implementation will be graded Acceptable/
Not acceptable.

7.3 The following will be considered when grading the parent letter: grammar,
tact, a concise and understandable explanation of the procedure and how it
interfered in the classroom, a rationale for the procedure, the presence
of a form which the parents, can sigh, the statement that parents will be
welcome to come and watch the procedure or to discuss, any changes they feel
need to he Wade, a statement that you will send them the data on"the pro-
gram if they so desire, and a-statement that welcomes the parents as team
members.

One try, however revisions will be required until 'all components of the parent
letter are present.

Special Instructions:

DO NOT MAIL RENT LETTER UNTIL SUPERVISOR HAS APPROVED IT!

15o 10:



ASSIGNMENT 8

Prerequisite Readings: 'Modules 7, 8, 10, and 11
0-

Assignment:

)
Week 7 (coniinue until

criterion is reached)

8.1 If awaiting apprw'ial'of the deceleration program, begin implementing
the two other programs. Remember to take baseline if you haven't done
so already. Begin deceleration program whenever approval is obtained.
If review procedures werenot necessary, begin implementing the three-

. part sequence.

Record data and graph the results, continuing trainitg until the satent
.

reaches criterion oh until the semester ends.
,.-

4

. 8.2 Turn in copies of graphs. 1

8.3 Turn in copies of Program Review Forms every month on each program.,

Rationale:

. .

Implementation, under supervision, of a three skill teaching sequence -and

- correct implementation of the chosen deceleration technique.

Criteria'& Grading: ..

8.1 a & b. Your supervisor will observe your sequence twice during the
semester using a TPC 1 (example at back of module). Two tries ,

on first observation, one try on second. Criteria is 90-100%
on TPC.

8.2 a, b & c. Graphs must contain all necessary components (see gr#ph check-
list).

8.1.a & b: A minimum of two program review forms per program. The program
status and plan must be correctly identified and all. components
of the review form filled in. Two tries on first prOgrgm review.

One try on second program review. .

/. ,

Special minstructions;

Begin AssignMent 9 immediately. DO NOT wait until you have completed all

components of this assignment.

11-
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ASSIGNMENT 9

,-

Week 0
. .

Prerequisite Readings: Module I. You may also utilize your OT/PT as
a resource.

Assignment:

9.a Using the following pages s a guide, identify and describe in detail
(using technicaltermWOne student ray is physically handicapped.
Ifiyou have a number of students to choose from, choose one who is a

problem to feed.

9.b Turn in a written list of ongoing and future objectives for this
student.

Rationale:

In drder,to effectively program for a physically handicapped student, it
is necessary to know what his/her limitations and strengths are.

Criteria & Grading:
o!

9a Twcy.tries. Your description must include identification of: non-verbal
mode of,communication; best means of locomot4on; best positions for
.carrying, standing, sitting and floor lying; appropriate tranfers;
student's muscle tone; how oft positions should be changed and movement
interrelations (ATNR etc.). 907A,rtteria.

9b -Must include 2 functional objectivesin each of the following domains:
self-help/daily'living, commurvkation, socialization, leisure, vocational/
prevocational, academic/preacademic, and gross/fine motor.

Be. sure to indicate which objectives are presently ongoing and which
ones are 04ectives that are not yet in prOgress.

4

46
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Initial Observation Exercise

1 Attempt to discern how your.sudent communicates noiverbally. Observe how
he/she uses, for example, his/her lips, eyebrows, eyes, head gesture, hands,
body posture and noises to communicate.

2 If possible, observe your assigned student in'both prone and supine positions.,
In each position notice configuration and position of the:"

a. head i. thumbs
b. eyes j. trunk
c. neck . - k. pelvis
d. shoulders 1. upper leg (L and R)
e. upper-arm (L and R) m. lower leg (L and R)

, f. forearm (L.and R) , N. ankle (L and R)
g. wrist (1, and. R) o. toes

h. fingers 4

'3. Notice the interrelation between body Parts when they are moved. For example,,
. what happens to the shoulders, arms and legs when the head is moved? .

4. If possible, and under the supervision of staff, gently handle the student's
-arms or legs and notice the muscle tone.

.

1
& .

5. Attempt to mimic the posture or configuration ofyour student in both the
prone and supine positions.

6. Draw the configuration of your student's body in prone 'and supinepositiop.
If you are not artistic, use stick drawings,.

7. Using the module and pages 32-50 of.Finnie's book attempt to find conditions
which describe-your student.

Adapted from: Training modules for teacher of SMH. University of Vermont, 1978 */*

13
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3 7). 4 ;"7.: T
OF

POSTURING / POSITIONING
SKILLS

Tha Ea (y On ';'-'5.bgrarri

Child

Birlhdate

IDENTIFICATION DATA -

Chronological Age

Date of Initial Assessment

illqcoraing Procedures Record notes and illustratioos for each of the questions while Ter-awing demonstration from "
informed consultant

Question -
. .

What is tne best pcsitionfor carrying?

Comments
....

What is the best means for locomotion for this child?

Rolling

-
t

4

Tummy Crawling
.

Creeping (all fours) . .

Cruising
Walking .

s

-

AL.
--"--r

0
Q

Wheelchair 0

.
Scooter Board

What is the best standing position for this child? .

Standing Table ''''

Prone Board -, -

. . .

, .

What is,the best sitting position? What special equipment is necessary? Where should supports be provided? At what.
. angle hould the child be seated'? . .

Arm Chair , .. .ess
.

Bench *.
C.P. Chair - .

.

Whe'elchair

Stool . 'oT .

Bean Bab Chair
.

Corner Chair
on Floor .pideSitting .

Long Sitting .
<

-
..

.

Ind,iar) Style Sitting
.

.
. . ,

. .

What is the best way for the child to assume a standing position?.

From iloor? '
From chair?'

.
_ . -

.

. . r
, .

. .
. . .

134 i4 0 e



_
Question

What is the best position for floor lying/ In prone? In supine?
Witt; support?, Where?

_

Over bolster at criest? Additional support needed? Where?

Comments

Over wedge/ Additional supports needed? Where
_______ _ _
Side Lying? Additional Supportmeeded/ Where?

How freqbently should pcs:::ons be ch'anged?
_ _

What are some critical co s and don'ts/

Illustrations'

a 4

.e,

.0

0

^4.

4

PAR

.4

AO*
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ASSIGNMENT 10

4

Prerequisite Readings: Modules 13 & 14

Assignment:
ir (

1. For the student described in Assignment_9, list fair (4Y programs,
current or newly developed, which can be taught together as a teaching
sequence (skill cluster). These programs must include:

A. A program to teach receptive communication

B. A program to teach expressiv\ communication
;'

C. A feeding and/or drinking prograM**

D. One other program of your choice-

2. Describe why these progi-ams form a teaching sequence, any adaptive
equipment which/will be needed, and list the sequence in which the
behaviors..will be taught. .

\\*-.,

Week 9

(

el Rationale:

Practice in devising,tt ining seqUence5 for individuals with physical handicaps.
-1-.. °

_.0 1
,.. I-

t" .,
CrAtria & Graolina ,-'

.

One try, however revisions will beveqUired.
.

, ,t , . i
, ., ,

Th following will -be cons'ideed when.rading: DiSt ssion offunctionality of

PSograms, age-appropriateness, consideratfon o st restrictive a ternatives
especially if adaptive eqUipment.4slhedded; cohesivdness of the p rams

.

chosen, and appropriate communication mode. .

.

C

r

Special InstruCtIons:

0

I

v

*If no student in you class needs feeding and drinking training .(due to
physical handicap), please substitute a mobility program. If this.is
impossible, please contact your practicum twervisor.

156
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ASSIGMMENT 11 . .. Week 10 ,& 11
c.

1

Prerequisite Readings: Modules. 6, 10, 13, (maybe 14,.if using adaptive eruipment
...

Assignment:

1. For each of the four programs listed in Assignment 10, turn in a written
program using furmat outlined on page 17a. At least two different types
of measurement must be used in this assignment.

Rationale:

.Practice in program writing and use of measurement systems.

Criteria & Grading:

See program format on page 17a.

The following will be considered when grading: specification of properpositioning
(be sure this is compatible for all programs run in the teaching:sequence),

-

functionality and age-appropriateness of materials,gorrect format, program
design (does it look like it would work). ,

Ond try, however revisions will be required until 90% criteria is reached.

Special Instructions:

Don't,forget,to solicit imput from 0.T., P.T., and/or Speech therapists if
needed.

Turn in concurrently with AssignMent 12.-

ti

17
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Ir

Title of program

Author

Person Responsible

Objective statement including cues, behavior and criteria.

Program Co ponents.

Rationale ,

Functional scheduling

Materials

Cue statement including verbal/signed cues, objects or materials presented to
the student and positi n of student/trainer.

Data recording statement that is cons stent with the procedures outlined in the
Training section and d scribes how to score correct/incorrect
responses.

Baselilie section including what cues ere used to elicit the response, what the
trainer accepts as a correct response, how the trainer consequates
a cgrrect/incorrect/no esponse, what the trainer does, if the stu-
dent responds incorrect y, data used, how many sessions (baseline)
are run, andhhow manyt fals constitute a session. .

r

Training procedures se tion:including at cues were used to elicit the response,
what a corre t response s, how correct/incorrect/no response
trials are co sequated, ow correct/incorrect/no responses are
recordedon e data sheet, and how many trials are presented in
.1 session.

Task Analysis,

Criteria session including latency, aim, a d time element criteria for
changing prograM steps and s,raduating from the program.

Charting section includtpg what graphs will be used and how they will be labeled.
(This section is,optional 1980 semester, required Spring 1981
semester)..

'=

How Reinforcement will be fade

Heft Recommended Progragk

17a r%



ASSIGNMENT '12

Prerequisite Readings: Modules 7 & 15

.

Week 10 & 11

.

Assignment: ,

. .

.
1. Des+ one ICS'data sheet for the'four programmed behaviors.

2. Des as many graphs as necessary.

Rationale: .

Application of techniques fbr designing data sheets foriongerteaching
sequences and design of graphs.

Criteria & Grading:

One try.

The following will be'considered when grading: Appropriateness of the measure-
ment system chosen, correctlormat of data sheet, usability of data sheet,.
correct format of graphs, (see Graph' Design Checklist), accurate recording of
any data from previous training on same program.*

C

Special Instructions:

*If you have more than one mwth's data, you'mmay summarize by recording all-
baseline data and weekly training average s

41.
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,ASSIGNMENT

,Prerequisite Readings:':None

Assitnment:

Ueek 12

. . .. : . ,..
, .

Y, T. Using the pages provided, with Asqgrmient 6, make, an outline of a staff,
meeting in which you will describeYour four-part teac4;ing sequence to
otner members of the staff.

, .

'
.

2: ImpleMent tnis'stafftng withM leaSt one a i de,a d one of the foTiowing:.
0J.,..41:T., Or Speech. T rapist.

Rationale:

1

Rracfiogin developtng and being responsible 'nor stiff.meeting
ancillary personnel from, other departments present, to )determine, the'

most effective . program possible.

Supervisor:

ShOuldmaL every effort to attend this staffing, so other's inputocan- be
utilized im rograM design. However, if.timing snot compatt)e with the
schedule pf others who shpuld atlend;,this is optional.

Criteria & kading:

One try

The foll6winq Oil be consi"aere8i4en-grading:

, .

,

'''
. a. .Reasonable -outline,containing the f rig;of pu'rpbseiesmeiting , .

rationale'fOr'-the sequence, individual tra4ng methods (shaping, DRO1
etc.):, Data sti-ategies'i materials that wilI,be brought to the Meeting,
anewhq kind of input /cooperation will be:eXpected.from the staff. .. 4:

el,

b.. Statement by given Rrson:that,yOU held the .meetirig and that person's:
ability-6 answer 1-2 questiOnS,4bout that student's prodrams.

- , . . .

Supervisor will attend-taffmeeting:if possible._ ,.

.

,,
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ASSIGNMENT 14 Week 13 (Continue until
criterion is
reached)

Prerequisite Readinqs,:, Modules'13 & 14 (You may al o tilize your 0.T.(P.T as

a resource.)

Assignment:.

1. Implement the 4-part teaching'sequence% .Record datagand.graph

results.

2. Turn in copies of graphs and Program Review Forms every month on each

prograM.

Rationale:

Pragtice under-superviSion implementing a four-part teaching sequence with
special attention to special techniques necessary for Physically handicapped

students:

Criteria & Grading:

One try, your supervisor will observe atleast once during the semester.

The following will be considered when grading: correct determination of when

to begin training; correct handling, transfer, and positioning of student
prior to, during, and after programming; correct facilitation of eating/drinking
with proper lip/jaw control as needed, accurate date- taking (g0-100', reliable);

accurate graphing, and correct dtermination of training effectiveness with

program changes based on data.

Special. rnstructiont:

AN AUTOMATIC "F" WILL BE RECORDED IF INCORRECTIMPLEMENTATION OF ANY PROGRAM
(ESPECIALLY FEEDING) ENDANGERS THE PHYSICAL WELL-BEING OF THE STUDENT. THIS

"F" CANNOT BE ERASED DURING A SECOND TRY, ALTHOUGH YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO
CORRECT YOUR TECHNIQUE. To avoid such a situation, read your module(s)
carefully, and get help from O.T. or P.T. at any point where yQu,are doubtful
of your ability.

20



Assignment 15 Weeks 15 & 16 .

Prerequisite Readings: Modules 13 & 14 (You should also use your 0-.T./P.T.
as a resource.)

Assignment:

'1. D'emonstrate competency in at least two (2) of the following:
C 11,

A. lifting and transferring student from wheelchair to toilet.

- 4

B. lifting and transferring student,from chair to wheelchair

C. wect coorefnation of two person lift with naive person

,,-13. lifting and tmnsfering student from a mat (or floor) to a
chair across the classroom.

Na.

2. Demonstrate all of the following which are applicable:

A. Putting diapers on'floppy or spastic student.

B. heai-ing aid; check and putting aid on student

C: Putting on braces or corrective shoes.

Placement of student in modified wheelchair

Criteria & Grading:

One try

The following will be considered when grading: demonstration of control of
key points when transferring; correct choice of lifts depending on student
size and disabil4y, correct coordination of two person lift; using your
legslnot your back to lift; correct application of prosthetics /diapers --
without twisting limbs; and with correct handl-tnrof limbs.

This should be observed by either your practicum supervisbr or by your O.T. or
P.T: If observed by 'erier of the latter, have them fill out OT/PT observation
sheet and sign it.

4

Special'InstrUctions:.

AN AUTOMATIC "F" WILL BE RECORDEQ IF INCORRECT IMP.LEMENTATfON OF ANY PROCEDURE
ENDANGERS (OR COULD ENDMGER) THE PHYSICAL WELL-BEING OF THE STUDENT. THIS
"F" CANNOT BE ERASED CURING A SECOND TRY, ALTHOUGH YOUIWILL BEI-REQUIRED TO
CORRECT YOUR TECHNQUE.

162 21



L.
Teacher's Name:

;Date of Observation:

Place of Observation:

OT/RT Observation. Sheet

Directions: The teacher must demonstrate two ofthe four lifts outlined in assignment
15.1. He/she should demonstrate all of assignment 15.2 which are applicable
to his/her classroom. Use the following scoring code:

+ Teacher correctly implements
- Teacher incorrectly implements

n/a Non-applicable

Assignment 15:1 :Lifts

Teacher relaxes the student before )ifting
Teacher brings the stud4nt to a sitting position
Teacher allows the student to do as much as possible of

the lift

Teacher-talks with the student and encourages his/her help
Teacher keeps the student's head in a midline position
Teacher keeps his/her back straight-uses his/her legs

for the lift

Teacher supports the student at his/her neck
Teacher supports the student at his/her shoulders
Teacher supports the student at his/her spine
Teacher supports the student at his/her pelvis
Teacher chooses, the correct lift for the student
Teacher correctly 'coordinates the chosen lift

:t

15.1a 15.1b 15.1c 15.1d

Asiignment 15.2

15.2a-Diapers Teacheroesn't.twist the student's limbs
Teacher protects the student when applying diaper pins
Te(er correctly applies diaper-not too:tight, not_too loose

15.2b-Hearing Aid' \ 4

Teacher checks that the aid is chai-ged
Teacher checks that the earmolds are clean
Teacher checks that there is no feedback
Teacher checks that the aid is turned on
Teacher checks that the aid is at the correct amplication
Teacher puts on hearing aid
Teacher puts on harness

19.2c-Braces/COrrective Shoes
,Teacher-checks inside of shoes for wrinkles/tears
Teacher checks that the brace locks are easily opened
Teacher checks that--joints move easily
Teacher checks that soles/heels are not worn
Teacher does not force the student's foot\into the shoe
Teacher fastens all straps/fasteners

163
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15.2(1-Modified Wheelchair

Teacher supports the student when lifting him/her to chair
Teacher makes sure that hips are correctly placed
Teacher checks clothing to make sure it isn't wrinkled

underlbehind the student
Teacher fastens all straps /fasteners

COMMENTS:

V

Signature of Observe; Position of Observer

4
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ASSIGNMENT 16

Prerequisite Readings: Modules 3, 10, 11, 12 and 13

Assignment:

16.1 Identify two students who could be programmed as a small group and
turn in. a written list of ongoing and future objectives for each
student.

1622 Identify a two program skill cluster for each of the two students
and desCribe why these programs forka teaching sequence.

16.3 Identify the structure and content (see Brown, Holvoet,' Guess and
Mulligan, Module 3) of the group, list the sequence in which the
behaviors will be taught across the students (i.e. are you alternating
studenA after each behavior, every other behavior, or after three
trials le the teaching sequence), and identify environmental con-
siderations such as student seating,-arrangement of materials, when
data is to be taken, and group reinforcement.

Rationale:

,Practice in devising training sequences which can be used in a group.

Criteria & Grading:

The following will be considered when grading: Functionality, age-appropriate-
ness of programs, and'program cohesiveness (see Assignments 2 and 9).

One try.

Note: You will not'be responsible for implementing this group program--
during the practicum. However, the advance practicum focuses heavily
on group training. This would be an excellent time to try it out and
get feedback before a grade is contingent upon your performance.'

24 7
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Stateside Inservice Training Program

for Teachers of the Severely/Multiply Handicapped

Dep.artment of Special Education, The University of Kansas

GRAPH DESIGN CHECKLIST I (Equal Interval Graphing)_____

-/---'\.$.tudent Teacher Date

Graph Shows Correct Labeling for:
(-

Program name Trai.ner's name

Skill area 0 Reinforcer.

Student's name

Ordinate:

Identified

Labeled

Baseline:

Labeled-

Abscissa:

1.3 Dated

Changed to training at appropriate point

Training:

'El Labeled Separated from baseline

Made changes at appropriate points

. Shows changes .i n Program:

Labeled Separated from previous training

Graph Shoys correct Labeling and Placement of:

Cdping Line -D Criterion Line

Comments:

Data Points

Date received\

Date accepted

Sent for revisions

GRADE

0 StateWide Inservice Training Program for Teachers of the Severely- Multiply

Handicapped, Department of Special Education, The University of Kansas.
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Statewide Inservice Training Project

for Teachers of the Severely Multiply Handicapped

The University of Kansas Department of Special Education

GRAPH DESIGN CHECKLIST II

6:cycle LGgaie4thmic Charting

Student Teacher Date

Graph Shows Correct Labeqing for:

'Behavior Counted

Charter Agelicy

0 -Label Dates (including year)

Baseline:

Labeled El Changed to training at appropriate point

Phase change line

sok
4ii

Training:

Labeled Phase change line(s) at appropriate points

Mode changes at appropriate Separatgd from baseline
points

Shows Program Change)

Labeled

Not Applicable

Separated from previous training by
phase change lines -

Graph §liows Correct Labeling and Placement of:

Ceiling line (if appropriatel Aim Star

-0 Record floor (if appropriate) Data points

Ignored days (if appropriate). Type of data point'

p chance days ( if appropriate) No-count days (if appropriate)

Comments:.

'Date received :

Date accepted ° GRADE

197$, Statewidd nservin Training Program for Teachers of the Severely-Multiply
Handicapped, Depirtment of Speical Education, The University of Kansas.
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PROGRAM REVIEW FORM

Student:
40

Program:

Step'#:

Trainercs):

Reinforcer:

Date:,

Program Summary'

Program Plan:

Program is:

I

Accelerating .Decelerating Maintaining

ri 1-71 [I:

r

Possible 'Program Changes:(List at least 3)

1.

2.

3. k.

Program Decision

Chosen Program Change: a

r.
Date IMplemented:

r--1Recorded in STEP

I

Statewide Inservice Training Project for Teachers ofthe Severely-Multiply
Handicapped, Department of-Special Education', The University'Of Kansas.

28' .170
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HOW TO FILL 01.5.-TlE Program Review Form

o

Student: Name of the student in the program. If it is. a group program, each stUdent

should have a separate Program Review.

Program: Name of the program 'tliat is being reviewed. If there is a cluster,of programs
being taught together, each program must be reviewed separately.

.

I
...

b )

Step.;';: The step that the student is working on at the time that the program is being \
reviewed, e.g. baseline, Step 1, Step 2. ,

'4

. .

Trainer(s): The lame of the trainer(s), that run the program.

Reinforcer: WhaI-reiniSrcer is being used, with the student at the time of this review;

e.g. social, hugs, juice, rai,sens.

Date: The date that the-Program Review is filled out.

" 1

Program Summary

1-
Program Plan: Describe the goal ofthe Program. For examnlp. is.the data

supposed to accelerite (increase), decelerate (decrease), or
maintain (stay the same)?

Program is: . Describe the presdnt trend of ,the,data. For example. is the data
accelerating cincreasing), deceleeating decreasing): or.rlaintaining
(staying the same or bouncina)?.

Possible Program Changes
.

(
. ,

. , .

This section needs to,be fillea. outonly if there is a discrepancy in the "Pro'gram Plan"

and the "Program is." If this is the situation, the teacher'should list at least three
(3) possible modifications that would be approprite to tie program; e.g. change rein-

forcer, change cue._

Program Decision: This sectionis-to be filled out only if program changes are necessary.

Chosen Program Change: The teacher (or team) must decide, which one of the 3 Possible

Program Changes to implement. Only one should be chosen.

Date Implemented: The actual date'that the program change is to be imNemented in
the classroom.

L_ Recorded in STEP: The Program Monitoring card in the STEP File (or an equivalent)

tMt corresponds to thil program should be up-dated. If a program change is-to be

implemented, this change should be indicated; if no change was necessary, the date
of the review should be recorded to indicate that the program was reviewed:

171
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TEACHING NPLEMENTATION StUdent(s); Teacher
OBSERVATION FORM

ObserverAdapted from The Early Qn Program

.Date & Time
Actiyities:

.

RECORD1VG PROCEDURES: Obsekve .tea cheit. Son 10-1.5-tiLiq44'and AecoAd aft X i6 behavior
oEse..n.T2 doe4 not meet cAite.A.La £L4ted on next page. Put NA dea thAough
nonapi; flee 'sections. 80-100% is acceptaiee.

1Prior to conducting session trainer :

]. Has all required materials Yee No- -List missing.items, NA
2%. Has co=plete Programs and STEP in classroom . Yes Yes, but , No
3. Seating arrangement appropriate Yes No- -Tell, y .

Ss';Adaptive equipment Working/on' Yes No.- (not avail) No'(forgot), NA ,

5, Use reconnended reinforcer Yes No

t

During session, trainer

.

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12.'13.14.15

Attends to- student behay.
Materials . -

A. Discrimin'able
B. Positioned optimally
C. Out of student's reach I '1

D. Within Implementer's reach

.D.
cuss (s 's)
A. Clear
B. Correct wording
c: Not repeated
D. S positioned optimally
Reinforcementt,Indiv.

-
A. For correct behavior
B. Xrmmdiate
C. Paired
D. ,Schedule correct
E. Appropriate intensity

O. Reinforcement: Group
1. HandlesInapPropriates

A. IRterrupts.incompatibles
B. InvolementS ,correctly
C. Correct schedule

:D. Immediate
2. Correction Procedures

A. Correct
B. Immediate

. Data Recorded'

.-
core after training session:

,,..;------02-wg-

Pading agpropria e

.

'

. Trials alternate (within student) Yes 1 No 7

6. Trials alternated between students , Yes Yes, but
P. DRO provided if 'deceleration used Yes, No NA
8.. Independent activities provided _ Yes Yes, but ,, No, NA,: .

Interruptions handled Yes. No NA . .

O. S.mmarizes data -

4 Plots data I!
s Yes, but No.

r s Yes, but ,'No

j"

1

Yes No- -state slow component

.

Not NA

3.0
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ADVANCED CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION

o:

( Modul e '25)

jRevised by:
.

. .

FreddA BroWn, Lesley Fernandez, Gayle Yelenik, Jennifer'Holvoet, and'Doug Guess

. ,7. Statewide Inservice Training Project . .
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The University-of Kansas Department of Special,Education
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Department" of Special Education.
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Statewide Inservice Training .Project

for'Teachers -of the Sev6rely Multiply Handicapped

The University of Kansas Department of Special'Education

Competency Specifications for:

ADVANCED CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION MODOLE
4

EDUCATIONAL GOAL

To provide experiences in active interaction with' special education teachers
and severely handicapped children in special classroomt located in public schools
and residential settings and to teach the application of information obtained
from Modules 1-24.

PERFORMANCE, COMPETENCIES'.

The student teacher completing this module, should apply the information
ac uired from the modular readings and/or lecture courses by:

sl.r Designing classroom schedules and student schedules.

Outlining, implementing and heading two staff meetings to communicate
schedule changes.

A. Developing a training model' for the preparation of teaching assis.tants.

4. Effectively implementing new schedules of programming in the classroom.

5. Developing a format for the accountability and supervision of teaciiing__.
assistants.

AO

6. Compiling a listing of resources available for parents in the local
community.

7. Developing a parent involvement program and obtaining administrative
approval of the plan.

8. Arranging and implementing an IEP conference or parent conference.

9. Vaintaining and updating the STEP file.

10. Descris .n errorless discrimination training program.

,

11. Designing and anaging group (3:1 or 4:1) programs using individual skill
clusters t ching sequences) for each individual jn the group:

-

"
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OVERVIEW*

*READ: This is essential inforTation

In ;t-hiSipracticum, you will be graded on five different activities, each of

which may have'as many as 4 assignments. It is difficult to arrange these ,in

a chronological'practiCum because they nttd to be worked on simultaneously

from the beginning of the practicum to the end. So, although the assignments

appear to be chronological (they are written sequentially and each has a time

line), you cannot wait until you have finished one activity to begin the next.

The necesttrfor concurrent implementation makes the practicum difficult,

both for you and youi. supervisor, but it's more realistic in terms of actually

managing a classroom.

The areas of, activities required for completion of this practicum are:

I. SCHEDULING:
1Ass.ignments

1-3

II. STAFF TRAINAG AND SCHEDULE IMPLEMENTATION:

Assignments 4-6

III. PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT: Assignments 7-10

IV. GROUP PROGRAMMING: Assignments 11 -17

V. 1:1 ERRORLESS STIMULUS CONTROL PROGRAMMING: Assignments 18-20

When scheduling yourself, REMEMBER, THESE AREAS SHOULD BE WORKED ONAT THE SAME

TIME. It is especiallyimportant to begin the Group Programming Sequence promptly

in order to leave plenty of time for running the programs and collecting the data.'

It is also important for you to realize that although we will not always be assigning

51 .to write programs, make graphs and data .sheets, and, do STEP file maintenance,

4it is assumed that you will do these'things and you will be graded on whether or

not these have been dqne and maintained. Your-files will be checked twice dui-ing

the semester (see Assignment 1?), and general classroom management will also be

evaluated'twice during the semester (see Assignment #18). Weel that we can
-1,1o0

legitimately expect you to'continue dbmonstrating skills'you learned in the other

practicum without specifically reassigning these.sicills. Thus, most assignments

here are new skills that you have not practiced in previous practicums, but we do

expect maintenance of skills from earlier practiliums. NOTE: All assignments that

are. raded Acceptable/Not Acceptable, Complete/Not Complete,. etc. must be revised

until your supervisor considers it Acceptable/Crplete.



GRADE SHEET FORADVANCED.PROACTICUM ASSIGNMENTS

Acceptable

1) Ac'ceptable

2).

Not Acceptable

Not Acceptabel

Midsemester End Semester

Student a A B C D A B C D

Student b A B C D A B C D

student,c A B' C D A B C. D

Student d A B.0 D A B C D

Student e A -13 C D A B C D

_Student f A B C D A B C D

Student g A. B C D A B C D

1) first try A B C

Second try A B C

2) Acceptable Not Acceptable

3) Acceptable Not Acceptable

A B CE

1) A B C

2) Acceptable Not Acceptable

A B

Assignment1:

Assignment 2:

7

Assignment 3:

Assignment 4:

Assignment 5:

Assignment 6:

Assignment 7: 1) Complete Incomplete

2) Acceptable Not Acceptable

Assignment 8: 1) Complete Incomplete

2) Complete Incomplete

Assignment 9: 1) Acceptable, Inappropriate

-2) Accepted by program Not,accepted

Assignment 10: Acceptable Not Acceptable

Assignment 11: 1)- A B C

2) Acceptahl'e Not Acceptable

3) A B . C

Assignment 12: 1) a) A B C D

. b) A B CDF
c) A B 'C D F

d) A B C D F.

4

1st try



. Assignment 12 (Cont.)

2)
...

Assignment 13: A

i

A B C D Fa)ABCDF
b) A B C D F

c) A B ..0 D F 1st try

d) A os B. C' D F

B C D F lst try

B C D F '2nd try

'6

Assignment 14: 1)' A B C

2) Acceptable, Not Acceptable

3) A B C

Assignment 15: a) A

b) A

c) A

d) A

e) A

./f) A

g) 'A

h) A

i) A

'2) A E5

B C D F

B C D F

B C D F

B C D F

B C D F

B -C F

B C D _

5 C. D F

B C D F

C D F
r,

0



Assignment 15 (Cont.)

3) a) A B D F

b),ABCDF
c) A B C D F

d) A B. C D F

e) A B C D F

f) .A B. C D F

g) A B 'D r
h) A B C D F

A B C D

Assignment 16: A B C D F 1st try

A B C D F 2nd try

Assignment 17: Small group 1) A B C D F

2) A B C D E

Large group 1) A B C b F

2)ABCDF
Assignment 18: Miilfemester End Semester)

Student A: A B ii C D F A B C D F

A B. C D F, A B C D 'F

A B C. D, F' . A '' B ,C D F

Student B: A B C D F ABCDF
A'BCDF A B C D FABCDF ABCDF

Student C: A B C D F
weEt

A B C D F.

A B C D F A B C D FABCDF A B C D F

Student 0: A B C 0 F A B C D: F

A B D F ABC D'F
A B D F A B C D F

Student E: A B D F, ABM
A B C D F : ABCDF
A B C D F A B C D F

Student 'F: A B C- D F A B C D F

A B C D F A B C D F

A ,,B C D F' A B 'C D F

179
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0

AssigriMent 19: Acceptable ,Not Acceptable

J.

Assignment 20:ABCDF1st.try
A B C D F 2nd try

Assignment 21: Acceptable Not Acceptable

r. 4

.

-cf'-'



ASSIGNMENT 1

Prerequisite'Reackings: None

Assignment: Write a 1-3 page description of an ideal classroom
incorporating your own ideas and any suggestions from
the modules whichyou have particularly Med.

4t ,

Rationale: This is part,of an overall evaluation for the module's.'

Criteria: One try." Ittwill be graded Acceptable/Not turned in.

Special Instructions: Turn in concurrently with Assignment 2

S

1C)1Jj.

vQ
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ASSIGNMENT "2 -

Prerequisite Readings: Module 39 (STEP)

Assignment: 1. Make a list or copy of the programs each student is engaged in.

2. Be sure STEP files (or an equivalent) are up-to-date on all
.0411

stUdents in the classroom with whom you will be working.

Rationale:- This serves as a check on the maintenance of the STEP file established

in earlier practicums. It allows the supervisor to have a global view .
of the students' programs, thus helping him/her help the student
teacher in devising reasonable group programs. It is a prerequisite

to Assignment 3.

Criteria: 1. The list of programs will be graded acceptable/not turned in.
Each student must have 2 objectives identified in each of the
following domains: Self-help/daily living; communication;
prevocational/vocational; preacademic/academic; fine/gross motor;
socialization; leisure---a minimgm'of 14 objectives per student.

2. The STEP file will be examined (using the STEP Check) 2 times
during the semester, once in the middle of the semester_and
again at the end of the semester.

Special Instructions: If you have changed practicum sites since the semster
when'you designed a STEP file and the new site does not
have STEP files, turn in copies of IEPs or current pro-
-grams and current graphs and begin a new STEP file for

the students you will be working with i6 this practicum.

Turn this in concurrently with Assignment,3.

2



Assignment 3
. ,

Prerequisite Readings: Module 3 (Scheduling)

Assignment:

1. Design and turn in a\copy of a classroom schedule which includes:

a. delineation of teaching assistant time.
b. delihation of teacher time.
c. delineetion of student time.
d. at least 1, but no more than 24.:1 sessions or yourself.

e. at4least 2 sessions in which you teach 2 st ents (Small Group)
at the same time, for yourself.

f. remember to use behavior clusters (teachingjsequences) of 2 or
more behaviors for all students. Other:: staff do not have to
use teaching sequences, but you must.

g. at least 1 \group of 3 students (if 'all are ambulatory) or 4
students (if some're nonambulatory) for yourself (Large group).

h. be sure to schedule yourself with a student at lunch.
i. you should cover diffeARt domaint (leasure, preacademic, self-

help, etc.) in\each group.
j. sessions can be\from 15-45 minutes apiece.
k. each teaching a sistant should have responsibility for at ast,

.2 programming sessions.

2. Check cldssroom schedu ely making and tingling in at least 1 student
schedule. (You will be. esponsible'for all students' individual
schedules. This will 4 checked twice during the semester.)

3. Complete the questions on.the following pages and revise schedules
as needed.

Rationale: A schedule needs to be d igned in order to be sure work is
distributed fairly across staff members and to be sure'eadh stu-
dent is getting the trainin' he/she needs.

Criteria: 1. 2 tries.; The llowing wil' be considered when grading: Is

each student:r ceiving a11 p grams, designation of who is teaching
what. tolOpm, designation of .ime at-which each teaching event
occurs,, iireaks for each staff 'ember, designation of any activi-
ties (such'as speech, OT, etc.) to which the student must go at
designated times.

2. Acceptable/not acceptable; however, this will need'to be revised
'until it is,acceptable.

3. Acceptable/not acceptable; however, till will need to be,revised.
until the questions are answered clear and are feasible.

SpesOal Instructions: - Following the questions is an example of a schedule for
small groups, which shows one method of dealing with th question of.desig-
nating what will be taught when usi1ng ICS teaching sequences. Tape-on-Tape
schedules are advised as there maybe extensive revisions cessio;

3 133
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44'

e

currentTry not to Mess up thes;-current schedule for others people any more than
necessary. The more _you al ter others' sohedul es the more work' there will .

be for you to, do in 'the next exercises.

1S4

4

ti

4.
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QUESTIONS FOR ASSIGNMENT 3

1. What happen's when one or more students are late?

2. Do the student activities which occur at the 'same time require the Same mate-

rials? How do you plan to deal with this problem?

3. Do the student activities which occur at the same time require simultaneous

use of the same training area (for example, sinks)?

How ctn you solye this problem?

4. Arg there any parts of the schedule Which demand combinations of student

behavior which are incompatible, e.g. music training at the same time as

attention, training? How can you deal with thiS problem?

a

5. Mark in-red.pencil, the activities which will occur when one teacher or

teacher's aide is absent (assuming there is no substitute).

Do you think it would be wise to devise an alternate schedule for days

when someone is absent?'

6. How is a signal givgn,to change activities?

7. If a :trainer has finished,a task or teaching sequence with a student

when the change activities signal is given, should s/he attempt. to

complete the talk or send the studenCon to the ext activity? '

t,

8., List which 'staff memeber-is responsible for which students in an

emergency situation (e.g. .fine drill).

.



Tea.che

-...

Time

.

s
Georgeanne Carolyn

.

. .

,

Jean ..

.

Jackie
,

12:00

.

.

Kenny: eating, sit-
ting up straight,
hand in lap

Michelle: eating,
raise spoon to
mouth, waiting _,

between, bites

I

)r

.

.

12:00-1 2:30 --free
.

12;30-1:00 fanch
program

.v

,

Assist Suzanne, Mik
.

.

Sherry, Darrick
Laura,XTimmy
with any problem
they may have at
lunch.

_ 12:30=1:00 free.

12:45

,-,

Kenny, Timmy & Mike:
empty trash-from
classrooms and
push chairs under
table

- _

Suzanne,& Laura:
wash & dry dishes

Sherry: put dishes
-away

,

.

,

Darrick: eep floor

Michelle: ipe table
.

Kenny & Michelle:
-, tOileting, tooth

brushing,,handr-'

.

washing

. .

.

1:00

.

Darrick, Suzanne,
Sherry:Sherry: toothbrush-

ing, toileting.
Desk work: '.

Suzannepuzzle
brite

Sherry-- viewmaster

Laura, Mike & Timmy:
Toothbrushing &
toileting.

Desk work for each:
name and color.

& Michelle:

language: tactile
communication &
'imitation of be-

t ginning sounds.

DiscriminatiOn of
beginning sounds.

;
.

Assist studentst

with desk wqrk

.

1:30

Derrick, Suzanne,
Sherry, & 'Kenny:

motor imitation;
open-milk, pour,
open jar, spread
peanut butter,
exercises, conver-

'is

Break and check
1 programs

, .

Laura & TimY: pre-
math, matching
number to number.
Match and sort '

identical spoons
and cups.

.

MIke: pre-math, ob-
ject to, object
Match. Language;
imitation of begi
ning sounds. .

Communication; re
cePtive:',Pictures

on +r - -m. h

,2:00

Mike: function of
object car, comb,
ball

Kenny: recognition of
object- -pipe, ball

Michelle: receptive
lang.--give me
(ball. dolls.rat,)

.

Derrick: recognition
of objects (car,

-tru-ck, ball)

Sherry:"same--(tomb,
deoderdnt; soap) 4

'Lauraf same -- (nuts,

screws,bolts) -

*

.

Tim & Kenn : empty
classroom trash
and clean rash

cans

,
Toilet students

,

-

. \ .

N

.

.

2:20

Sherry, Timmy &
Michelle:

. -coat on,

hat on, zipping

A, .

Laura, Kenny & Mike:,
coat on, hat on,
zipping-

Suzanne: coat on,
hat on, zipping

_

.

.

,Darrick: coat on',

bat on, zipping
-

. .,

.

.

. .
.

1 0 rl .
%./ 0

,

. . .

.
.

. .

,

.

.

.
_

.

.



ASSIGNMENT ! 4

. Prerequisite Readings: Module 24 ,. Kan'sas- State Plan
.------,,, ,

s #

, ,".<
0 . .

-Ass-ignite-Tr: ---S-peci y an e ine i.he respoiisi j, -i- itG of the teaching
assiStatits-4,13 your_classroom-; Determine where this role-

.

might overlap with the teachel"'sre.sponsib.ilities.

< .
S

.

..7. . .
Rationale: Each staffmember should have sclearly defined and accepted

responsibilittes. The efficsiency_ and effectiveness of a
Classroom depends on 'the cooperative effort of the teaching'

,

"Steam. .

.

. '
0

?
.

Criteria: The grading of this assignment will be determined by the
.

clarity of. role delineation and appropriateness of responsi-
bilities chosen. Noresponsibilities should be required which

-.
conflict 4.tia the Karis'Ols State Plan.

.
, .

There" is one try,. This assignment is graded A, B, or C.
However, revisions will be requireduntil it me ts all the

\,...i.-.-- . criteria,
.i.-.--

Special' Instrtictionsc 1) IS you'd° not have your own classroom, anticipate
'what responsibilities yo'u would have your assis-

, . tants tierform in a classroom of your choice.

t;'
2) ..If there are no assistants in your classroom,

theorize What you would delineate roles to be
in a classroom with one teacher, the parapro
fessionals,"and eight students. .

7

137
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ASSIGNMENT 5

Prerequisite Readings: Modk 24'
r-.

4

Assignment: 1:- Outline the strategies' you could use to train teaching
assistants. some aspect of tlassnoom management, student
charaCteristics, or programming 'skills.

2. Begin implementing training procedures with at lest
Jr..-,Dne of your assistants. el;

'4*

Rationale: Many assistants come to the classroominexperenced and need
' _,,,/training to understand the Students,.classroom management

principles and programming skills.

Criteria: 1 Your' grade for this assignment will be dependent 'on how well
the training is organized, whether 'the material is clearly
-presented, and whether all essential areas are covered. This
is graded A pr C. : .

.
,

, .
.

.

2. This is graded Acceptable/N4 Acceptable; however', it will
halie to be repeated until'it is acceptable.

.

Supervisor: Will attend one training session.-

Special Instructions: -1.
/If

you are fulfilling precticum assignMents in'
someone else's classroom, complete the outline:as
you would use it in the future\ and choose one -

section which would be applicable to presentto,
the.teaching assistants in this classroom. , .

',iq ,-.

-).
. .

?

'-- '2. If your teaching.essistants are already trained
in basic skill areas,' choose on area to exparid
and present more detailed information on the sub-'
jest. -

. .

3. If you have no teaching" assistants, theorize how .--

- _you would train them if you were in a classroom-e.

eight severely multiply handicapped school aged'
studentt, with three teaching assistants.

.:

®'



ASSIGNMENT 6

Prerequisite Readings:. Module 24

Assj.gnment:

Rationale:

4

Criteria:

toe
br

1'

Develop strategies for the utilization of assistant in your
classroom. Include4schedaling, supervision, and accountabil =
ity procedures.

In ad on to defilifng roles and responsibilities,he teacher
will need to learn to utilize and sul4ervise the assistant in the
classroom.

(49

. Include in YOur strategies: a) a schedule for the periodic
. evaluation/observation of each assistant, b) a,set of check-

lists to use to monitor the erformance of your teaching
assistants, alid,c) an obtlinq r des.c-ription explaining the
checklists. 14,0 ,

t
4.

Special Instructions: Iffyou,are not in your sown classroom,, or if you do not
.

,- have teaching assistants, pretend you do. ,

, r .

,
. a

,

.

-

.

,12

.4 IP

.4

1

4

4.4

.9
r

o 1 !--J9

4..

00-



ASSIGNMENT 7

ITerequisite Readings: ,Module 24' '

s--"
Assignment: 1. Develop a listing of services available in your community

that might be of assistance to families with handicapped
children. Include the following: (See sample on pagell )(

a) Services' available
b) Agencies that offer the services
c) Agenciesilocationsand hours
d) Procedures for applying for services
e) Criteria fdr receiving services
f) Persons to contact
g). Fees for services

2. Plan method for disserhinating the information Chose
from one of the following:

Rationgle:

.1

a) Include in school newsletters
b) Presentation at parent meeting
c) Place information in classroom and easy access'locations

bulletin board)
d) Handbook
e.) Discuss at individual conferences

Sometimes families come to school personnel with problems that
the staff are not trained to handle. Or, the staff may notice
the faMily needs services thatthe school does not offer. To
help parents in these instances, it is essential that teachers
know basic information about services in the local community.
These services may also provide help.for the teacher in consul-
tation, reference, assessment, etc.

Criteria: This assignment should include at least 1.0 community services.
If yob community does not offer at least 10 services, look for
others within a 60 mile radius, or places parents could write .

for resources.

Special Note: Parents of handicapped students are a valuable resource in
collecting this information. Consider using this as oneof
your parent involvement component activities.

..

190
10



0 Chapel Hill Training-Outreach Project, 1975

SAMPLE RESOURCE FILE INFORMATION SHEET

INFANT PROGRAMS

Durham County Health De
300 East Main Street ,

Durham, North Carolina 27702
Telephone: 682-8176

Though not limited to infant care or Mental Retardation programs in its broad scope
of functions, this agency cooperates with private physicians and other agencies in
prevention and early detection of Retardation. It also works toward continuance of
treatment, care, and.training of the retarded child. Services include genetic counseling,'
immunization, well-child clinics, blood tests, health education, visiting nurses, and
physical therapists.

Director: 0. Ader, M.D., M.P.H
Contact Person: Nursing Office
Eligibility: No restrictions, generally. Some clinics are restricted to persons of limited

finanCial means.

SOCIAL SERVICES

J

Durham County Department of Social Services
202 East Mai iStreet
Vurham, North Carolina 277

This agendrhas a multiplicity of services available to the retarded and their families,
though the services are not exclusively designed for this select group. Some of the
services which are specifically applicable to the retarded are listed below.

o

Financial

a. * Aid to the permanently and totally diabled - ages 18 to 65 who are disabled and

meet other legal requirements.
b. Boarding Home Care.

Non-Financial

a. Placement of individual in Family Care Homes.
b. Request court appointed personalerepresentatives for clients unable to handle

public assistance checks.
c. Protective services for children and adults.
d. Psychielogical.ev'aluations.
e. Assistance with application procedures for Murdoch Center.

et

Director: Thomas Hogan
Contact Person:" if case is active with a social worker, contact that worker. If there has teen

no previous contact with the agency, contact the Child Welfare Intake Worker or
Adult Intake Worker.

Eligibility: Residents of Durham County
Fees: None --

to
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, ASSIGNMENT 8
A/

Prerequisite Readings: Module 24 r
Assignment: 1. Evaluate your program's overall orientation in regard to

the role of the families. Two examples are provided.on%
pages-1-8 and 14.

2. Determine through personal interview or written contact

the needs of families in regard to your parent involvement
program. An example needs assessment is provided on paae"15.

Rationale: A needs assessment of both program and parents wills help you.
determine priority items for each group and Killclarify
points to be developed.

Criteria: Completion of evaluations and evidetice of anal,giai@waTid deter
mining ottcomes of the assessments. .% I

4

1 9
a".' 12

-

a
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Color Key
R-Red
B
Y-Yellow
G-Green
(See Key at bottom'of this
page for color interpretatici)

COLOR YOUR SCHOOL
(An Activity for Assessing ProgAm Orientation)

1. The main focus of 'service for our center is in:
B - Training the child to his maximum potential and expecting the family to help in your

training of the child.
G Wqrking with the family to provide the most meaningful program for child
R - Having a smoothly operating child-care program.
Y - Training the child to his maximum potential

2. In order to provide the best service, our center has:
Y - Set policies that are in the best interest of the child.

.B - Set policies that are in the best interest of the child but are also acceptablkto parent's.
R - Dqci.ded on center policies and followsd them consistently.
G - Involved the families in setting center policies.

.s

3. Our.center program and goals are set by:
G ---Committees or boards composed of staff members and parents.
Y - The director and/or lead "teher based on their knowledge and concern for the

chilcKen's needs, ,

R - The director and/or lead teacher based on his or her professional knowledge of
good program planning.

B - The director and/or lead teacher based on their knowledge and concern for the
children's'needs, but parents are asked to assist in reaching goals.

4 The importance-of individualization is shown in our program by:
R - Helping the child adjust to our program.

Etluating the child's developmental level through classroom assessment and inter-
view with the family so as to determineWhat must be done for the family.

G Evaluating the child's developmental level, family assets, training and service needs,
'and by shared goal-setting with family.

Y - Evaluating the child's developmental level as a basis for setting appropriate goals
for him.

5. We evaluate our program by:
G - Successfulness in meeting objectives set by parents and center personnel.
R The smoothness of its operation.
Y - The effect of program on the ch4d.
B - The effect of program on the child and what we can do with the family.

Key: (see Chapter 9)
Red - The Institutional Approach
Blue - The Child Center Approach
Yellow - The Modified Child Centered Approach
Green'- The Family Oriented Approach

0 Chapel Hill Training Outreach. Proje ct, 1975
13 yo
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CHAPEL HILL TRAINING-OUTREACH PROJECT
FAMILY PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTAL SCALE

Recognizing and supporting families
in achieving their goals through program
planning, advocacy, and mutual support

Developing Home Visiting Program

Opening doors of center for classroom'
observation

Parent participation in goal-setting for
their child and family program

)-
- J ^ Regular individual parent teacher
LU a
I- ' 'conferences = =

<
m
Li, --i Communicating with ramifies through
0' LIJ . P.T.A., Home Follow-up Sheets and0
2 Newsletter

Beginning skills of techniques
for involving families ,

Seeking knowledge of family
dynamics and family needs

Acquiring empathy and concern
for family needs

Informingamilies of rules,
iegulationsand responsibilities

ignoring families. Indifference
to their needs z

5:
-J

a

0z
o.
O

0z
-J
-J

C-

O

3

2

z

t

What is your family P.D.Q. (Prografn Developmental Quotient)?

Is your program Developmentally Delayed?

C

Chapel Hill Training Outreach Project, 1976
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7
SAMPLE NEEDS

PARENTAL RATING
. ,

It is our feeling that a child's progress-
a cooperative team with common goals
should be given the opportunity to express
limitations in relatio?i to such a program.
according to their importance to yOu.

ASSESSMENT
OF NEEDS

in school is
To have an effective

what they feel
Will yob please

Not
Important

FORM
FOR SERVICE

2

greatest when staff
family-staff

are their expectatjons.and
rate the following

.,

Please Check:

Some
Importance

.

and family form
team, parents

areas for service

,
.

Very
Important

.

-

. .

.

. .

/40..

-=

.

.

1.. Training in classroom activities
and teachino methods.

.

2. Interpretation of test results.
.

3. Counselind for family problems.
-4. Suggestions of otner available

services in the community.
5. Help with managing behavior of -

children (temper tantrums, toilet
training, eating habits, etc.)

6. Transportation '
7. u gfestions for home activities

for child.
8. Training for brotners and ,

sisters of child. . .
9. Meetinas for orouos of parents.

10- Suggestions-for inexpensive or .

home mate learning and play
materials. .- . -- :7 '-:'

.

,

What do you mink would be the
Check one or more. .

group meetings with informatiore.sharing

mostAelpful format for parent-staff contacts?

(lecture-discussion) on general areas of

selected by participating parents
parent(s) and staff member (s). How often?

interest
- small-group discussion on topics

periodic individual conferences between
.

visits to families' homes by staff member
by parents

at the time
be involved in child's

,

b-
.

..

-

education program
) ,

.

.

Name

classroom observation and participation
all of the above, depending on need

rdo not feel that parents should
Other

, .
Thank you for your comments.

.
.

4,.
.

.

.
I

,

0 Chapel Hill Training Outreach Project, 1975
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ASSIGNMENT 9

Prerequisite Readings: 'Module 24

AsSignment: Based on the needs assessment of 2 of.the families from
Assignment 8:

1. Plan strategies for the implementation of your family-
based educational program. Remember that no one strategy
will work with all.your'Itmilies., Therefore it is impor-
tant to.plan a variety of strategies.

Rationale:

2. Prepare and present your strategy plan to your immediate
supervisor or administrator.

This assignment will help the teacher begin implementing pro-
cedures to develop a family based educational program.

Criteria: AOceptance by your program staff and administration to develop
a parent involvement program.'

V

V

.

16I..':.
''

, -

V . \ ,'. ,i's ' S',.' ''Z'.Ta .--,.....-s : ".a.

git



ASSIGNMENT 10

Prerequisite Readings: Module/24 and Module 6

Assignment: Schedule and implement one IEP Conference (this is preferred)
or one-parent conference. This conference should cover how
the student is currently doing, ask for input from the parents,
and outline future plan§ for the sOdentrS education.

-

Supervisor; WilT Observe conference or arrange for.building/program
supervisor to observe.

Criteria: One (try. The following considered when grgding:

a) Implementation of techniques to achieve parental partici-
pation.

b) Evidence of written notification orparents of cliference
and rescheduling if necessary.

c) Accuracy of information conveyed.
d) Clarity of information presented--based on how well

parent seems to understand.
e) 'General tone of conference--positive remarks about student

and acceptance of parental'input.

pacial Instructions: If concurrently taking SPED 779 (Parental Conferencing),
your required parent conference for that course can be .

used for credit on this assignment. However, you must
arrange for your supervisor to be present at the confer-,

ence.

4

a-
6

a



ASSIGNMENT 11 .

Prerequisite Readings: Module 3

Assignment: 1. Identify a 2 program skill cluster for 2 students who
will be in a group together.

2. List the sequence in which the behaviors will be taught
across the students (i.e. are you alternating students after
behavior, every other behavior, or after 3 trials ..of the
teaching sequence).

3. Identify the structure and content (see'Brown, Holvoet, Guess
and Mulligan, in Module 3) of the group.*

0

Rationale: Practice in
__J a group.

sing training sequences which can be used in

Criteria
/
& Grading: The following will be considered 'when grading: 4

C
1) Functionality
2) Age- appropriaterfess of prograraV
3) Program cohesiveness .

4) Correct identification of structure.and content
5) Compatability of skill clusters (for both the

'single.. student and the group).

One try!

Special Instructions: *i. This program may be intrasequential or inter-
sequential. Assignment 14 however must be
intersequential.

2,rRemember to update your files!

6

j



ASSIGNMENT 12 .1

Prerequisite Readings: ,Modufeil3-;C: 7, 10-21

Assignment: 1. Write'instructioftal programs for edchskl to be taught
in the group. \

2. Design a' data sheet(s) that is appropriate to use in the

group. . , .

. ,

3. Design the necessary graphs for each student in the group.

Rationale: Maintenance of writing programs and designing data sheets and
-Abs, graphs.

.Criteria: One try. The following will be considered when grading:

a. program format'

b. data sheet format
c. graph format r

Special Instructions: Send a copy of your program's, data sheets and, graphs
to your supervisor for feedback. You may begin baseline

/ .

on the.skill clusters before receiving feedback, 1.ut do
not begin training until you 'have obtained approval. If

you have time it might be advisable to awaits approval
before bqinning baseline. ...

19.

AO-

-f

1,9
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ASSIGNMENT 13
14-

Prerequ te 'Readings : ModulAs 3, 10 and 11

O

ASsignmtnt: liKplement your group programs (don't forget to do a baseline
ti

on all behaViors which-need one and record data.

Rationale: It Is imperative to be_ able to smoothly Manage group programs_
as well as 1:1 training to be a successful SMH teacher. Current .

research shows that group teaching ,can be as effective as 1:1
. and is more economical of a teacher's time.

Criteria: Two tries. See Group Activity Evaluation for 'specific variables
your supervisor wilj 'be atfending to.

1.1pervisor: Will observe the group program.
1

O

MK

Si

I

Special ,Instrudtions: One of the ,most _important techniques for group control
,appe,ars to be 'teacher, mobility and alertness. This

,
usuai1y means that .a. teacher with an ambulatory groat)

cannot.sit and still maintain control. :You-need to be

.
able- to get to any member of the group quickly. Environ-

mental designCan also .help control the student's tenden-.
t cies to leave the group. ,Be sUre the students are .placed

far enough from. each other that .they don't interfere with

-each gther's .programs,' but close enough to watch. one
,.a,nott*r. . /

,
r
n0.0
.43(10
. t

20.%,'.
.
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ASSIGNMENT 14 1-

Prerequisite Readings: 'Module 3

Assignment:' Group Program

Rationale4 :

1. Identify'a 3 program skill cluster for at least 3 students.
Be sue that_each student is involved in at least one inter-'

sequential interactipn.

2. List the sequence in which the behaviorS will be taught across

the students (i.e. are you alternating-students after each
behavior, every other behavior, or after three trials of.the

teaching seqUence).

,3. Identify the structure and content of the group (see Brown,
Holvoet, Guess and Mulligan, Module 3).

Practice in devising training sequences which can'be sed in

group; specifically development of an intersequentia3 group.

L

Criteria & Grading: One try. The following will be considered when grading ;.

.1) functionality,
2) age - appropriateness of -programs
3) program cohesiveness
4) correct identification.of structure and Ctent
5) compatibility of skill clusters (for both the student

and the group.

a

Special Instructions: Be sure to update yoUr files!

r"

/

,21

r-

. r
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1
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4
ASSIGNMENT 15

ra

o

,Prerequisite Reddings: Modules 3, 6, , 10-21

.
Assignment: 1. Write instructional progrims for each skill to be taught

,

! _

in the group. (Remember that the Intersequentia raction

should be,a 'skill 404t the student needs to learn and refore

will probably need, to be written up jnto,an instructional'

. program).
, ..

2.' Design a data,sheet tha is appropriate to 4se.in the grOup.

3. Design the'necessarygraphs for each student in-the',group.

Rationale: Maintenance of writing programs and designing data 'sheets and
graphs; specifically, writing a program for an interaction.

Criteria: One try. The following will be considered when grading:

a. program format
b.. data sheet format
c. graph format.

.

Special Instructions:

;

d a 'copy of6 e.programs, data sheets and graphs
your supervi-or for feedback. You may begin baseline
the,skill,plusters before redeiving feedback, but do '

not begin. training until you have obtained approval. If

'you have time itylight be advisable to await approval
before.beginning baseline.

0

0

122
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ASSIGNMENT 16

0

e

Prerequisite, Readings: Modules 3, 10, and 11

Assignment: Implem'ent the group program (don't forget to do a baseline on
'all behaviors which need one) and record data:

Rationale: It is imperative to be able-to smoothly manage group programs
as well as 1:1 training to be a successful SMH teacher. Current
research shows that group teaching can be as ef'-rectiye as 1:1 and

0
is more

.
economical of a teacher's time.

Criteria:

-

Two tries. See Group Activity Evaluation for specific variables
your Supervisor will be attending to.

Super;hisOr: Will observe the group program.

4 V

Special Instructions: One of the most important techniques for 4rouo control
appears to be teacher mobility and-alertness: This ,

usually means that a teacher with an ambulatory group
cannot sit and still maintajn.control. You need to be
ableto let to any member of the group quickly.. EnvirOn-
meA41 design-can also help control;the student's :

tendencies to leave the.group: Be sure the students are
.P.

placed far enough from each other that they don't inter-
fere. with each other's programs, but-close enough to
-watch one another.

,,
.. ,

. --

P.

23:°
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ASSIGNMENT 17

1

X
,

Prerequisite Readings: Module 8° .

Assignment: 1. Do at least monthly (preferably every 2 meeks): program reviews,°
on both groups, changing programs as needed. Include a copy
of the program graphs.

2. Update program monitoring cards in STEP file..

3. Communicate any changes to other itlassroom personne),
.

Rationale: Practice in looking at data and making data-based decisions about
group programs. A change in one student's prograM may affect all
members in the group, so data decisions become More difficult sin
this situation, Also practice in maintaining classroom records and
staff communication. ,

4,t
9 . V

. .0 , i. /-'
A '\o

Criteria: One try per review. Two sets of program reviews, are required for
each program. The following will.bt considered when grading:

E -a. Correct Gvaligation of data trends. °

' b. Appropriateness of change (or no change suggested.
c. Identification of training problems in individuals or group.
d. Evidence of consistent program review.
e. Evidence that staff members are aware of and carrying out

-recommended changes or are maintaining program (whichever
% 1

, applicable). .

:

Special Instructions: Be surd:you begin your group programs early enough so
that you have time to collect enough data for the'pro-
gram reviews. These reviews should have approximately
7-10 data points before any decision can be made.

3

n

24
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ASSIGNMENT 18 ,

.

. -
, .

Prerequisite Readings: All Modules

Assignment: General Classroom Management. (Note: ThiS assignment should
- have been ongoing all semester.) .

.t

Rationale: It is important that the-teacher be able to manage all aspects of
the total ,classroom simultaneously.

.

-4' /

Criteria:. This assignment will be.eValuated (using the General Classroom
'A*rvation fprm) 2'times during the semester; once -at mids.emester
and. once at the ,end of the semester., :There will odly be one t rSt.

. 6
1!. for eacii_e the'obser/StiOns..4. .40.

A

s . 'be pn d1,1.. ongoing .pragranis ..4n- the classroom, i .e.

students..-;
. .

7

4-

.

A
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ASSIGNMENT 19

a

I

Prerequisite Readings : Modu'l e 12

Assignmerit: From the designated student's programs outlined in Assignment
2,, list one or two di scriminati on. pro9rams which might be
taught using errorless stimulus control procedures:.

. , . - ,
.

Rationale_ ,%Idenlificdtion of objec- tives t-that might be appropriate-tor .thrs
specific type of training 'technique: .,

Criteria:-
. . . ., - . ,...., __, .

-,......, . . ,

One try'. Thefollowing will be considered when grading:
: , ..4.,.

. . ,
a) funCtional ity. of

.
.prog.ram -e. ,

'... a)'' age-appropriateness of program (if relevant)
. c) least . restri cti ve 'alternative ._

'd) apptoyiateness for :error-1 ess training- -

, 1.-_ _,_

This assignment 'will- be graded Acceptable /Not cceptable.
..

at

;a

b

Of

4,

4

,

a

a

4-
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ASSIGNMENI-20

, -1-\ ,

/
,

.

. ,

,Prerequisite,Readings: Module 12 (You should carefully reread this module P
. _ asyou do these aSignmenis). Utilize your super-

visor and other resource personnel asmuch as,possible..
. t

r,

Assignment: 1% Decide on-a techniquebwhieft you would use to teach the
discrimination. ,"

2. Describe pretestYpostrett criterion level stimuli materials
,Nthat could be used. .

3. List prerequi.site entry level skills for pretest (pointing,
.matqhng, picking blank card, etc.)..

4. Describe tests, in laformat,similar.to the,pre-EeSt, but not
using actual Oetes1 materials to test these prerequisite
skills.

5. Dtisedata sheet for pretest/posttest.

Rationale: s Practice in the preliminary steps of errorless design,

,

Griteria: Two tries. The following will be'considered when' 'grading:*

a) "choice of.'appropriate training technique t
b) design of program is such that student probably already

has entry'skills.or can easily learn them -:
c) pretest and-posttest contain same item ore -same format,

and are criterion level discrimination'
d) ilpntification of obviousprerequisites
e) data sheet that is made Titir recording type of error
f) good data .sheet format .
g) a summary and comments section on data sheet
1.0- some method of designating how.items should be preSented to ".

. the student to keep from developing poition habit.
i) designation of correct response (if necessary),

ra

-Special Instructions:. Sometimes the -easiest way to makea data sheet ft,r
errorless programming is to draw a layout of the
stimuli for each trial and then'mark what the student
chooses.

t 0 .
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ASSIGUMEITT. 21

A-drequisite Readings: .Module 2,and input from supervisor
persdnnel: .

1.

Assignment:

Criteria:
1."

or o theeresource

Sketch errorless training materials that would be appropriate
. .

for training. These materials should exemplify the errorless
p66Cedure.

.

This assignment Will -be graded Acceptable/Not Acceptable. Your
Supervisor will be looking-at:

a. strategy of training' materials, e.g.. use of fading, ,superimposing,
and,

b. . relevancy 'of. materials to-target behavior,

Special' Instructions: Do mot spend tdb much time in the design of the materials;
.simply sketching out several pictures that show' the
stimulus changes should suffice.

S7

a

O

'
A
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General Classroem-05servatien

AFor.all students in the-Class)

(e,
% ,

Written Programs: total number 'of programS

A. Some4 format fO.r all ongoing, programs

4

1. Title
2.. Ratidnale .., , 0
3. Behavioral objective .0 ,--,

4.. :Definition of response
5...Materials _

6. Cue,,,

7. Correction Procedure
8. Data recording /

NuMber missing

# missing

,
.

Graphing: Tote/ number of graphs Number missing

A. Uses correct format

1. Ordinate labeled
2. Abscissa dated
3. Criterion line
4. Ceiling line' .

5. Phase change'lihes..

0

B. Data Decisions *4,
, .

1. Baseline changed to training
at appropriate pint.

2. Procedures changed on or before 10
:days of non-criterion performance.'

3. Activity changed after specifiied
number of,criterion days.

# missing

I

Scheduling
4

%.

A. Pdsted Classeoom Schedule (showing teacher's assistants and Ves °No
students acfivitles).

B. Related to ongoingactivity (observe 3.times)

C. "Individual. schedule for each student in class ,(specify proiram.title)

- 1,- Coincides with class .schedule .. ..How Many? Yes D.,. No El.
,

2. No. student with more than 1 hOur of . / 11/
.

down time'in6 hour day. , How many ?'. Yes NO 0
3: Each student in at least 2 (small) groups .How mahY? 'Yes-0 No ,

29
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Group ObservationTorm

(Adapted from the Early Or\ Program)'

Students/ # Theme:

of behaviors Teacher:
per sequence

Observer:

Date:

Time:

Prior' to!Conducting Session Trainer:

1. Has all required materials

2. Has all programs in'classroom

'3. Data sheet

a. indicates each Student's name

'yds s no

yes , no

yes no

b.i indicateseach.studentt step yes no

c. indicates each student's correction code yes no

. During Training (each trial-reflects entire sequence)

'5., Materials

Y a., discriminable

b. positioned optimally

-c. out:Ofother students reach

6. Cues
1ra.

clear

b. correct wording

c. not repeated

d. S's poiitioned optimally.

7. ReinfOrceMent: Individual

a. at correct fimerin sequencev

b: immediate

c. paired.,
,

d:. schedule correct

appropriate intensity

.8. Follows sequence

9. Cotrects-each behavior w/in sequence
,

10. aapdles inappropriates
'N. a. 4

a. interrupts priority beh. prObl.
. t ,

b. returns to-seqUence

c. completes beh. grog. when applic

d. prevents occaicin for'follOwing

behavior,problem9

-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12,13 14 15

C

IL
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,Group -Observation Form.

Page 2 '
V

Score After Training:

11. Sequencing i

a. correction procedure apprOpriate length yes-- . no

. b. sequence awropriate,length
,

yes no

c. 'trials alternated between student yes no r

d. thals alternatied within student yes no
./

e., pacing appropriate a
yes, no

f. ''takes, data at realistic intervals yes no !
,

12, Seating arrangement,

a: next to complimentary student yes no

b. close enough to"students to have contact yes no

13. Content

a. common theme ,
yes' no, 'ma

b. internSttent "programmele interactien yes ' no na

'between S's or behaviors (Sh's as

antecedents) ,

c. behavior checks, yes no na

14. Use of aides,(tf applicable) -

a.* aiOes have structured responsibility yes no

I

31.
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STEP File Check'

. Cover Inforeatibn
.

A. Student's full name'
B. Birthdate
C. Parents, name

Parent's address
,-Parent's telephone number

F. Student's residence
G. Emergencycontact and phone number
H:1 Doctor's naee and phone number
I. 4F*erred hospital
J. Current education placement

II. Precautionary Information

A. Health

1. -Allergies
, .

2. Immunizations (wHat/date)
3. Handicaps

B. Medications
1. Medication name
2. Amodnt ),

: 3. Start date
4. Stop date r

C. Danger . .

1. Behavior problems'
Z. Orthopedic precautions

MI. Orthopedic

A. Positioning
1. Beneficial positions v

I

26. Transfers.
3. Carries ,

B.' Adaptive Equipment/Ma terials

1. Date equipment use began
'2. Equipment/material, ie. arm sling, builtzup poon, etc.
3. Program/time, ip. mealtime, hairbrusning, etc.

t

IV. Standardized Test D4ta'

, A. Date test given :

B. Name of test and score

V. Ed ucationalObjeotives.
A. Objective
B. Curricular domain of objective; ie. fine motor, self-help, etc.
C. Priority level of objective, ie.. high prioritY, future objective, etc.
D. -Current status of objective, ie. ongoing, not implemented, on hold, etc.

.404 r

/
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(

STEP *file (cont.),

..VI. Program, I mpl ementati

A. ,Ongoing programs
*1

. Title of program
2. Behavioral objective
3. Overview- of program

.a. Definite -0n of response
b. Correction procedure
c. Data-taking., ie. 1-*-, -; 2,1,0; etc.
d. Criterion

Program monitoring ,

1.. Program and data reviews
2: Subsequent decision making
3. Reliability data and dates
4..f.:Audio-trisual records , .

11

4

.
,
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Student:.

Program:

PROGRAM REVIEW FORM ,

Step,4:

Trainer(,):

Aeinforc&;

Date:

4

6.

Program, Summary

Program Plan:-
s

Program- is:

4
V 1 Q°

ssible'Program Changes:(List at least 3)

0, 1.,

3. O

4

ProoramiDecision

.Chosen Program Change:: #

Date Implemented:

I

s g.

.

Recorded in,STEP

3

4

a

. ,

Statewide Insirvice TrOning Project for Teachers of the Severely - Multiply
Handicapped, Departmente.Speciil Education, The University of Kansa.
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MEDICAL ASPECTS IN THE CLASSROOM

(Module 14b)

Lesley Fernandez, Gayle Yelenik, Gwen Benson, Fredda Brown & Doug Guess

Statewide Inservice Training Project
for Teachers of the Severely/Multiply Handicapped

The University of Kansas Department; of Special Education.,

O

The educational goal, instructional objectives, and reading list in Part I
and the test questions and answers in Part II were prepared pursuant to Grant
No.. 0EG-0-74-.766 with the, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped of the Office
of Education, United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfee. How.-

ever, the opinions expressed herein-do not necessarily,reflect the position or
policy of the U.S. Office of Education, and no official endorsement by the U.S.
Office of Education should be inferred.

,

7,

0 1981 Statewide Inservice Training
Program for Teachers of the
Severely Multiply Handicapped,

f .

4.0

Copyright for these materials is claimed only during the period of develop-
ment, test and evaluation, unless authorization is gra'nted by the U.S. Office
of Education, to claim copyright also on the. final materials. For information
on the status of the copyright, contact either the copyright koprietor,or the.
U.S. Office of Education.
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Statewide Inservice Training Project

for Teachers of the Severely Multiply Handicapped

The University of Kanas, Department of Special' Education

Competency Specifications foe:

MEDICAL ASPECTS IN THE CLASSROOM ' . ,

INFORMATIONAL CMPETENCIES

A teacher of the severely and' multiply handicapped should acquire-
. the information pecessary in understanding how medical aspects relate

to-the classroom. This includes general and emergency classroom pro-
cedures, the transdisciplinary approach, special topics relating to students,

Nswith sensory impairments and abused children, and specific syndromds and
pieir medical implications. The teacher should_acquiretbis information,
through' the readings of the module and demonstrate the acquisition of this
information by correctly answering test questions ,about:

1. Important factors.contributing to personal hygiene in the SMH classroom.

2. Important factors,contributing to maintenance of general classf.00m
hygiene.'

3: The purpose of a health check andkpossible methods for conducting a
health check.kl

4. The guidelines for administering'medications.

5. The importance of establishing a policy for non-health personnel to

administer medications,

6. Three areas which will facilitate advance preparation of the staffin
handling an emergency. situation.

7. Four types of seizures frequentbexperienced bychildren.

8. Passible health problems and emergency situations which might
encountered by a classroom staff.

9. Two major areasin which the deaf-blind student is at a disadvan
A

agez%,

10. Tactual augmentations for the three communicaticih-modes: oral, manual,

and symbolic.'

11. -Guidelines fgr teaching a deaf-blind student.

12. Certificiation definition of deaf- blind.-

13. Two situations in which teachers and other professionals have contact.

14. Seven referral categories. .
15. General referral guidelines.

fk
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INFORMATIONAL COMPETENCIES (Cont.)

ff. Three areas outlined by Iacino and Bricker in which teachers must
work mith consultants..

17. Teachers' legal responsibilities concerning suspected child abuse.

18. Naricteris'tics and medical implications .of specified syndromes.

A

a
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OVERVIEW

First read the Yelenik sectibh covering general tlassroom and

emergency procedures. This will provide you with information bn health -`

related aspects as they'relate to the severely/multiply handicapped

`clas,sroom. °

Next read the article by Fernandez in which professional relation-

ships between teachers and other professibnalsare discussed.

Th? second article by Fernandez is "Two Special Topics: The

Deaf-431ind Student and The Abued Child." Special needs, considerations

and responsibilities a-sthey relate-. t4 these two topics are'discussed.

Finally, the section by Benson will°serve as a resource for referring

to different syndromes. 'Areas covered include etiology and characteristics,

-, nutritional impricat15medical side effects and general'hgalth

implicatioris. A glossary of' medical terms is also provided.
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In a classroom for teach-if-1g the severely and multiply handiCapped,

1

there wjll be students who exhibit a wide range of handicaps that

require special attention. For this reason, information regarding the

medical aspects, of supervising a-classroom is essential. This. paper

is intended to provide the classroom 'staff with ideas of what factors

must'beconsidered in order to make'the classroom environment as safe

and as medic ily 'conscious as possible. General classroom procedures 'as

well\, a emergency procedures will be discussed.

Genei-al Classroom Procedures

Sanitation

An important factor which contributes to minimizing the spread of

diseasilin.the classroom is in the area of sanitation. Mairitaining

cleanliness ithe classroomassroom environment is critical. There are many

areas which must be considered in .providinT for a sanitary ,environment
o

in a.severely and multiply :handicapped classrobm. The teacher should

include these areas as part of the general classroom'organizational
1 .

prOcedures to ensure that all cfassroom'statf meMbeks are aware of they

additional-responsibilities. 6;"

,

Personal Hygiene. 'It is import4nt that.good Personal hygiene be

emphasized. In the teaching of serf -help skills such as eating, drinking,

facewashing, hairb'rushing, and.toothbrushing, individual materials for

each student should be used. Thoroughly clean any dishes, utensils, glasses,.

or bibs used in feeding programs n the classroom each time they. are used.

In the foileting area t is especially critical to maintain clean-
.

iliness. The following procedures outlined by Jones and Taylor (Note 1)

/will aid in this effort.

2

. .
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1. Immediately rinse and dispose of diapers: ti

2. Place wet clothes in individualiplastic bags to be-
returned home for laundering.; r -

3. Placo,uSed washcloths, towels; etc. in an appropriate
container: .

. 4. Wash handS thoroUghiy.before handling other children,
.materials or equipment-. -

5. Daib? cleaning and disinfecting of, commodes, diaper
table and diaper pail: ;

General Classroom Hygiene. There are Other responsibilities to be

include N: part of eneral classroom procedures in'order to maintain
1 -

.

cleanliness inthe SMH assrobm. It may be necessary for the teacher.

to designate individual staff persons to assume responsibility for..
/

seeing that these tasks are completed.' This could be done either by

formally assigning tasks as parApof a daily or week'y schedule or by

idtrmally'assigning tasks altording to need. It should also be kept in

mind thdt insDme SMH classrooms, siiden might be working with the

staff members in learning low to orgy out many of the *id!! tasks.'

The acquisition of.these tasks would ontribute to the students!
a.

independent living skills:, Following re some of the common taskOhat

4

every classroolii,must consider.
it

,,___,

. '1. There is f requently a high occurrence of mouthing of toys :.

and program materials by severely /multiply handicapped .students. ., ,

. There , 't is necespry that,these objects be washed regularly-

.

in rtler to minimize thesireading of geniis in. the classroom.

, 2. -If blankets .or mats re used in the classroom, they should be
- laundered or ilisinfected on a'regulal basis.

3.' Tables, desktips, and *lairs should be Cleaned. It.may'alo be
necessary to clean'the sink and its counter aria daily. ','

. Classrooms which are carpeted or have'area rugs in them should be
vacuumed ona regular basis.. '0
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S. Adaptive equipment should be checked and cleaned on a regOirly
scheduled basis.. Protective maintenance of adapted anti prosthetic_
equipment can prolong the use of the equipment, with less repair
work being needed as well.' Refer to Module 14',Programming
Adaptive Environment," pages 14-17'for maintenanpeguidelines on
equipment (Fernandez an&L1urphy, Note 2). s-.

6. If edibles are being used as reinfarcers or for feeding progra
being run in the classroom, it is critical that these food 1 ems
be securely wrapped or enclosed and carefully stored. Ne gence
or haste in putting-food away may attract unwanted insect or

rodents and will also result in the wasting of food. It is.
essential to keep any kitchen-type areas in the classroom very
clean.

It may be desirable for the classroom teacher toset up an informal.

communication.system with the janitorial staff in order to work with them

in maintaining a sanitary classroom 'nvironment.

Health Checks
O.&

The conducting of daily health:checks is another area in which general

,
classroom procedures can be developed in or* to help minimize the spread

of diseasein the SMH classroom. Health checks are conducted byistaff

members as each student arrives to school. The*dieck consists_of examining
.

,

each student for possible signs of illness or other health problems. -This

is important to help control contagion of illnesses among the rest of the

students and staff. members in the classroom, as well as help the individual

student who is sick to ger-the necessary treatment;
e

The following procedures were developed by Jones and Taylor (Note 1)

to conduct a health check:

S

a

1. Obtain materials: flashlight, pencil, parent report. As the
parent completes the top portion of the daily report form.
(Figure 1) use the flashlight as necessary to quickly check the
following: .

Scalp - cuts/Scratches, rash, flaking dry skin, 1-&lr

loss, lumpe .

b. Face - cuts/ scratches/sores, bruises/swellAg, rash,
pale/flush, feverish (feel forehead, neck, clieks).

c. Eyes - watery/glassy, inflamed, discharge/crusty. .
d. Nose - discharge, skin irritations.

2 3



DAILY. PARENT REPORT FORM
des

To be completed by parent

Child's name: 'Date:

Did your child sleep well last night? YES

Did your child eat breakfast? YES

NO

NO

Is your child feeling well today? YES . NO

Phone number if:different fqr todaY:.

Special Instructions for today:.

To be completed by staff

Health check

Meals .

4

Nap

Comments:

Type of food/liquid, - - Servings eaten

1

2

3

4

Child slept from to

Medication:

Type:.

Com'rr.en-ts:

1

A

Time:

Staff Signature:

Figure 1; Daily Parent Report Form

5'
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e. Mouth, throat, 'gums - Cracked lips (especially corners),
intensely red lips, excessive mucus, sores in mouth or .

throat, red or white patches/spots in Mouth or throat,
red oroswollen gums.

'f. Neck - enlarged glands.
g. Trunk and Back -,profusetweating/feverish, rash (on

cheek or lower abdomen).
h. Arms and legs - cuts and scratches, sores and bruises,

rash'.

(Remember: The child is beigcheckd against what is normal
for only that child,ii.e., some children willobe predisposed
to larger tonsils, flaky skin, hair loss, etc. Become .

accustomed to these tendencies for all children and do not

overreact to them.)

2. Following.the check, if the child appears to be in good condition
to enter the cldssroom, place a check mark in the slot beside the
health check entry on the parent report form. Note any unusual

sign under the comments section.

3. If the, child's health status seems to indicate a need for concern
the parent shoUld be advised and appropriate action taken. The

nurse should be consulted if there is any uncertainty about a

child's health.

4. If the child needs to be sent home, be supportive and sympathetic
.with the parent for the unnecessary trip to the center.

Jones and Taylor also provide useful guidelines regarding normal and

pos.sible abnormal findings for hair, scalp, eyes, nose,. lips, mouth,,

throat, neck, skin, and body temperaturak(see Table 1).

BeCause,O7 the individual needs Of a particular clas'sroom the teacher

may choose to develop his or her own method for conducting a daily health
T--

check. It is important then that as much,input as possible be gotten from

the school nurse. The classroom staff6should also receive training in

learning how to efficiently conduct a health Check. The school nurse

might want to demonstrate and then observe the first few health checks in

order to provide,feedback to the classroom staff. ,Parents should also be

informed of the content of thelhealth*check and the method in which it is

conducted.

It tsalso implant to note throughout the school day any unusual

behavior exhibited by-a student which might indicate that he or, she is not
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Table 1

HEALTH CHECK GUIDELINF,S

Hair

Normal Findings Suspect Pindings

Smooth, 'resilient texture . Dry, coarse, brittle, texture, bald spots, white flakes.

Scalp Smooth, pale or pink Crusty, flakey, bright pinlc or red patches.

Eyes and White sclera, pink conjunctivae Yellow or pink sclera, drooping eyelids, red
Eyelids . (4onju'ctivae, discharge, crusting.

4

Nose
G '-

Pink mucous membrane White or yellow discharge.

Lips Pinic and moist Dry, red, swelling, cracking, especially at corners.
, ,Mouth and Throat Pink, sMooth mucus membranes White. patches, red and inflamed membranes.

Neck Musculature-and b'onlr structures Nodules or "bumps", behind or in front of ears, under
-..., palpable B chin, sides of necl. ,

Skin
Color Individual variations

.Texture Springy
Temperature Individual variations.'Lesions None

Pallor, flushing, yellow tinge or bluish.
Dry, flaking, does *not spring back.
Warm over face,' abdomen, back
Rashes over face, abdomen, back particularly suspect.

Body 96° -101° F
Temperature 35:6° - 38.2° 4C

Greater than 38. 5° C or 101. 3 ° F

rl
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-feeling well: This might include cry4ng, trembling, tantrumming, rubbing

of eyes, excessive scra hing or rubbing in a specific bOdy area, or

extreme-lethargy. The staff should also be aware of possible problems

caused by improperly fitting clothing or shoes whith may be irritating

the student.

If an illness or an injury-is detected during the health chec4or,

later on in yle school day, the appropriate measures must be taken according

to the policies of the facility., All classroom staff members should be .

familiar with any necessary forms to be filled out and also know who is.

to be notified concerning the student's, health conditions. If one student

contacts a contagious illness that might easily spread to the other students

in the classroom, the parents should be notified. . They can then be'made."';--

aware of,any precautionary action's to be taken and possible symptoms to,

be watching for.

Administering of Medications

There maybe students in a ciaSsroom for severely and multiply

handicapped children who have health problems which require special. medical

attention. The effectiveness of medication in the treatment of Chronic /

disabilities and illnesses may be allowing, these students to participate

in a full schdol day. Therefore, part of the meral classroom procedUres

may.have to include the administering of medication.

This is an area whi'Ch must be dealt with euti 4. Each facility's

policy may differ according to the regulations for administering student

. medications. .SoMe school settings may only allow the school nurse to give

the medicine. However, when a full-time nurse is not always available,

other arrangements must be made.- For example, an all day field trip

invOlving a.student who requires medication three times during the day would

necessitate special arrangements.
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If the teacher in'a school district is given permission to administer-
.

Medications to a Student, then protective guidelines should be established

for both the teacher and the student. The following guidelines are recom-

mended lay the Committee on School Health (1978):

1. Written orders from a physician should, detail the names of the
drug, dosage, time interval that the medication is to be taken,
and diagnosis or reason for the medication.to be given. .

2. 'Written-permission should be provided by the parent or guardian
requesting that the school district comply with the physician's
order.

o

-3. Medication should be brought to school in a contajner appropriately
labeled by the pharmacy or physician.

)4. One member of the staff should-be designated to handle this task,
ideally the health personnel if available.

q. A locked cabinet should be provided for the storage of medication.

6. Opportunities should be provided for communication between the
parent,-school personnel, and physician regarding the efficacy-
of the medication administered during school hours. 4.

If the teacher is designated to be responsible for administering the

medication, then that responsibility should not be casually passed among

the other staff members. Only appropriately trained staff should be al-
.

'lowed to administer medicine even though it may at times appear to be a

relatively easy procedure. Even nonprescription medication, such as aspir4,

ointments, and cold remedies should not be given wjthout prior written,

permission of the child'.s parent or guardian. All information concerning

.010-
medications, Written pprmissions%

k
etc. should be easily accessible in the

classroom.
ti

L. It is critical that a school policy be established and implemented
, .

regarding procedures foi-cadministering medication to students duririg the

school day. This is for the legal protection of the teacher as well as for

the medical protection of the student. It may be possible,that liability

--coverage for the staff will be provided by the school district. It is

2:39
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up to each individual teacher to investigate.and learn.about the polity

of his or her facility.

Emergenty Classroom Procedures

It can never be predicted when certain types of emergencies, whether

major or Minor, might occur in a classroom for severely and multiply

handicapped students. Howev6h,, advance training and preparation for

possible emergencies will enable the staff to better handle the situation.

First, it is important to tdentify'any chronic illness Or health

problems which a studeht might have which could result in an emergency

situation. All of the staff members who work with those students affected

by health problems should then be made aware of typical s(MPtoms to expect

in the classroom. This will also enable them to make better judgements

.

when problems do occur. These might include heart disorders, seizures, /

allergies (food, environmental, etc.), respiratory difficulties, bowel and
, )

bladder habits, the child's sleeping patterns, high Susceptibility to

earaches and colds, and any visual or hearing disorders.

The necessary medical information can be:obta'ned by having the

parents or guardian fill out a health form prior t the student's admis-

sion to the program... An example of this type of form appears in Figure 2

(Note 1). These forms should then. be kept on file in the classroom.
, ,

Another means of making this medical information quickly accessible to

. the staff would be to include it as part of the Student's Education Plan,

or STEP file (Alderson and Brown,'Note 3). This system of organizing

various needed data about each student includes a section of:precautionary

information coveringhealth and medications.

Secondly,. it is very important that the classroom staff be trained in

handling emergenCies which may arise. Many schools are encouraging and
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'SEV VERE:,MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED.PRZBCHOOL

HEALTH INFORMATION

are
Date of Admission

Date of Birth

4 Private Physician or Clinic

AddreiT
Phone

Specialty Clinics and Physicians

*-Veurology

Orthopedic

Cardiolo v

Ophtha mology

Other

MEDICALcHIS20RY

Medical Diagnosis

Prenatal History

Neonatal History

Major Illnesses

-Hospitalizations

CHRONIC ILLNESSES AND HEALTH PROBLEMS

Seizures (Types) Frequency

Signs of Seize

Ortklopedic Abnormalities

Heart Disease

Respiratory Disease (Asthma, Frequent Colds)

Sensory Deficits (Vision, Hear,ing)

Vutiational Problems (gaecial diets, etc,)

2 u



Allergies (Food, Drug)

Bladder Habits

'Bowel Habits

Sleep Habits

I

Other 0
/5,

CURRENT nEDICATIONS

Name Doacle- Needed Dui School Hours,?

*i

Trn..

Special Equipment (Braces, etc,) G

z

4

d

Figure 2: Health Ihformation Form
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providing for the participation of their staff in specialized emergency
,

care training, such.as cardiopulmonary resuscitation, commonly kn9wn as CPR.

Other possible areas in which staff members should receive training include

what to do as pa't of immediate first aid treatment, i.e: choking, seizures,

cuts, abrasionC0ock and acute trauma, respiratory difficulties, COsebleeds,

ingestion of poisonous substances, head injuries, burn!, frac

nd other health-threatening situations.

It is not possible to specifically cover all of the above mentioned

es, fainting,

areas in respect bb 20oviding emergency care. Therefore, only some of

the more commonly occurring health problems found in an SMH classroom will

be described and discussed.

Seizures

Seizures differ in terms of their frequency, duration, and pattern

.was well as the age at which they'usually Agin. Lt is important for the

teacher and staff to have basic inforMatiori about a child's seizures in

order to gain' an understanding of the medical treatment process.

Seizures are caused by abnormal electrical discharges of electrical

n rgy in the brain. A seizure May manifest itself as convulsions,

1pseS of consciousness, involuntary simple motor movements, automatic.

performance of complex movements, or unusual memories or sensations. It

is stated that:

"to an observer, a seizure may be a sudden attack, usually

.
manifested by a ,complete or partial loss of consciousness and
accompanteeby involuntary muscle movement or a cessation of

',body movement." (Gadow, 1979,, p. 33)

The four types of seizure's thit are frequently foundinon SMH

classroom will be described. .6

Major. Motor. The mostcommon'type.of seizure is major motor, or

grand mal (Gadow, 1979). 'These are the most serious in the classroom and

2.1a 13
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require ijiediate attention. The child becomes tense, with the body stif-

fening, and then will slump to the floor unconscious. Breathing stops and
I

the face may turn pale. This is followed by jerking movementstof the body

and limbs. The Seikure may last for several minutes, and the child will

regain consciousness in a confused or drowsy state.,

The following steps shbuld be taken when'a student is having a major

motor seizure:

1. Do 'not attempt to 'restrain or revive the child. You cannot
stop a seizure once it has stii;ted,

2. Clear he area of hard, sharp, or hot objects whiCh might
.causdiinjury. Gently position the child on the floor,
preferably in sidelying position, placing a 'billow or rolled
up coat under the head. If avatlable,.a coat or a blanket
should be put over the child.

c 3. Turn 'the child's head to the side, making sure that the
,, breathing'is not obstructed. Loosen anY tight clothing but

do not Interfere with any movements.

4. Carefully observe the child's action and the time dureign of
the seizure. It may be'necessary that a description of the
seizure be form4lly reported,to medic personnel.

5. If the studeais having repetitiou seizures without gaining
consciousness in the interval, a medical emergency exists. The

child should be immediately transported to a hospital for
treatment of this rare complication of epilepsy called
"status epilepticus" (Haslam and Valletutti, 1975)..

After awakening from a seizure, many children will exhibit any of

a variety of different reactions to the seizure, including fatigue and

4

sore muscles. nausea or headache, and behavioral changes such as irritability,

restlessness or even aggression (Gadow, 1979).

Petit Mal. Petit mal seizures are typically manifested as a sudden,

brief loss of consciousness. They may'be accempanied by staring or twitching

of the eyelids and are frequently mistaken for "daydreaming"; there may ,

also be slight clonic.movements. involving the eyebrows, head and;arm.'. The

actual seizure may last from 5 - 30 seconds, with up to 50 or 100 spells
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occurring per.dily. They may occur so frequehly that they' interfere with

a child's concentration and consequently, the child's performance in school

may decline. There are no first aid measures to be taken for petit mal

seizures. It woQld be important to keep track, however.,,of.the'number of

seizures that the student has aneto maintain contact with the parents and

phYsiciab.

Psychomotor. The third type of seizure is called psychomotor or

temporal, lobe. This type of seizure may be extremely difficult to

identify, as it has the most complex pattern of, behavior, These behayiors

include constant chewing on lip smacking, purpoieless walking'or repetitious

hand and arm movements, confusion,, and dizzineps. The psychomotor seizure

V

....-
may last from1 minute to several.hqurs, --..) I

.

1 Myoclonic. .Myoclonic seizdes are characterized by a twitching or

jerking of skelQtal muscles, usually of the head,, neck, and arm. An

I 6

individual muscle may cont'r9ct,or an entire limb may be involved. There
;,

is no apparent loss of cps iousness during the attack. In handling

either psychomotor or myoclon seizure*, it is importarit that the student

be watched during an. episode ancithat measures be taken to prevent any

injury from occurring.' Table 2 provides a Chart for classifications of

these types of epilepsy pbserved in children (Gadow, 1979).
-

Two of the most'commonly used medi ations fq1.7 Controlling seizures are

,

dilantin and mysoline, which are antico vuJsants. They are used to control.

generalize'd convulsive seizures and all rms of partial seizures. The

medical side effects of dilantin may include anoreXia,(nausea, epigastric

pain.ohyperplasia (an increase in the'number of cells which make up a tissue

or organ), or hypersutism (unusual amounts of hair). More severe side

effects maybe ataxia, skin rash, or imflammation ofthe lymph glands. If

416
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mysoline is bein en, siite effects mayinclude anorexia, drowsiness,

ataxia, or skin rash.

FOlowing any type of seizure incident, the scbool shoul4 be informed,

of the'convultive disorder even iNedication usually keeps the seizures

under control (Gadow, 1979. Consult with the parents as Well to determjne .

. .

,what they do when their child has a seizure; It is also important to '
.

S

establish what the facility's policy is in regards td the procedure for

reporting a seizure.

Allergies

The term allergy refers to an excessiveand sometimes abnormal
A

response of the body to foreign substances. These may be external reutfon5_

to a substance in the environment or an internal reaction to a particular''
i

food. Food allergies can cause eczemal intrinsic asthma,, diarrhea, consti

pation, paihs in the stomach, swelling of a part'of the iace or tongpe,,anCt

. , . .

migraines. It,is,also possiblev,that a child may have an allergic 'reaction ..

-, ,
to a given medicine (Weis, 1978).' Allergiesto drugs may,6ause a rash,

swelling in the faca4i, art extreme sensitivity to fight, or'bther =

,.

'--

. : ct
, .

reactions fuch as asthma. If tnip js suspedtd by' the teacher, it shOt)ld -' -ei
er . ;-

: '

be immediately reported to the physician. It is.iMpbrtant Tordthe.clAS7:
..s,

sb

room staff to be aware of any allergies which a student O pt have_so:that
.

,

,

the student's environment can be modified,accordirigly. -These,-allergies . A
(k,

\.,

should` be recorded in the student's individual -records,
.

Asthma
^

_ .-,r

Asthma can be,a chronic or acute illness. It is a vatLab-1i% reversible
-

obstruction of the airways, and symptom's may include
.

thortnos

of breath, an irritating, tight cough and persisteht.sputum (Sol 1978).?

16
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Table 2

Clinical and EEG features of classificationsl types of epilepsy observed in children-

Tape of Epilepsy Acteal Onset Seizure Pattern

Motor Motor May occur at'any age Generalized
(grand mal) tonic-cloetic

tonic
clothe
atonic

Focal
Petit Mal Usually between 4 and Simple stanng (most

8 years. rarely before frequent)
3 or after 15 Staring with clone

movements
Staring with automa-
hams

PsycNimotor
(temporal lobe)

.

Myoclonic
Infants

Myotconic
Older Children

Most commonly in
older children and
adults

Duration of Seizure Frequency of Seizures

Manifestations vary
considerably. most
commonly automa-
bsms consisting of ps
stanng episodes with
smacking of bps
chewing movements.
mumbled speech.
confused states. bi-
zarre motor and'or
psychic performances

Ounng the first year of Flexor spasm of mus-
Ere most ciounorili stature resulting in
between 3 and 9 massive nvyficicnic
months seiiiiren4ecumbent '

position and head
dropping attack in sit-

ting position, extensor
spasm of musculature
occurs less often

Ater 2 years of age?,
most comMonly be-.
tween 3 and 7 year's

Flexor spasm of mus-
culature resulting in
head dropping attack
when mild. and pre-
cipitous fall forward
when selitere)--exten-
sor spasms)! muscu-
lature occurs less
often

Variable: most corn- Variable
monly. several to 5
rhsnutes or so: how-
ever may last as long
as one hour or'longer

Always brief
(momentary)

Usually lasts several
minutes or so

Daily freauently as
many as 50 to 100 per
day

Daily in many patients

Individual spell very Usually daily
brief. several seconds
or so. spells frequently
recur in clusters last-
ing several minutes

EEG Findings

Nonspecific abnor-
malities: interseizure
tracing may be normal

Diffuse bilaterally
synchronous spike and
wave forms usually
recurring at kerwency
of 3 per second

Epleptiform dis-
charges. usually
spikes from the sip-
nor temporal areas in
most patients .particu-

larly to thg older child
and adult In some pa-
tients. the EEG re-
veals other types of
electrical abnormali-
ties: occasionally in-
terseizure tracing is
normal
Hypsarhythrma

.
Very brief. several Daily. weekly Modified hypsarhyth-
seconds or so mia
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The folldwing is a description of an asthmatic attack:

"The difficulty in breathing experienced during an asthmatic attack
is the result of swelling of the membranes and constriction of the
muscles in the breathing tubes, the bronchi, which leads to the
lungs. The, victim is then forced to wheeze in attempts to get air
into the lungs. The iswollen membr.anes' then produce a sticky liquid

which further increases the difficulty in breathing." (Gillie and
Merier, 1978, p. 144)

Treatment for asthmatit conditions will vary depending upon the

severity of the asthma. Treatment may include the use of medication, an

inHalator, postural drainage, or breathing exercises to.induce relaxation.

If a student is asthmatic; the physician and/or parents should inform the

teacher of the appropriate action to take. .Asthmatics are also prone to

getting bronchitus and should try to avoid people suffering from influenza

or colds.

Ingestion of Poisons

It is critical that all substances such as cleaning fluids, disin-
.

(Pectants, and medications be securely locked up for storage in the class-
,

room. Should an accident occur in which the ingestation of a'toxic

substance takes place, immediate action is necessary. Either an antidote

or an emetic will tie required, depending upon whet r or note the poison is

corrosive or non-corrosive and should be brought up'out of the child's

syitem. (If possible, have available a chart indicating counterdoses.)

A physician should be contacted immediately.

Choking

It is- "likely that there may be severely multiply handicapped studentS

who lack basic skills in eating. If.a child is having difficulty in breathing

whjle eating or drinking, actions must immediately be taken to prevent

choking. Symptoms,of choking include alarming attempts at inhalation,

holding hand to the throat, discoloration of-face, neck, or hands,

cessation of breathing, or unconsciousness. In addition to an obstruction

2,4 Q"
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occurring within the-food passage, the swallowing of-inedible objects or
-40

liquids may induce aspiration in the larynx or lower air passages.

In both cases, allow the child to assume a comfortable position and

encourage hi'm or ;ler to cough in an attempt to clear the passade. If

this is not successfuli other emergency first aid actions must be taken.

Refer to any current first aid and personal safety manual for specific
0

instructions on these procedures (e.g. ieimlich).

Sunburns

Some students have extremely sensitive 'skin and may be highly suscep-

tible to sunburns. Some medications will cause or increase this sensitivity.

Precautionary measures must be taken prior. to the student spending any

extended time outtgof doors. These,might include the use of more protective

clothing, a hat, or some type of sun screen lotiori.

There are many othe r problems which a teacher and staff should be

medically prepared to handle in the classroom; these may include shock,

nosebleeds, poor circulation, high temperatures, minor cuts or, swellings,

or foreign materials in the eyes, ears or n se. These situations will

A
not be further discussed here; however an e ergency care or first .aid

manual will provide the needed information to deal with these situations.
1.0

A third aspectoof being prepared to handle emergency situations

in the classroom is to formulate a specific plan of action that all the

staff is aware of. It is important to obtain written_ information indi-

cating the followings parents'.home and wgrk numbers' emergency tele-

phone nuMbers; alternate contact person; name and phone number'of

child's primary care physician; current medications, if any; and parent

authorization for school persbhnel 'to seek emergency medical treatment

219
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f

in the event that the responsible party cannot be reached. This information

should, either be posted or made otherwise easily accessible in theiclass-

. room., It must alto be determined who is going to be responsible' for keep-
, INA

ing the information current and who is going to contact these persons in

an emergency situation.

By preparing in advance for an emergency situation, actions by the

staff will be conducted more quickly and more effectively. There will
.

be less "panicking" by those persons' involved. It is essential -th4 a

plan be developed and for each staff member to know in advance what needs

to be done should a crisis occur.

.40

1.
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Self-Quiz #1

1. List at least 4 examples showing how personal hygiene can be practiced
in the classroom.

O

2. List 5 areas where particular attention is needed as parl.of gen&al
classroom hygiene.

3.List 2 functions of a health check:

1.

2.

4. If there is no school nurse available to administer a student's
medication, the teacher may automatically assume respontibility for
administering it.

TRUE . FALSE

5. ,Which of the following is not one of the guidelines recommended by
the Committee on School Mealth-for administering medications?

a. Written order from a physician .

b. Written permission from the parents requestingthe school
district to comply with the physician's order.

c. Onlyone member of the staff should be designated to handle

the task
d. Medication should be in a container that is properly labeled.
e. None of the above

, .

6. Identify 3 areas which will facilitate advance preparation of the 4
staff for better handling of an emergency situation.

253
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7. The most serious -type of seizure in the classroom which requires
immediate attention is:

a. petit mal
b. major motor
c. psychomotor
d . myocl o.ni c s

8. List some the reactions exhibit d by a child after awakening,

from a seizure.

9. are typically manifested as a sudden brief
loss of consciousness and may sometimes be mistaken foi- 'daydreaming ".

.

10. List at least 6 possiblq health problems or emergency situations
which may require medical attention 'in the classroom.

'

o

C

o

4

a

O

41.
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Teacher-Professional Interrelationships



4

Most descriptions of classrooms for the severely multiply handi-

capped include mention of a transdiscipli-hary team approach:(a group of

people, each competent in specific areas;"sharing skills andworking

together for the benefit of the student. (See Lyon & Lyon, Module°3 for

more information on the transdiscipiinary apprO.ch.) Even in classr .

rooms where the team approach isn't used, teachers are having Mor nd
4

more contact with other professionals, ie. doctors, nurses, soci

workers, occupational therapists, physical therapists, speech clinicians,

etc. According t7 .Sailor and Haring (1978), a competent teacher of-the

'severely/profoundly handicapped must have the "ability to communicate

and, cooperate with mrbers of other relevant discipliness.11(p.,J8)..
o

Unf ,ortunat,ely, there re, few guidelines' on how to do this. This article
.,,

withOill address the teachers ' relations wAth other professionals in the'

areas of referral, b&th for, iiledicinnd educational evaluations, and

,

4,,, ;t: '1,

follow-6p. . '.,

Often the teacher, rather tlAn'the pa"rent:'Ts theinitfatorOmost
, 4ft

. .

referrals (Valletutti, 1975). The teacher must walk a fine line between
..

.

identifying behaviors which actually signal the need for a referral, and
1

using the referral as a means:of givirig a grd6lem to someone else, i.e.

\ %row"

if John'stoijeTing program is not effective after a few weeks, he does

,ft 4
not necessarily need to be referred to a urologist. Figure 1 illustrates

%

a sample referral form.
4

Most refenrals fall into one of the following 7 categories: 1) health
-.0

related; 2) visual; 3) hearing; 4) learning; 5) behavioral and emotional;

{-
6) speech and 7) home related (Lonv& Frye, 1977). Generally,, each

school district has a specific referral system. It is the responsibility

4
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:

Referred to:

REFERRAL FORM

N-^

/Student Name Date

Age Address

Referred by

4

Referral approved. by Parents: Yes

Parent Signature:

Reason for referral:

Based upon: Observation

(describe) Assessment
Informal testing
Parental referral
Copy included I

Possible environmentalterdal f.ctors that could be contributing factors:

Other channels teacher has tried:

Figure 1

Result:



11.

of the teacher to ;learn what that system consists of, although the following
.

general guidelines should be followed.

I. Be as specific and precise as possible. Note what the student
is doing or not doing, where hedoe5 it, when does it, etc.
Include any program data that could back up your referral. Often,
informal assessments (see module 5) are help for referrals;
Figure 2 provides an example of an-informal assessment that
could be used as the basis for a referral to an, OT.

Be aware of who, what, where, and how much an outside,
consultation (if necessary) could cost. This could help
speed up the referral system. Figure 3 provides an Outline of
professional evaluative responsibilities.

3 Consult with the parent. Many school districts require parental
written permission, even for an evaluation by another discipline
within the district.

/
4 Follow your school distric procedures.

5. Keep written records of all information. This should include the
date you initiated the referral, all contacts you've had 'with
the consultant or physician (including written summaries of
phone calls or conversations) ; and copies of information you
provided to the consultant as your basis for referral. You

would also want to update the student's STEP file, whether it
be a medication change, an adaptive equi ment change (TT, for
example, the orthopedist ordered braces) or an additional
program (the OT doing tendon stretches) /.

E. Ask that you be given a copy of any procedures, or services
'recommended.

7. Offer'iny assistance; you work with the student six hours per
day and can offer valuable information.

Once-the4eferral and 'ensuing evaluation have been coMpleted, the

teacher will generally be responsible, for sothe,type of follow-up report.

-41

If it was a medical evaluation, the teacher should,.moni.tor whether the

medication or treatment had effect on the student's e8ucational performance .

(Nolvoet_Olote 1). If itmas an educational evaluati,qn, i.e. PT, OT,-or

, . 1 .
.

speech, then' again the teacher must either,monitorrthe effect of the

treatment on the student's educational

.

performance or must work with
' ' ,

.
....,..--

.

the consultant on follow, activities. Figure 4 illustrates an example ,

.., .

./....,

of a medical f011ow-up monitoring sheet.' In this example, the student

28.
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CHIp'S MAME

INITIAL FEEDING ASSESSMENT

ASSESSMENT 15;kE

What"type o6 loads doe's .the chLed eat? Put.zed JunioxTabe.e
. .

II. What type o' cues cite. coed the ch.Z2d?

III. LIPS
. Doe's the, a.h.Led Zoise good th,tough Vez NoRe,t,tact,s- .U.P4 eaLay:

NoficZds tipiS tdretheir. hoionate.y: Ye, No
Does .chi.E.dpu21. good b66 o6 'spoon cuith Zips: Ye-6 No

IV. TONGUE

What type o6 movement occurs Leith:eke Good -once Lt c,s Li the mouth?

V. ClialrkG
Dom chA2d bite o66 with -die 6nont teeth: yeas NoWhat type o6 mati.on occtatz: Rotaity Up aTidDTicni 6c;od dewed oit,dce/i. the 'ongue °

!.,

Vq. DRINKING -- MIL omment,

ayy

VII. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

Figure 2
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-From Thomas, 0.0. and Marshall, M. J. .Clinical evaluation and coordination of 'services: An ecologital model. Exceptional
Children, 1977,', 4e-(l),

. ,

Medical
Informatioiti

1. 'General Care

2. Visual Problems
^ 3. Hearing Problems

4. Seizure Disorder
144L.

5. Hypotonia

4

Specialibt .

is Pediatrician
Or

Family Physician
lair Ophthalmologist

11 Otorhinolaryngologist
Audiologist

Pediatrician
31 or

Developmental Neurologist

1

Devel mental
Infor lion

1. Specific De
mental Status

2. Psychological Status

3. Educational Status

oSpecialist

pevelopmentpt Neurologist
VP- Child Developmental Specialist

iss Clinical Psychologist

imp. Teacher

Family
Information

1. Family Assessment
Structure
Dynamics
Resources ,

2. Family Stresses
3. Financial Status
4. Extra-Family

Resources
5. Parents' Expectation

ofAgency
6. Parents' Understanding

Of Child's Problems
7. Parents' State of Acceptance-

Specialist

Social Welker

Physician
-----... Teachers

Others

4 Figure 3
-
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was seen by a neurologist and medication was prescribed for akihetic
o

(drop) seizure control. The teacher was asked to monitor the student

during the school. day to see if the medication was indeed tontroll.ing

-the seizures. (The monitoring sheet also served as a reminder that the

school nurse was to administer, the medication afnoon.) Figure 5 is an

,example of an educational follow-up. Id this example the OT began pro-

viding direct serviceslto the student (stretching heel cords and tendons)

as axesult of the referral. fhe therapist then wanted to see if his/

her direct services were changing the student's classroom ambulation

skills so the teacher provided the classroom program data.

A copy of the student's program graph would also serve the same purpose.

Neither of. these follow-ups require excessive teacher time, yet they can

provide invaluable information for' the physician/therapist.

The teacher and the consultant must work together for the benefit

of the student. Iacino and Bricker (1978) outline three areas in which

the teacher of the severely handicapped must work with .consultants as a

synthesizerof information. The first area is that of acquiring and

evaluating the information of the consultant. This includes determining

the appropriateness of the consultant's evaluation instrument., _Frequently,

consultaqt4 have had very little exposure to the severely handicapped

.

population. The teacher may have to provide some appropriate alternative

evaluation instruments. In this case, the teacher is acting as a consultant.
c

to the consultant.

The second area in which the teacher and the consultant must interrelate

it in the area of direct services. As specia) education enrollments in-
,

crease; therapists are unable to provide. direct services to all students.

The teacher and the consultant must determine instances. where the teacher

or classroom staff could, implement the services: This' would depend

of course, upon the teacher's/Classroom staff's skill levels.an avail-

26-



OT Weekly Monitoring Sheet

Date: Program data: 35 1
Comments :)061.00t kho tat 401A Ataaw,

Date: Program Data:

Wo Comments:

4
I C ;MAUI

Date:

igild
Program data:

s htlAt

Comments:

Movivulf, likatitr)1

Date:

kb

Program data: 0.
4 11114

Cdmments:
41,

2.49 ht6mAtt 644,tdety\.-

Date:

z112 I 4go

4

Program data:

Comments:506 ij oult O SeSs:fcril. Slt4r6
feef cittclact bud, ok. Site semitrn niA,W14

Figure 5
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able time. For example, the teacher (if skilled or taught the ski41s by

the consultant) could assume the responsibility of an oral stimulation

program, freeing the therapist for direct services to another student.

A note of caution is urged to all teachers when providing these services.
4

The teacher should NOT attempt services which he/she is not qualified

for:i.e. increasing a student's range of motion by applying pressure

to a joint. The teacher coul do more harm than good.

.The third area of teacher and consultant information synthesis is

that of encouraging tre,consultants to accept and use the information

that the classroom staff have. This requires tact, precision, diplomacy

and courtesy on both the part of the teacher and the consultant. Accord-

ing to Iacino and Bricker (1978), by adopting this approach:

"...pediatricians could gain valuable input for medical his-
tories, physical therapists. could gain more information on a.
range of motion in various settings and positions, and communi-
cation s-pecialists could use claSsroom data on vocalizations

and/or alternative communication systems. Careful documentation.,

of classroom behavior will help prepare the teacher to offer

useful information. Readiness with accurate, well documented
information might also encourage therapists to continue to
seek the staff's input." (pSge 70)

These three areas illustrate the teacher and the consultant maintain-

ing a two-way flow of information (Teacher Consultant) rather than
4C.J

a dead-end flow. of information (Te!her-----> Consultant or Consultant-4

Teacher). They must work together to synthesize all information into a com

prehensive, cohesive:program for the benefit of the student.

4
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Serf-Quiz #2

1. Which of the following is not a general area of referral:

a. learning
b. speech'
c. myelination
d. visual

2. When describing why they are referring a student, a teacher should Be
as as postible.

3. Explain why a teacher should determine the appropriateness of the
Consultant's evaluation instrument.

.;

4. Explain why a physician would be interested in a teacher's follow -

up 'sport. Give one example of when a follow-up report would be
advantageous.

5. The teacher, rather than the parent, is the initiator of most

tfe 00
ti

,

referrals.

TRUE - FALSE

.10
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Introduction .

' 46,

,Ail students must be dealt with on an individual basis. Certaih,

handicaps or situations however,.require extra consideration. Just as

the physically handicapped' have special needs (Welch & Baker, Note 1), so

do abused students and the sensory handicapped, i.e. deaf-blind students.
,

This chapter examines some of the needs of the deaf -blind student and the

teacher's respontibility to the abused student.

1
Deaf-Blind

a
Kansas) currently classifies the severely/multiply handicapped and the

deaf-blind student as one area of,exceptionality. This iS'beeCe hearing

. and visual handicaps are frequent manifestat ns of other syndromes.

Table 1 (Black & Nagel, 1975; Gellis & Feingold, 1968) presents syndromes

in which partial or total deafness and partial or total blindness are

common. \

The state defines deaf-blind students as:

"Studdnts ho have auditory and visual impairments, the combintion
. of which causes such severe communication and other developme4a1
and edudational problems that they cannot-properly be' accommodated
in special education programs solely for the hearing handicapped
child or for.the visually handicapped'.child. Altbaugh the deaf/
blind have many of the same learning characteristics and needs as
the severely multiply handicapped, tile may not always be flinctionally
sevekely or profoundly retarded." (011.D.E., 1980, p.1).

In practical terms, a student is certified deaf- bli'nd only when he/she:

1.' Has any one '6'r more of the following visual problems:

t- /-
a. Measured or estimated corretted.vision of 20/100 or less in

the better eye, or:
b. Certified cortical blindness, or:

39
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Syndrome

st

Table 1

co

0
4-)

a)
E

LW 0 0= r-
E 4-)
Cr) C r-
ro o

4-) 1.- r-0 0 4...)

C > S-

ViSual 6isOrders* f .Auditory Disorders

co
E0.0
0
0
U

rar
4-,
Ul-

E
(..)

Si 5-
= co o
Le)

co r- U 4-3
G) .0 S-
C .r0 4.) .0

M.
O 4-) Q) 1>1
(..) 0

t. CM
CM0r-

Metaphysical Dysplasia X. X )(

ChroMosome 18 )4

Hunter's )4

Crouson's _ )( ) )4

Hurler's
. )4 X )( )4

.
Osteopetrosis )<: X
Mucopolysacchairdosis

, X )4

Ring Chromosome 18 .X -X
Kernicterus Y

,

.

Rubella )4' X Y
Albright's Hereditary

Osteodystrophy .
)0(

.

)(

. . .

Syphilis Congenital ) )4
. .

>4

OculaiCerebra -Renal a Y .

. Y
Turner's ,

t."1. X ) ><

Patau:s .

. .

_

.
.

.

X )( X

* Appendix A contains a glossary of terms related to visual problems,

0

4.
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a
q.

c. A f1 d of vision that is 206 or less in the better eye,or:
d. Visual acuity that cannot be measured and the student

is suspected of being "functionally blind", .i..e. the
student dot visually track, localize or use his/her .

' vision appropriate to the student's.developmental level.

2. The student must also exhibit either of the following hearing .

problems:

a. A minimum 30 db bilateral sensory-neural hearing loss across
the speech frequency in the better ear with amplification, or:

b. Sensitivity and middle, ear functioning cannot be definitively
measured and the student is suspected of being "functionally,
deaf", i.e. the student does not auditorally attend to,
respond to, or localize sounds, or use his/her hearing
appropriate to the student's developmental level.

(Maher, 1978a, 1978b)

As indicated by the definitions above, a student certified as deaf-

blind is not necessarily totally blj.nd or totally deaf, In fact, .

generally less than 15% of a deaf-blind population are truly deaf-blind

(de Leuw, Note 2). The rest of the population will have some residual

hearing, some residual vision, or a combination of both. This,

combined with the fact that there are presently no totally accurate methods

of evaluating a handicapped student's vision or hearing, indicate that

care must be taken not to reduce the VIstial or auditory stimulation in

'a deaf-blind studvt's environment. In lottlerwords, simply because a

student is labeled 'deaf-blind' does not mean that an educator should not

used auditory. cues and explanatibns br use visual stimuli. (For the

purposes of this chapter, "deaf-blind' will indicate a student who could

5

be certified_as such.)

In order to teach a deaf-blind (total or'partial fmpairmentO,

student, an educator must look at .how this student differs R'om the .

. .

sighted andpearing student. There are two major areas in which the

deaf-blind student is at a disadvantage; 1) communication, and 2)
14.4

environmental interactions and relationships.
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Communication

Communication is'a deficit area for deaf -blind students just as it

foris.a deficit area for all hearing handiapped-studentsNObvibusly, if a

student ha's trouble hearing wordS% he/she is going to have trouble acquiring

verbal language. This is generally dealt with by augmenting' the language

system it-i'the visual%field, i.e. readtpg lips, reading mahtal signs, or

reading communication symbolsjwords, pictures, geom!tric figures, etc..).

Unfortunately, the deaf-blind-student is denied these visual

augmentatiOns. Even when the student has only z partial sight loss, the

visual restrictions demand that the educator gp one step further in

augmenting the communication System. The remaining'sensory modes are

those of.touchtaste, and smell. Ruling out taste and smell as

.

nonfunctional communication modes for most environments, (these-sensory

modes can be used in very structured environments as prggram SD's which

later can be faded out), the educator is left with the tactile sense.

The type of tactile augmentation chosen will depend on what com-

munication mode a particular student is using. The three most common

communication modes are:

J.' Oral (speech)

2. Manual (sign language, fingerspelling, or gestures4

3. Symbolic (communication boards, communication symbols? etc,)

Oral. The most coMmon tactile augmentation fof an oral communication
\,

mode is the vibration or. Ta8bma method. This is where the'studen.O's hand

is placed on the speakers neck/mouth to feel the vibrations And various.

,lip movements. Jhere are five hand positions for°the vibration system:

. .

1. Thumb On or below the speak. is lips wiih the fingers.spread.
on the cheek and upper neck. ' -%°
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2. The two_thumbs placed over the lips extending from the chin to

the.upper lips, the fingers.spread out fanwise across the cheeks

ex reaching down to the neck.. .

. 3. Two hands,
9

one on the ipS and cfteek;and the other hand on the
neck and cheek. -

.

`
.

4. Two hands,. one hand on the_speaker'S-face and one hand on his . ;

'own face so he can.compape 'his own. vocal output with that of the
Weaker.

5.. A deaf childwith some sight can p4ce the thumb on the side of
the speaker's mouth or'jlist below the lower lips instead of

:directly on the lips; thus enabling hirto visuall speech

read as well as gain supplementary tactile clues.
(Howard, 1973, p. 6)

nandFigure 1 illustrates nand positions'fot vowel sounds and the

diphthongs. :

al. Augmenting a'Marlual communication mode using the. sense

touch means that the student must 'feel' the communication movement,-
,,,

whether it be an informal Manua''. mode such as geitUres, or é formal-°
,

'46 mode such as°fjmer spelling: Expressively, there neeenOtale any contact
. , . 4 . ,

, ,

. -

between the student and the educator, as the educator can seethe, stu-
.

. .. .

..., A.

4nt'sbovbments. \Receptively, thee must be contacts. This contadtcan.

be made on the student'ssbody or away from the "student's body With his/her
', ,a-,, .'.: . -3. .

...

hands following the manual movement Figure 2 illustrates the differences',..,
.

.
.,,

0.. .

between a contact systemd-(mAhual 'sign made on the student's bodyYand a
f

.

2

formal sign system (the student follpws the gestbre/Mgn r4 .th his/her
904.

hands), (Costello, 1973). ,

A note of caUtfon is urged wheil teaching a deaf-.61indstudeneu§i'Mg

any of the -manual systems. Having the studerit feel'the sign, whether on

his /her body. or away does not mean that the, student has a 'picture' of the
. 0

sign, or that the student could duplicate the sign or-gesture exprestively:
.

This generally requires many, many repetitions of-the student being put

through the expressive signor gesture movement,. The.teacher-wi1 La.4o
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need to teach the associatfon'between the concrete and the language

symbol movement, i.e. a sock and the sign for sock, for both the

expressiv'e and r$ceptive sign movements. An example'-;(see Figure 3)
. ,

in

,.

would' be the sign-for.'comb'. Expressively, the studentmu4 flex

her arm,.raistng -it to heaclevel, while receptively, the student Must

s- .

extend his/her arms to another person's head=yet,these.two movements
. .

'signal the sameconcrete object.

'Symbolic. Augmenting a symboTic communiqation mode with tactual

syrVas.'is probably the easiest adaptation to make. ,Instead of using

visual symbols, i.e. 1,,tters, pictures, bliss symbols, or words, the

educatbruses tactual symbols, Such as different teitu'res, raised
- , i . /

letters, or bra lle. -The two can becombitied, i.e. the roUnd piece
v. to 4 v2

of sandpaper that is a symbol for ball can be labeledWith the
.

.

word 'ball This maKes the communfcation4systeM more functional

persons outside the.classroom

There?are no specific techniques for-teaching-a- coMmunitation

. .

- system toa deaf-gblin0 student, just as there are no specific techniques

r6.16.2.

.,..,,,lor teaching a commgnication system to any other handicappg0tudent. Each '

4 1

,
0 "°,,

'''!'(Pdent.'s needs' Must be looked.at individually: .The bas-tc rules for
,

.

° ..,
. ..

communication training are the same (see Module 17), fb3. all students,
,

.

Only the sensory deprivations of the deaf- blind, student require some

-,
adapt,ations in'4he',OdUcator's' teaching. methods.

,- r --` I 4,':il. W , - / - -- ---- - - - -_; : , ..'
'EnviragMental Interactions and Relafionships' .

. .
. ,

y.,,
, Nearing and vision are- often- -called -our "distande senses", (de Lew,

. , . ,. ..

Note 2). It,ii primarily through thgse two senses that our environment
- *,.

. 0- .. ;

,,. expands beyond our fingertips. However -for the deaf- blind: student,stent, theieud
a .

_ .

two senses are severelj, deficit. This.limited environment affects all .

.,.

areas of the deaf-blind student's .development The-.normally,sigffted and

274 2-)6
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-DTRESSIVE
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.

SIGN MOVEMENTS

arm flexed

.

=

rs'44.;t

Student, expressively using
sign for comb

.<

RECEPTIVE

4-4>

Ab

Student receptively reading
sign for comb

A Student body parts are shaded for better illustration

.7,

Figured 4,
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SIGN MOVEMENTS

4 .

EXPRESSIVE

Student expressively using
sign for comb

4

RECEPTIVE',

4->

Student receptively rgading
sign for combli.

* Student body parts are shaded for better illustration

Figure 3



hearing child will lift his/her head to look at his/her mother,,will

pull him/hef.self
along the sofa' to reach the bright toy, will manipulate

the siring on the pull. toy when
hearing, the

music; or look for the to

after dropping it. 4;42, deaf-blind
student is deprived of

these lear 3 g

4' stimuli and therefore is generally
delayed in motor areas, cognitive

areas, social areas,
self-help areas, etc.

,The teacher of the deaf=blind
student must try to expand the

student's
environmentusing as many sensory

modes as necessary. The

skills taught to a deaf-blind
studeht may not differ from the skills

taught to a normal sighted/hearing
student-, however the teaching methods

anti materials
probably will. The f011owing are some basic guidelines that

the teacher of a deaf-bind student
shduld follow:

.

1. keep the environment
as consistent as possible;do not rearrange

.
the classroom

simply because
y,ou're tired

of it the way it is.

This involves careful planning at the beginning'of
the school

year, as the mobility
needs of the deaf-blind

student must be

taken into consideration.
For example, if your student must

trail
(using the back of the hand to 'trail' environmental

landmarks), then you must design your classroom with identifiable

pathways, i.e. the solid brick wall leads to the classrbom,

the tiled wall leads to the bathroom, the wooden divider
leads to

the eating area, etc. Once the student has learned these path-

ways, they should not be changed on,teacher 'whim'.

2.' Define the student's
work area,

whether it is a large area fOr'

gross motor actiyities'or a
desk-sized area for fine,motor

activities.
For example,

during a gross motor program, where

large space is
reWreir, the area could.be,defined

by dividers

or mat edges. A small area' oWd be defined by a lipped desk

edge. By controlling
the amoubt of environment

the student

must respond in, you increase. the
chances that the student

4,10

will independently respond.

3, Make, sure, you're aware
of and environmental obstructions.

Just

because you duck autonatically
for low-hanging mobiles,,it____L

doesn't mean that the student will. A good idea is to put

yourself through the student's
daily movements,

keeping your

eyes shut. You-will probably
discover that your classroom

is not obstructionally
clean.

'48



. 4. Evaluate all materials. Are they.distriminable as is or do

they need to be adapted? Remember that visual and auditory

cues must be supplemented. Again, putlyourself in the

student's place. Can you discriminate by touch the difference__

in the two soft plastic squeeze toys? Is there that much ..

difference between the round plastic glass and:the round

plastic 'shampoo bottle?f

5. Remember that touch is the deaf-blind student's major sensory.
:input mode. Allow the student to feel his materials and
his environment. If the student doesn't use his/her senseof
touch, teach the skill. For example', if you are trying to

teach a student to. discriminate between objects, your program
must allow tlip stufledt to feel all objects before a-discrimination

can take place. Otherwise, the student-4dill not know what

choices he/she has.
.7

The supplementary reading list contains additional resources for further

information abOut hearing and vision handicaps.

Floyd McDowell (1973), Director, of the deaf-blind program in Wyoming

states that a teacher of the deaf-blind must:

1. Free his/her thoughts-of philosophical or methodological
confinement or prejudice;

2. Evaluate each child individually in terms of where he s;

what immediate attainable goals are; what his strengths

and weaknesses are.

3. Plan, record, revise and be consistent In your individual-

ized programs.

4. Use all the methods, tools or procedures available to us
in the profession.

5. Don't be afraid to use your imagination and inventiveness.
The best ideas in teaching come from the classroom teacher.

j

a

- .
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Child Abuse

"Surveys (such as the American Humane AssoCiation's National Study),

. various research studies and other efforts to estimate the extent of

abuse apd,neglect indicate that there are between one and,two million

,new cases in the United States each year..." (CVUSA, 1979, page 4).

Unfortunately, studies are now indicating that mental retardation/

ysical handicaps can be contributing factors to child abuse (see

Vgure 4 and 5). f erefore, special educators should be await of

their legal respons'bilities.

The Kansas Phild Protection Act mandates teachers to report

,.

suspected child abuse./neglect. A handbook is available from local,

SRS offices. This handbook, The Educator's Role in the Prevention

and Treatment of Child Abuse, outlines signs that could indicate

possible child abuse and neglect. Teachers should report their suspicions

as 'quickly as possible and not take time to investigate; investigation

is the responsibility of the assigned case worker (Griegs, note 5).

Generally most school districts require a teacher to'first report his/her ,

suspicions to the school principal. However, the teacher's responsibilities.

do no end there. It is possible, for example, for a teacher,..tb only

rep rt the susilrcions to the principal. The principal however might riot -,

pursue the matter ,(i.e. contact the local SRS office of the county). If

/'

the abuse case then came to the attention of the authorities from another

_

source, the teacher could be held legally responsible for-not reporting

"' the suspected chqd abuse or neglect (Griegs, note 5).

In Kansas, a teacher, who does not report his/her suspicions of abuse

or neglect can be found guilty of a Class B misdemeanor, which carries a

50
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--MULTIFACTORIAL MODEL FOR CAUSATION OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

'ARENTAL FACTORS

4.

IAL. POSITION OF PARENT

Age
Sex
Socioeconomic Status
',IALIZAtION EXPERIENCE

Abuse'of parent as a
child

Role model of violence
Learned aggression
'CHOPATHIC STATES
Personality Traits -
Pmental illness

Cheacter Traits--
criminal record

Poor Impulse Contrbl -
Lack of tolerance

Neurological disorders
Alcohol & /or drug

dependence '`w

0

SITUATIONAL FACTORS CHILD FACTORS'

A.

B.

--C.-SITUATIONAL

RELATIONS BETWEEN PARENTS A.

11.

C.

UNWANTED 'CHILD .

1. Value differences (cultural
religious, childrearing)

2: Marital disputes,-discord
SINGLE PARENT

"PROBLEM CHILD"

1. Colicky
2. Incontinent :

3. Ill

4. Physically,deformed
5. Developmentally

disabled
PROVOCATIVE BtHAVIOR

1. Divorced
2. Unwed (teen- elderly)

STRESS
1. Excess children plus con-

tinuous child care Fe-.
sponsibility

2. Unemployment,

1. Hyperactive
2. Discipline problem

. 3. Whining

,3. Social isolation 4. Sibling fight%
4. Thre'dts to parental authority,

values, self-esteem
5. Sexual acting out
6. Lies, cheats, steals

5. Inadequate income and/or
housing

` 7. Swearing, tantrums
8. Destroys own or other

D. CLASS AND COMMUNITY . things

1. Values and Norms regarding'
violence and childrearing

9. Unresponsive, with-
drawn

2. "Subculture of Violence" 10. Uncommunicative, etc.

3. Rigid expectations for child

IMMEDIATE PRECIPITATING SITUATIONS
EVENTS, & /or STRESSORS

Child Misbehaves
,Argument

Scapegoating
Child crying -

Fatigue
Frustration, etc. (see Holmes & Rahe's

Weighted Stressors)
vr

0

CHILD ABUSE/NEGLECT EPISODE(S)

1.. Single or repeated_physical assault(s)
2. Psychological assaults (e.g. verbal attacks

and/or put-downs)
3. Physical and psychological neglect (lack of

supervision, nurturing, medical, attention,
nutrition, protection, clothing, shelter,
etc.)

4. Sexual exploitatiOn41/molestation

1 IDENTIFICATION AND REPORTING'

.DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

1 CVUSA:INTERVENTION

Developed by Meier (1978), Derived in part from aelles's Social Psychological Model of the

Causes of Child Abuse, in Nagi (1978, p. 67), and augmented by findings of Atherican Humane

Study (1977) and Achenbach's Child Behavior Profiles (1978).

Figure 4°i(Meier, Note 3) 28- .51
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a

find of $1,000.00 or six months in jail or both. The teacher can also be

sued by the protective agency, a siblirgtor other family member.

Once the-teacher has reported the suspected abuse/neglect, he/she

should not assume that the student should be removed from his/her natural

home, or th.at this is the only alternative. Aileen Griegs of the Kagns

.-

I
Department of Children and Mouth Oote,.5) states th t only in severe cases

are children removed from their natural home and en, only when the child

is at risk. Otherwise, the case worker works w-ith the family as a whole

unit. Teachers have a legal and moral responsibility to report any

suspected abile or neglect.

/,
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Reference Notes
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Vocabtilary of Terms Relating to the Eel

Arcomnioci2tiy!/-The adjustment of the eye for
seeing at different distances, accomplished by
changing the shapes bf the crystalline lens

. throug.ii action of the ciliary .muscle, thus
focusing a clear image on the retina.

Albinism:-An hereditary loss of pigment in did' iris,
skin, andighair: usually associated with lowered
visual acuity, nystagedus anet*".12tophobia and
often accompanied by refractive errors.

Amblyopia-Dimness of vision without any ap-
_parent disease of the eye.

AmbPjopla Ex ilnopsia-Dimness of vision dire to
disuse of the eye.

Ametropia -A refractive error in which the eye
when in a state of rest does not focus the image

of an.obji.et upon the retina: ineiuclei hyperopia,
myopia, and astigmatism. See Refractive error.

Aniridia-Conenital absenze of the iris. %.
.

tol
Aniseikonia-A condition in which the soc..dar

ii,nage of an object as seen by Gi7 eye differs in
size or share from; that seen by the other eye:

AnoplahalNios-Absence i3f a.true eyeball.

Anterior chamber-Space in tIte front of the eye,
bounded in twin oy tne cornea and behind by.
the iris; filled with aqueous. ,. A ,

APhdkia A bsd nce(of the lens of the eye.

ilqueoF,s-Clear, \vatry fluid v.hiCh fills the an-
terior and posterior chambers %%Willi the frotit
part of the eye. _ s

Astitenopia-Eys)fat:cii.! caused by tiring. of the
internal or extetnat ibuscler...

4stli:matis-i7j.-Refrartivz error which prevents the
light rays from Nininil to a single focus on the
retina because of different degrees of refraction

-in the various meridians of the eye.

13inccular iskm The ability to use the two eyes
.

\e, simultaneously to foe y4 on the same object and
toluse till: two images into a sineie image which
gives a correct interpretation of its solidity and
its position in space:

Blepharith--Iiifl:inniation of the margin of the
eyelids.

BliNiness-In the Uilited State, the legal definition
of blindness is: central visualtuity of 20/200
or less -in the better eye after correction; or

ll'ocabulciyof Tams Retattnel..) the Eyes. New York: National
Society for the Prevention of litilidms. Inc., 1972,

visual acuity of more than 20/200 if there is a
field defect in which the widest diameter of
visual field subtends an angle distance no greater
than 20 degrees. Some states include up to 30
degrees.

.0/wiz/ha/mos-Large eyeball in
due to secondary glaucoma.

C, CC (dun correction) - With correction, wearing
prescribed lenses.

Canal of Schlennn-A circular canal ahthe
juncture of the sclera and cornea through which
tile aqueous is excreted after it has circulated
bets.veen the lens and the iris and betweek the
iris and the cornea.

Canthus-The angle at either end of the slit
between the eelids; specified as outer, of

. .temporal, and inner, or nasal.

Cox-act-A condition in which the crestelline lens
of the eye, or its capsule, or bo :h, becon-e
opaque. with embequent loss of visual acuity.

'entiai visual acvity-AbiE v of the eye to perceive
the shape of objets in t le direct line of vision.

"Chaiazio4-Inflammatory en argement of a nietb.:-
rnian gonad in the eyelid.

Choricee:iiiin's-inflammation of the choroid Ind
retina.

Cliorold-The va3culai, intermediate coat whien
furnishes nourish:II:nit to the other pa.-ts of the
eyeball.

ChOroic/itis-Intleinquition of the choroid.

CifiaryboilyPortion of the vascular coat bet een
the iris and the choroid.', It consists of.
proce..ses and the ciliary muscle. (See Uvea.)

.'o/obowa--Congenital cleft- due_ to the failure of
the eye to-vomplete giowth in thepart affected.

Color deficiency-Diminished ability to perceive
differences in color -- usually for red or green.
rarely foe blue or :Hilo ::.

Idfants-generally

Coneare lens (ens !Lavin the power to diverge
parallel rays of light. also known as diverging,'
reducing, nefative, myopic, or minus lens, de-

-rencted,hy the sign -.
ones t ^.lrtl rods- Two kinds of cells which form a
layAr ,Of the retina and act as light-receiving,
media. Cones are concerned with visual acuity
and color discriminatiom,rods, with motion and
vision at low degrees of illuinination (night
vision).

57
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Cungenital-Presen t birth. ,
vz,

Conjwictiv-Mtious membrane which li
\

s..the
eyelids and corers the front part of the

Conjunctiivis-Inflanimation of the conjunctiva.
Contact or corneal lenses- Lenses se constructed

11 at they fit directly on the eyeball:ued for the
cetion of vision in cases having' a conc.%

shaped cornea ana for cosmetic reasons. Corne:il
lenses are.also,,ased after cataract ()ens) extrac-
tion to replace the lens removed from, the eye.
They provide 1,ss distortion and image size
difference from the °diet-, eye than spectacles:
would.

Convergence-Th& process of directing th'e visual
xes of the two ewes tb a near point, with the

reWlt that the pupils of the two eyes afc cloIer
togethe:-. The eyes are turned inward.

Convex tins-Lens having power to -onvertre par-
allel rays of light and to bring them to a focu-,
also known as converging, magnifying, hYper-
opic, or plus lens, clenotd by sign -f-. '

Comca-Clear, transparent portion of the° Outer
coat of eyeball forming front of aqueous. cham'-
bcr.

Corneal graft- Opeia.tion to restore 'vision by re-
placing 3 section of opaque cornea with trans-_

parent cornea.

Crystalline /e/is-A.;transparent, 'colorless body,sus-
pended in the front, of the, eyeball, between the
aqueous and the vitreous the function of which
is to bring the 'rays of light to a focus on the
retina.

Cy,c/iti,s-7Inflammation of the cili4Y body.

Cycloplegic.7-A drug that temporarily puts the
ciliary muscle at rest and dilates the pupil; often
used to ascertain the error of-refraction.

Cylindrical lens-A segment of a cylinder, the
refractive power of which varies in different
meridians; used in the c erection of astigmatism.

Dacryocystitis-lnflammation lacrimal sac:,

D24. adapt ation-Tlie ability of the' retina and' '
pupil-to adjust to a dim light ",

Depth perception-The ability to perceive the
4- IS tidily of objects and their relative position in

space.
biopter-Unit oC measurement of 'strength !Or

refractive power of lenses.
if Dip/op/a-The seeing of one object as two.

,

Duction-A stem word used with a prefix, to
describe the turning or rotation of the eyeball
(abduction-turning out, adktion-turning in),

Dyslexia-lrabilitS, to read which is apparently'due
to.a neurological-problem

( -4Ectropiotz-lAn eversion or turning inside out of the
eyelid.

.

Eninteiropia-The.refractive condition of the nor-..

mal eye. When the eye is at rest, the image pf
distant objects is brought to a focus on the

. retina.

Endoplithalinitis-10 primal i on .-0.11-most__ of the-
internal tissues of the eyeball. .*

Entropion-A turp.istrenware of the eyelid.
Enuclettion-Complete surgical. removal

eyeball.

-Eiophoria-A tendency of the' Eye to turn
Esotropia-A manifest turning inward of.

(convergent strabismus or crossed eye).

of the

itward.
the eye

Exophoria-A tendency of. the °eye to turn(out-
ward.

Exophtlichnos- Abnormal protrusion of the e;/C-
ball.

ExOtropia-Abnormal turning outward from (lic
nese of one or both eyes (divergent stnibisinus)s.

:Extrinsic nwscles-External muscles of ,e1<,
which move the eyeballs Each cy,e, hay four
?ectticand two oblique muscles.

Eye donzindnce-TcndFney of one eye to 0.3S;Inle,s,
the major function, of seeing, being ass:stekl' by -'

the less dominant eye.

Eyerounds-See Fundus.
Field of vision .-The entire area which can ir3 secs

without shifting the gaze.

Floaters-Small articles consisting' of cells or
;fibrin which move in the vitreous. , .

, . .Fw
i

is-Point to which rays, arc cenvciged ,ifter
VasSing through a lens; focal distance is the -

_ distance rayS° travel after-refNetion befor,f focus.
is reached. 7 . ,..

, ' f4.

Forni.v-A. lobse fold of the conjunctiva 'where the,
part covering the eyeball meets the'conjunctiva .

lining of the eyelid._ ., .
,.
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Fortyr=-Smail depression in the retiria .at trte 'back ,,,.

- of the eye;, they part of the maCuld adapted for'
most, acute vision. -
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MurthaThe back of the eye w rich can be seen
with an ophthalmoscope.

FusionThe power of coordinating the images
received by the two eyes into a single mental
image. ,

Glaucoma Increased 'pressure inside the eye;
"hardening of the eyeball,",caused by accumula-
tion of aqueous fluid in the front portion.

GhanaMalignant tumor of the retina.

GonioscopeA magnifying device used in combina-
tion with strong illumination and a contact Ci3:S
for examining the angle of .t&.;-Interior chamber.

IlemicnopstaBlindness of one-half orthe field of
Vision of one or both eyes.

IletcrophoriaA 'constant tendency of the eyes to
devizte from the normal position for binocular
fixation, counterbalanced by simult.lneous fixa-
tion forced by rilucuiar.effort (prompted by the
desire for single binocular vision). Deviation is
not usually apparent, in whizh case it is said to
be latent.

IleteratropiaAn obvious or..manifest deviation o f
the visual axis of an eye out of alignintlit with
thether eye. Syn. cross-ere; strabismus.

Hydr9phthaimus (conienital glaucoma)A rare
congenital defect in which the eyeball is abnor-
mally large. kit', present at birth or develops
early in infancy.

Hyperopia, IlyperilietropiaA refractive error in
which, because' the eyeball is short or the
refractive power of tile lens weak, the point of
focus for rays of light from diSIant obiect3
(parallel light rays), is behind the retina.; thus
accommodation to increase the refractive power
of the lens is necessary for distant as well as near
vision.

IlyperphoriaA tendency of one eye to 'deviate
tiPward

llypertropiaA deviation upward-, of one of the
visual axes.

IlliCal011 A termsometimes usedIo mean'conges-
tion of diary or conjunctivale-bilood vessels,
re'deess of- the eye.

Intersilticil ke-raatisAnelion of theln;t1dle layer
cif the coma; diseaseAund chiefly in.children
and young adults, is usually cattseciby transmis-

sion of syphilis froinpother to unbolt child.
kidoeyetisln flammation of. the frig'-and ciliary

.

IrisColored, circular membrane, suspended be-
hind the cornea and immediately in front of the
lens. The iris regulates the -amount of light
entering the eye by changing the size of the
pupil.

copdition is
marked by pain.,,inflarnmation, distinnort flow,
light, contraction of pupislAscoloration of iris.

_it may be caused by injury, syphilis, rheurna-
- tism, gonorrhea, tuberculosis, and so forth.
Ishihara Color PlatesA test for 'defects in recog-

nizing colors, based on the ability to trace
patterns in a series of multicolored charts.

Jaeger TestA test for near vision; lines of reading
matter Printed in a series of various sizes of
type.

Ke titisInflammation of the cornea; fiequentiy
classified as to type of inflammation and lay :rs
of cornea affected. as %Interstitial" keratitis or
"phlyctenular" keratitis.

"---r*eratoconusCone-:thaped deformity of the cornea.
KeratoplastySee Corneal graft.
Lacrimal A. gland vihich secretes teas; it 'lies

in the outer angle of the orbit.
Lacrimal sac The dilated upper end of the lacrimal

duct.

LacriniationProduction of tears.
LagophthalmosA condition in which the lit:s

cannot be completely closed.
LensA refractive

surfaces-curved.

Light adaptationThe power of the eye to adjust
itself to variations in the amount of light,

Light perception(L.P.), ability to distinguish light
from dark.

LinibusBoUndary between cornea and sclera.
Lbw_ vision aidsOptiCal devices 6of variou types

'useful to persons with vision impair vent.,40'
MacrophthalmosAbnormally lapge i !.,e all, result-

ing e. hief19, from infantile glaucoma.
'Macula luteaf-The small area of the retina that

ipurrounds the ,fovea and ,with 'the fovea com-
r prises the area of distinct Moit. Syn. yellow

spot.

AlegalophthalmosAbnorMally large eyeball pre-'
sent atbirth (con.genital).

.AlicroplithalmosAn abnormally '-§mall eyeball pite-
. sent al birth (Coogenital).

medium having one or both
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41lcroscopic glasses-Magnifying lenses arranged on
the pruteiple of a microscope, occasionally
prescribed for persons with very poor vision.

idiotic -A drug that c.,uses the pupil to contract.
11ydriatic: A drug that dilates the pupil. ,

11yopia -Nearsightedness. A refractive error in
which, because the eyeb311 is Coo long in relation
to its focusing power the point of focus for rays.
of li,;ht front distant objects (parallei light rays)
is in 'front of the retina. Thus, to obtain distinct
vision, the obct must be brought-nearer to take
advantage Of divergent light rays (those from
objects less than ty.enty feet away).

Near oini of accommodation -The nearest point
at %hich the eye can perceive an object .dis-
tinci.v. It r,:ries -accord:11,g to the pOwer 'of
accent =dation.

Near po :I of tonrergence-The nearest single

point a which the two eyes can direct their
visual li es, normally about three inches from
the eyes i t young pool. (e.

Near rafon-The ability to perceive distinctly
ajects at normal reading distance, or about
fourteen inches from the eyes.

Night blindness,- A condition in which th6 sight is
good by day but deficient at night and in faint
light.

Nystagmus-An involuntary', rapid movement of
the.eyeball; it may be lateral, vertical, rotary, or
mixed.

Oculist or,ophthalmologist*- A physician-an M.D.-
who spccialiLes in diagnosis and treatment of
defects and disea'Ses of the eye, perfoiming sur-
gery when necessary or presciibing other types
of treatment, including glasses.

Oculus dexter (0.0.) -Mg t eye.

Oculus sinister (0.5.) -Left e.

Oculus uterque 0. U.1 -Both es.°

Ophthalmia-Infiammation of Elie eye or of the,
conjunctiva.

Ophthalvtia neonatorum- An acute, \pendent con-
junctivitis in the newbort::(forconnolurposes,
it is sometimes legally defined as "an inflamed
or discharging eye in a newborn baby 'under two
weeks ")

- 01> Malmo/00i or oculist-St:6 Oculist.

Ophtkilnioscope- An instrument used in examin-
i*it ng the interior of theeYe.

K.

7,

or
..1,2

Optic atrophy-Degeneration of.. the nerve tissue
which carries messages from the retina to the
brain.

Optic chiasm -The crossing of the °fibers of the
optic nerves on the lowersurface of the brain.

Optic clisk-ilead of the optic nerve in the eyeball.,
Optician -One who grinds lenses, fits them into

frames, and adjusts the frames to th. wearer.
Optic nerve-The special nerve of the sense of sight

which carries messages from the retina to the
brain.

Optic neuritis-Inflammatirm of the optic nerve.

Optometrist-A licensf:d, nonmedical practitionv-,'
measures refractive errors-that is, irregularities
in the size or shape of t,i;e eyeball or surface of
the cornea -and eye muscle disturbances. In his
or her treatment the optometrist uses glasses,
prisms, and exercises only.

Orthoptic training- Serics of scintificaliy planned
exercises for develOping or :?storing the normal
teamwork of ti,e eyes.

Orthoptist-One who pro.icles or hopcte training.
. ,

Palpebral-Pertaining to the eyeiid. .
Pannu.s- Invasion etc the cornea by infiltration of

lymph and format. r. of new Wood VOSSL'IS.

Partially seeing child-For educational purposeg,
partially seeing child is one who has a
acuity. of 20/70 or less in the better eye after the
best possible correction, and who can use Vi5i011.
as his or her.chief channel of learning.

Pcrimeter-,-An instrument for measuring the field
of vision.

Peripheral vision-Ability fo perceive thesresence.,
motion, or color of objects outside of the direct
line of vision. - , -

Phlyctenular keratitis-A variety of keratitis char-
acterized by the formation of pustules or pap-
ules on th6 cornea; usually occurs in young
children and may be caused by poor nutrition.

ny physicians believe it to be a tubercular
condition.

.

PhoriaL A root word denoting a latent deviation in
which the eyes have a constant tencle-ney to turn
from the normal position for binocular vision;
used with a prefix to indicate. the direction of
such deviation (hyperpholia, escphoria, exo-
phoria): - /

Photo/Thu/fig-Abnormal sensiti,ity to anediscont-
fort from light. .

,
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PleopticsA method of treating amblyopia through
the use of instruments which restore fixation to
the fovea by direct stimulation or by the .produc-
tionand correct localization of after-images.

Posterior clzambevSpace between the back of the
iris and the front of the lens; filed with
aqueous.

PrcsbyopiaA gradual lessening of the power of
aceomnrociation due to a physiological change
which becomes noticeable after the age of forty.

ProsthesisAn artificial substitute for a missing eye
(or other missing part of the body).

Pseudoisochromatic chartsCharts with colored
dots of various hues anclooshades indicating
numbers, letters or patterns, used for- test=
color discriniination.

PleryguemA triangular fold of groin membrane
which may extend toward the cornea on the
white of the eye. It occurs most frequently in
persons exposed to dust or wind.

. - .
Ptosis A paralytic drooping of the upper eyelid.

- Refraction (I) deviation in the co.i.ns;.! of rays of
light in passing from one transparent medium
into another of differant density; and (2)detrc-
mination of refractive errors of theceye and
correction by Biasses.

. ,
:Refractive crlorA defect in the eye t12..ai prevents

light rays from being brought to a single f:us
exactly n the retina.

Rcjiac4ii_e_ 'fiediaThre_ transparent parts of the eye
having refractive power; cornea, aqueous, !ens,
and vitreous.

Retina;Innermost coat of the eye; formed of
sensitive nerv; fibers and connected with the
optic nerve.

Retinal detacmentA reparation of the retina
from the choroid.

RetinilisInflammation of the retina. ' . .-

Retinitis pigmentosa An hereditary degeneration
and atrophy of the retina. There is usually
misplaced pigment.

-,---.

RetinoblastomaThe most comffion malignant
intraocular tumor of cluldhood,occurs usually
under age five. ft is priotably always congenital.
(Formerly, known as glioina)4.

in
1? etinwatliyA disease of the retina; due to

various causes. ,..
RetinnscopvAn instrument for determining the
4 refractive state of the eye by Obsv-rviiag the

.-J . .

')
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movements of lights and shadows 3CTOS the
pupil by the light thrown onto the ret:na from a
moving mirror.

Refrolental fibroplasia A disease of the retina in
which a mass of scar tissue forms on br.,:k of the
lens of the eye. Both eyes are affected in most
cases and it occurs chiefly in infants bora
prematurely who receive excessive;:pxya:n.

Rods and conesSee Cones and rods.

S. SC (Sine correction)Without correction; that
is not wearing glossas.

Safety glassesImpact resistant; available N:ith or
without visual correction for workshy, or s;re..t
wear protection, for both adults and ch::..ren.

ScleraThe white part of the eye--a totn;l:
NVIliCh, with the cornea, forms 1.1',C

protective coat of the eye.

Scleritisinflammation cf the sclera.
S CO t 0 Ma A blind or partially blind arc,- in th-e

visual rield.

Slit hunpPro% ides a narrow beam of stror.a l:gilt;
of= used wnh a corneal niicroscore 1.or
ination of the:fiontsortions of the-el c :.

Sr/c/Icir Char!--1.1se4) for 4:stir:a centri
itY. It consists of lincs of h-tters,
symbols in gridLk1 si7, s drawn to Sr, ,..r!

Eac,il size is Inhaled trig
at which i: can be read by the normai 213::
often used for testing.
feet.

Spherical lensSegment of a sphere refr:.ct:ng rays
, of light equally in all meridians.
. .

Stereoscopic' vislonAbility to perceive relative
position of-objects In-pace without elle:, as
shadow, size, and overlapping.

StrabismusSquint; failure of the two eyes siul-
taneously to direct their gaze at the s..,tue object
because ofmuScle imbalance.

StrephosymboilaA disorder of percept:on ill
which, objects seem revered as in .a mir:or. A
reading4ifficulty inconsistent with
general intellizen,:e beginning( with confusion
between similar but opppsitely oriented rifer;;,
(b-d, q-p) and a tendency to reverse direction
reading.

StyAcute inflammation.of a sebaCeous gland in
the margin of the -e-y-aid,---due to infection and
usually resulting, in the formation of pus.

2 r"
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Sympathetic ophthalmitisInflammation of
eye due to an infection in the other eye.

SynechiaAdhesion, usual:y of the iris to cornea

one chronic form produces severe scarring of the
eyelids and cornea.

TropiaA loot word denoting an obvious deviation
from normal of the axis of the eyes (strabismus)
used with a prefix to denote the type of
strabismus as heterotropia, esotropia, exotropia.

Tunnel vision (Gun-Barrel, Tubulcir)Contraction
of the visual field to such an extent that only a
small area of central visual acuity 'remains, thus
giving the affected individual the impression of
looking through a tunnel.

Uveal tractEntire vascular coat of the eyeball. It
consists of the iris, ciliary body, and choroid.

UveitisInflammation of the uveal tract of rhg eye.
VisionThe art or faculty of seeing; sj.e..t.
Visual acuity -See Central visualacuity.
Visual purpleThe pigrnetit in the. outer layers of

the retina.

Vitreous Transparent, colorle.ss mass of soft, gela-
tinous, material filling.'tlre eyeball behind the
lens.

4
Vitredus opacitie'sSee Floaters.

or lens.

Tangent screenA large black or gray curtain
supported by a frameworl:.- on which theyo'rmal
central' field and blind spot have been lightly
outlined. This instrument is used for measuring
the central field of vision.

TarsusThe framework of connective tissue which
gives shape to the eyelid.

Telescopic glasses.Nlaanifying spectacles founded
on the principles of a telescope; occasionally
prescribed for improving very poor vision which
cannot be helped by ordinary glasses.

Tension, IntraocularThe pressure or tension of
the contents of the eyeball.

TonometerAn instrument for measuring pressure
inside the eye.

Trachoma A form of infectious keratc-conjunc-
tivitis cawed by a 'specifii! virus which in the

a
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,
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Self-Quiz #3.

1. If a student is certified as deaf-blind, he/she is always totally
deaf andtotally blind.

TRUE FALSE

2. A student is certified as blind if,he/she has:

a. Measured or estimated corrected vision of 20/10 r less
b. A field of vision that is 20' or less in the be er eye
c. Cortically blind
d. All of the above

3. The sensory mode use most frequently with deaf-blind st4dents
is that of

4. Give one example of tactually adapting the symbolic communication
mode.

Skills taught to a deaf-blind student differ from thosetaught
too a sighted and hearing student in what way?

.a X

4
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Self-Quiz #4

1. Mental retardation is not a contributing factor to child abuse.

TRUE FALSE. t
,

2. The / mandates that teachers

report suspected child abuse/neglect.

3. One a teacher has reported his/her suspicions tothe princtpal, his/

her legal responsibilities end.

TRUE FALSE

In, Kansas the consequences of notTeporting a suspected abuse/neglect

case are:

5. Case workers try to maintain the child with his natural family except
in severe cases of neglect/abuse where the child is at risk.

TRUE FALSE

4
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INTRODUCTION

Many severely handicapped students exhibit characteristics which may

result in their clasiification under some identifiable syndrome. Because

there are medical, .4 well as educational implications related to various

syndromes, educators should have some knowledge and awareness of the most

common iyndromds and information necessary in order to provide the best

care and services possible.

An attempt has been made to select the most common syndromes and describe!

their level of retardation, etiology, characteristics, general health impli-

cations and medication and/or treatment. Asterisks"(*) have been placed be-

side those syndromes which we feel teachers should be most familiar with; the

remaining syndromes are presented for additional information and future

- reference.

By no means has the:list of syndromes been exhausted. There are many

syndroTes which have nbt been included due to the rarity of reported cases and

very little information is available regarding, them.

COmmon'across many of the syndromes ,is mental retardation,and specific.

physical features. Cause and treatment are relatively vague for many syndromes

40.mian4clear and precise for others. Alib included in this section of the module

iS glossary of medical terms related to the syndromes in this module.' Both

.the syndrome section and the.glossary should be very useful references to have

when interacting with medical staff; reading medical' records and,--oftoutSe,

to more effectively work with students.

1
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k.

.

Osteogenesis

22. 'Phenylketonuria*

23. Rubella*

24." Sturge-Weber Syndrome

25. Tay-Sachs Disease*

26. Trisomy D at

27. :Trisomy E

28. . Tuberous Sclerosis*

29. Turner's SYndromer,

30. Wilsdn's.Disease

Syndromes Covered

.10

1. Albrightis-Hereditary[Osteodystrophy

2. Apert's.Syndrome

3.. Ataxia Telangiectasia

4. Cornelia delange's Syndrome*

5. Cri du Chat Syndrome*

6. :Crouzon's Dis.eue

7. Cytothegalia Inclusion Disease

8. Down's Syndrome*

.444,

9: Fetal AlcohoLSyndrome* -4

10. Homocystinuria

11. Hunter's Syndro

12. Hurler's Syndrome*

13. Hydrocephalus*

14.' Hyperuricemia*

15. Hypothyroidism

16. Kernicterus

17. Klinefelter's*

18. Maple"Syrup Urine Disease

19. Microcephaly*
4

20. Neurofibromotosis

c

ISyiidromes.which the classroom teacher should be most familiar with.

67. U
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SYNDROME

Level of
Mental Retar.

Albright'$
Hereditary
Osteodys-
trophy

Varies from
normal intel-
ligence to
severe retar-
dation.

Etiology

Transmitted by
an autosomal
dominant trait
with highly
variable expres-
sivity (i.e.the
ability of a
gene to manifest
it's effect in
the organism).

Characteristics

Physical:
1) short stature w/stocky build..
2) cataracts
3) ma sclerae (the hard white outer

membrane of the eye)
4) strabismus=
5) possible skeletal abnormalities

of the hand and feet

GENERAL HEALTH
IMPLICATIONS

Prone to seizures

MEDICATIONS
& /or TREATMENT

Vitamin D might
be useful-to pre-
vent skeletal

deformities. .

-Surgical correc-,
tions may be
needed for the
eyes & skeletal
abnormalities.

Anti-convulsive
medication.

Apert's
.J yndrome

Varying de-
grees of
severity.

Auto mai

dom ant
trait.

Physidal:
1) Syndactyly (webbing) of the hands

and feet
2) Craneostenosis (i.e. the bones of

the skull close prematurely result-
ing in cranial abnormalities)"

3) Hypertelorism (i.e. eyes set far

apart
4) Broad face and short broad nose
5) Triangular shaped mouth'and a very

high arched, narrow palate

Progressive hearing
loss may resultifrom
displaced auditory

nerve.

Surgical correc-
tion of the

syndatyly.

-Surgery during

the 1st few ,

months of'life
has been ,done in

-some cases to
prevent the
craneostenosis.

Ataxia
Telangi-
ectasia

n
()Li

( Louis461.-

Syndrome )

MR occurs'in
about 1/3 of
the cases.

. Hereditary dis-
Order with an
autosomal
recessive type.

Physical:
1) Dilation of blood capillaries

(Telanjectasia) in the face, ears,

neck, hands, wrists,.knees and -
front of the elbows

2) Ataxia

ee

Freiluent respiratory
infections and an abnor-

mal immune mechanism.

Antibiotics for
infection and
-postural drain=

ag"e for respir-S'

atory:
r..... 301,



SYNDROME

Level of
Mental Retar.

.

EtiOlogy

,

Characteristics
.

GENERAL 'HEALTH .

,

IMPLICATIONS

MLUILAIIONS,,
Wor TREATMENT

Cornelia

-de Lange's
Syndrome*-

4 '

vs

.

.

.Severe _

-

.

.

,

.

.

,

4.
Unknown; how-
ever, chromo-
somal abnor: J
malities have
been found in
some cases.

. -

'

. .6)
'I

0 3

..
.

.
.

.
.

Physical: .
, -4

)) Abnormal growth of hair especially
the'eyebrows,and,eyelasiles 'and on

the forehead,i upper' lip, center of

the back and the forearths.

2) Below the third percentile in
-height and 'weight.

3) Nasal bridge is often depressed and
the nostrils turned forward.

W) Syndactyly (webbing) 'orthe fingers
and the 20-and 3rdtaecs.

5) Cpngential hip deteriorition
Underdevetopmentof.the nipples and
male genitalia; delayed rnenstrua-
tion and infertility.

71 belayed bone maturation.

. ,

Behavioral\
4-Hyperactive restless,

r.-

Frequent respiratory
infections ,.

.

y: 4
,

,

.

.

,

.

.

".
.

.

,

___. --,

*
. .

.

,-
. ,

Various types of Conk,
heart defects

may be present,.

,

, .

.

-

, ,

Prosthesis for
malformed limbs.

Care should be
taken during
feeding to pre -'
vent aspiration-:-

Infections should

be treated
promptly.

.
,

.

,

.

, 4

No known treat-

ment:
.

,

.

..

____

.

-,-

. .

-Autosomal

abnormality
.

.

.1
i

, ,

-

-. :- -

.

,

.

.

and ____

2) Self7mittiliting and destructive
.3r:teeth-grinding i s common ..<

. .. -,

.

_ ' .
.

%physidal: .,_

1),Infant's crwounds like mewing.of 'genital
_a-cat., ThTS is caused by abnormal

.% Vocal cgOrds.and upper larynx.
2) Hicrodephalk '

3) Failure to thrkg
,

4)'RoUnded face and 'low set ears
T''5') Hypertelorism. ( 'eyes' set far apart)

6) Strabismd'S -

1 : ,

NJ

.

.

Cri .du
Chat,

Syndrothe*

(Cat Cry)
. e

-

,

. .

Severe

.

,

,

. ,

.

, ,

''

,

.
,:,...

, , .

Ci-ouion`s

Disease

, . ,

-
.

Crl .

.ti,

. .

Usually not
preseht unless
there is'brain
damage due-in7
,creased.infra.-

cranial pre...,
,

sure..

'°

.

Autosomal cloth-

inant-type*.of
.inheritelice in

25%--,50%.of:.
, ,

rthe.cases.
t',

.

. .
.

hysical: .

1)-Exophthalmos (ile. protruding eye-

' balls)trabismus, nystagmus,
.
hypertclam,(eyes-selt far Apart),

2)11bnofti6lly shaped-head -

3),Oeached flose, . , .
.. . .

. . 4

Occasional deafness;
hernias, spina-bifida
and dwarfism

.

,.
*-

.

:

-'-.
,

.

Early,s,urgical
intervention is
requi red -i f then
is.jnoreastng
intriCranial,,

pressure or pro-
AreWve,exopli-.
tlialinOs a,.."......... J.,.. ..,



SYNDROME

Cytomegalia
Inclusion
Disease

0

Level of
Menta! Retar.

Varies from
minimal to.
severe

Etiology

Not inherited

Charact6titics

Physical:
1) Failure td thrive
2.) Microcephaly
3) Chorioretinitis (inflamation of the

chorord coat df the eye & retina)
4) Optic atrophy (degeneration of ;the-

major nerve in the posteriorlpak
of the.eyeball)

4

5) Nystagmus-and strabismus
6) Purgura (small round purple-red

spots over part df the body)

7) Jaundice ,

8) Diplegia wtth spasticity

GENERAL HEALTH
IMPLICATIONS

Seizures; pneumonites,
respiratory dIstress
and congestive failuv'e.

Anemia

Down's
Syndrome

4

,1
0

UsUally moder-
ate, Out may
eange con-
siderably.

Autosomal aber-
hation of chro-
mosome number
(i.e. 47
chromosomes
instead of 46).
Associated with
later maternal
ege.

4,

0*

Physical:

1) Hypotonia (present'at birth but
generally improves with time).

2) Small .head which is flat in front
and back ,

3) Eye, cavitiet are small -\

4) Short broad neck with fax skin at
the sides of the neck

5) Eyes are small almond shaped,
slanted up toward sides of head

6) An epicanthus (skirt foldrcurves-up
'a ound the nasal sideof the eyes

7) Nos is small and short; short
'bridge due to underdeveloped nasal
bones N\

8) :Small moutliNwith thick tdhgue
9) TMh are late in enupting and

usually-small and poOrly aligned
10) Extremities afire short, especially

the fingers and toes
'11) Spaces between the 1st and 2nd /

fingers and toes are abnormally
wide

12Y.Genitals are poorly developed
11) Skin is coarse an, dry
14 Sinian )alna

MEDICATION.
& /or TREATMEN.

Anticonvulsants
for seizures.

Anemia shpold
be,treafed.

Susceptible 10 respira-

tory infections

Ca

Cardiac problems

Antibiotics_for

respiratory
infections.

-"J 6



SYNDROME

Level of
Mental Retar.

. ,

Etiology
. .

Characteristics I.

.

GENERAL HEALTH
IMPLICATIONS -

. . s

MEDICATIONS
& /or TREATMENT

ilyperdri-
cemia

<

(Copt.)

_..

..

.
..

- -

.

.

..
.

_

-
.

. 4

.

(

,

Behavioral:
1). Normal appearing at birth but by 2

months begins showing irratabil i ty.
2) Frequent ;lilting between 6 months

and one y r of age. s

3) Self mutilation .by 2 years of agd
manifested by lip' biting, finger-
chewing, teethgrinding 'and marked
swinging of, the arms.

4). Aggressive towards others With use
of foul language, striking and -
-biting.

5) .Do not feel' pain and will pleadplead
with an observer to keep them ffom

. biting' or mutilating .themsel ves.

.

.

-

. .
,

.-
.

.
.

.

" . .

. ,4

.

.

.
.

.

1

lia

. .

Tlypothy-
' roidisin. -,
`tangesiltyl,
'..- .
(Cretin,.

.. itmr,
1: .:''.. '.....,..'

...

. .

? .

Varies in
seventy'
accprding. fp
degt;ee of '..- ,-

thyroid' iri,-.;
: S.uffitilency

2./ '. .,- ,
.

.

_,

. .

.Not hereditary.,
c`

May ,I;e. zkused--
. by inadequate
,maternal Intake

.of iodihef.. '''
P'ElurIM preg-

nancy. .

, . .-*
..- ..

. ,
...

-

. .

.Physica3; . .. . ..
1) Delayed skeletal 'mat ration.. .

2),-.Thi ck pi-otruding.;torilue , ,
3,)'' Coarse, 13c41 ttle ,.-dnd-, scanty' hdir

,01..) Mairl Lae :begins. far dowri on fore -
head .. . ,

.5).Short extremities .

6) Broad hands with short fidgeils'
. Z.), Motor retardation ' ..;13) Dry skin .,,, .

9) ilypotonic
. . \

4 '

Behavioral : fats. p1111

oor134

-
Respiratory d'i fficulties
secondary to the large
tongue.. ,i* ,

. "
rrorie to constfpation.

_
> - .

.

. .. . v
, -

.
.

_ . ., .

( 4

. .

Administration
of thyroxin or
other synthetic
thyroid hormone.

1
...

. . .

. :
.

,

. .
. .

Kernicter:-
Ls

. . ,

.'

. .

.:

=- .

.-.1,,, 30.6-.

r- .-

Minimal to
severe;

. .
.

,*treatment can
prevent

..
,

.

3

...
Not hereditgry.

'May occur secon
dary,,to blood
incomptatibll ity
such as ':Riefac-
tor, sepsis
(blood po;ison7
in:TY,. or enzyme
:,abnormal ides
1-41 ..)iver.

-
, .

,

. .:
. . ..n7

-Physical:. , . 4 .
----'1) Nystagmus4"

g) Nerve/high tone deafness
3) Jaundice -: . - ,

Behavioral :
1) Eats poorly .

- . '

.
... - . ,,,

v:.

.
.

- .

.
,

. ', , .. ) .
.,. . .

Seizures
, .

MusCular rigidity

icimiting during acute
stage *.

.
. '

.

31.1
.

Anti-corivul sant
*mellication.

4

Cothpl ete blood
transfusion at
birth can pre-
vent.' Kernicterus .. .

.

Physical therapy'
to alleviate mu.s-

,,....1-,, ... 1,1.14 #.S,
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SYNDROME

Level of .
Mental Retar.

.

...'-7:

Etiology

.

'.

Characteristics ,____,

- .

Physical:
.

-

-\
.

.

1) Small testes, can be non - functional-

for sperm production.
2) Development of breasts .

. . .

'3) Sparse.phic hair. .

4) Scoliosig and other skeletal .

deformities.
.

. .

.-
.

.

GENERAL HEALTH
: IMPLICATIONS
_

.

Prone to leukemia.
.

Prone to asthma and other
pulmonary diseases. -.

.
.

.

.. .

-
..

.

''
MEDICATIONS
&for TitEATMENT

, ,

.

Hormonal treat-,
ment tOlpromOle,
secondary sexual
characteristics..-

.

. ,

, .

Kline-
felters**

.

.

.

.

.

.

Moderate re-
tadation in
a quarter of'
the reported
cases. ,; .

/

. .

'

.

Genetic abnor-
mality (exces---

sive X-linked
,chromosome
. pafterns found
only ill males.

,,,.

Occurs approx-
imateIY_every
1 in 400 .live

male births, -

Maple
.-Syilup

-Urine-

Disease

(Branched-
chain- -Amino

Aciduria)

(Leucinosis

WItilx

Severe

.. .

.

,

.

. .

Hereditary; .

cjsed by an
-autAoma4._rer

,
cessive -gene.

.

1LFround in all(

'races.

.
. .

N...

'Physical:* .
.

..

. ._

1) Ata.5da (failure*of muscle' coordina-
tion).

.

2)' Ma-Ole:Syrup odor in uribe-
...

.

*characteristics will develop within,. ..
3-7 days, birth. .

.

, .

. 2

.

Body is unable -to meta-

bolize certain amino
acids. If not treated,
it will result,in death.

.
.

Failure to thrive. 4

Vomiting
.

,

/Progressive
.'

Diet omittingl.

the causal .3

amino acids
, .

.

. .

. .,

.

,-1

Micro-
cephaly*

'

.

Moderate 4
profo d .

,

Hdreditary;
Caused by auto-
somal recessive
gene.

0

_

,

Physical: .
.

. ,

, .

1) SmalPhead with sloping forehead.
2) Scalp is furrowed. _ ''

.3)Hypertonia .

:14) R etarded motor developMent.

. , .

s

)
. - .

.

.
.

.

.

. . .

No specific
'treatments

.

.
.

.

.

.

Neurofibro-'
motbsis

AvJn Reck-
linghausen
Disease)'

r, 1 0

Varies, secon-
dary to tumor
development in
the'brain

.

.

.

.

Congenital.0e-
lieved to be
transmitted by
autosomal dom-
inant mode, al-
though there
have been some
eXcepfilms.
Occurs lapprdx.

1 iry 2000

1

Physical': * . ,

.

1) TuMors in-the brain '

2)Zumqrs in spinal cord _

'3) Skin tumors

*Can appear between the ages of 1-5.

. -./.
.

. . .

Visual,problAis related'

to,tumor growth in eyes
.

,

Bowel obstruction-caused
by tumors

_

..

,..4, f ,-) .

Dizziness 0 A. 1...)
_

,
.

. .)
Hearing loss ..L. .

.. .,

Surgical

removal,Of
tumors

,

,

. .

'
.,-
. . ,

.

,

.

,.



SYNDROME-

.

Level of.
Mental Rent..

.

Etiology

.
. . .

. .

,

ehardcteristics _':
GENERAL HEALTH

IMPLICATIONS
MEDICATIONS
ti/or TREATMENT

.

*Turner's
. Syndrome

.

-.,

.

.

Mild: low
incidence ''

,

,

.

4

.

.

. .

,

.

.

Uries " .

.

-

.

. ..

.- .

-

.

l .....s

Abnormality of
sexchromosome
number due-to .

nondisjunction .

"durinfOreallon
of the ovum or
sperm (failure
of chromosome
to separate and
go to diff4rent
cellt when'the
cell. divides):

,.

There ere 45
chromosomes in-
Itead of-46.,

Inherited by an
-autosomal reces-
sive gene caused
by deficiency
to the blood
.plisma (protein

cerulo plasMin)
.' _

-,
..

.

..

*
Phyica.):

. ..

1) Short and/or webbed neck
2) Breasts and external genitals do not

deyelop . . ,

3) Wide chest with, broadly spaced,
nipples .

,

4) Phtruding and/or low set ears.
5)Low_back hairliKe .

le ' 1.6) Fo s.in eye id skin
7) Backs 8f hands and upper surfaces

of feet often swollen with fluid
8) Multiple:pigmented raised spots

on the skin '. , .

9) Skeletal defects
.

10) Deafness ,

.-.. , ..

Phystcal: .

1) Set facial expression with Open,
drooling mouth and teeth exposed
tn a grimacing smile,.

'2) Green ring-like lesion surrounding
the outer edge in the cornea of the
eye (Kayser-Fleisher Ming)'

3) Involuntary movements such'aS
.

' tremors
4) Difficulty in swallowing
5) Excessive thinnesS

_

,6) Enlarged, .

7) Speech disturbances

, .
.

.

Congenital heart disease
.

.

Kidney abnqrmalities
.

. , ,

.

.

.

,-.
.

.)

,

..

,-

.

w
I

.

Occasional seizures .

--
.

Deteriorating liier .
.,v,,,vstructure within

.

Brain stem. degenerates
, ,'

,
,

.

.

,

.

.

,

Hormonal theraply

used at the,
proper timecan
increase secon-
dary sexual

maturation (--Le.

estrogen replace
rent therapy).

.

. .

.

.

r
2

.

.

Dietary re9tmen.;
tnt lower --the
copper balante--

the body.,

,

Drug therapy
treatement which
is Affective in
increasin9tthe
output of opper
in the urine.

AnticOnvulsant
medication for
seizOre control.

.

Wilson's
Disease

(Cerulo-
plaSmin .

Defidiency)

.
,

.

.

.

41" e

.

,4 3
.

.

.

.

4 218.
.

.

.

.

c
.

. .

.

.
,..

.

. 4
'

.

.

.

, * .. .
.: 0

. . , ..._

.

.

.

.

.

.

. ,.

. .

319
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Glossary of Terms

,

Achondroplasia: Arondition of abnormal bone developmdnt
resulting in dwarfism.

Acrocephaly: A condition in which the top of the head is
pointed.

.

Aggression:

Anemia:

.t

Hostile,' malevolent, or unfriendly behavior.

4

A decrease in the number of red blood cells or
hemoglobin concentration resulting in a deficiency
in the oxygen-carrying capactiy of the block" #. 0

Anomaly, crania: Abnormal structure Of the cranium.

. /

Anoxemial Reduction-in oxygen gontent of .the- blood to-a, level
insufficient to maintain adequate functioning of
tissue.

An agent which acts to prevent seizures. Most
frequently used ,are Phenobarbito4 Dilantin,
Mysoline, Xarontin.

(
Anticonvulsant:

Aplasia:

Apraxia: Inability to perform purposeful' movement in 1.

absence of muscular paralysis or sensory dist.
... turbance.

toc0 '

,

Astigmatism: - _Defective curvature of the refractive surface
---df the eye as a result of which a ray of light

- . is not sharply focused on the retina but is

. .
spread over a more or less dfffided area.

'%

Absence, defective development, or atrophy of
a tissue, organs or part of the body.

Ataxia: Lack of normal muscular coordination. Thug'

=usually refers to incoordination associated with
abnormalities of tlip cerebellum oafferent
pfopriocePtive sensation. JR4lan_ce and kinesthesis

are disturbed.

..t

78:
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,

Athetosis:

Atonia:

A condition of involuntary, slow, writhing
movements principally of hands and feet, due ,

td-a brain lesion.

Lack of muscle tone.

,
. Atrophy', . )\

cerebral cortical: An acquired reduction in
s
the size of the cere -.

brat. cortex. . -,

, .

Au
v

tdsomal

Recessive Trait: A trait resulting from the combination'of tOo ;

.
s recessive'genes.

A form of mptor dysfunction characterized by
jerking-, twitching, and swinging movements of

limbs.

Bilirubin: The reddish-or'ange pigment of bile

1Brushfield Spots: Small, whitish-yellow dots at the periphery'
of the iris. Seen in Down's Syndrome children
and also in'some normal children.

.,

Cardiac:. Pertaining to the heart.

I

Cerebral Palsy: A group of nonprogresi e,disorders resulting
from malfunction of the motor.centers and
pathways of the brain. Characterized by

paralysis-, weakness, incoordination, or. Ither c4,

abnormalities of motor function which have their

.Chorea:

'Chromosome:

origin prenatally, during birth br before the
CNS has reached relative maturity. Othersdeficits

(sensory., mental retardation) are frequently.
associated with the motor deficits.

A motor dysfunction characterifellby involuntary,

jerking movements of extremities and facial
muscles.

The bodies in the cell nucleus which carry the
genes (heriditary factors).

324- v
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Congenital:

Contracture:

Presedt at Iirth.

A shortening.of the muscle tendon that results in a
lited range of motion in.a joint.

. ,

Convulsion' A violent, involuntary series .of muscular contractions

Craniosynostosis: Premature closure of the sutures of the skull
'causing deformation of the head anSpossib3S,
damage to the brain.

.

Cretinism: A type of mental deficiency'resulting from a
deficiency in thyroid secretion.

Cyanosis: .A bluish skin color, resultint,..from Insufficient
'oxygenation of the blood. -

Deafness:

Degeneration:

Desquabate:

Hearing impaired to the degree that it is of
little orllo utility for the purposes .of ordinary
communication. .

A progressive deterio-ratton.

To-shed or peels as of the skin Desquamated.
skin is flaky and scaly.

.

Diplegla, cerebral: Paralysis or. motor dysfunction of like parts
on both sides of the Cody.

4
Dystonia:

,Extopia:

1
Dtsorder of muscle tone.

AbnoTal position ofn organ or body part:

Encephalo- Any disease or condition affecting the brain and
...

r myelopathy: spinal cord. - ,.,

-Enrcephalopathy::- Any-disease =or condition- affecting th6tbrain'

' Endocrine: Pertain'ing to those glands whose secretions_pass
directly into the blood stream suctf.as the
pituitary and thyroid.

3f,9
80



. Epicanthus:

Epilepsy:

Etiology:

In anomaly in which the iiikieV Sunctio of the

eyelidi is covered- by afol4of skin.

A cerebral disorder manifested by transi nt
disturbances in motor and/or sensorfunc ion.

'The'causeof a diseas or condition.

_/ ti

Fibrile Sefure: Seizures in infants or yOung children whose o et

(convulsion ) is precipated by a high fever in conjunction
with a non-CNS irifecti.en. These seizures,usuall2

. - disappear when the Ohtral nervous- system has
matured (about-5'years Of age):

.

Gen Any of those parts of the chromosome which
4 transmit hereditary chat'acteristics:

, 7
Gene (Oorman1)): A gene which produces,its;effect regardless of

, . whether it is-matdied by a like gene in the other
chromosoMq'of the pair.concdrned. D

,

.--.1.

.

Gene (multip)e): A.genevhose individual .effects are small and

. combine witir.other ,multiple genes to prbduce an

.4dditiye effect. 3
s 4.*

1 I * I °' .

1
.

Gene (recessive):. Agene which pro es its effect only'when
matched by a like gene(in-fhe other tfiromosome

. ,.. .e---.-0.4 the pair concerned. .. .

. .
s ... .(...

.

'

..
,

Paralyis of one laterathalf of the body.Hemiplegia;

,Hepatospleumegaly: Increase in size of and spleen.

4 1p

Hyperkenetic:

.

Hydrocephalus:

ExCessive 'movement.

:An excess of cerebrospinal fluid in. the lentricular
and subaeachnoid. spaces of the.bratii.

s. _ -\

Jaundice* A condition characterized*.By yellowish skin and

mucus membranes due to Olir''ubirinthe blood

stream:
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Jacksonian
epilepsy:

Macrogyria:

-A'form of epilepsy in which the seizure is
4 limited Id'one.leg or to one part of the-body,
usually without the loss Hof, consciousness.

.0"

A congenital defect characterized by unusually\
large' cerebral convolutions.

"

Micrbcephaly: -The-failure of normal bi'ain growth resulting in
. a small head size (microcrania). , i

,

MiCromelia: Abnormally small limbs.'

Motor:

Myopia: Nearsightedness.
,

Pertaining to movement..

Myxedema,: A disorder characterized bY lethargy and dullnes s

resvlting from a lack ofthyroid secretion.

,

Nodules: -Small knobs or protuberances resulting from

skin lesions.

-Nystagmus: An involuntary, rapid, jerking movement of the

eyeball. .May be.either lateral, vertical, rotary,

or mixed.

Organic: 'Pertaining to the structure of organs.

Ossification:

pyilledema:

Paraplegia:

011,-

,
o.'

A Formation of bone; state ot: process of being
converted into bone.

f

5welling,of the opt c nerve.

Loss or impairment of'motor fuhction,

Paralysis of the legs and lower part of the body.

9')
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,

Petit Mal Seizure: A transient loss of_consciousness with per paps
a 'slight movement of hedd, eyes, lips, limbs or
trUn.k.

..) ., . .
.

Phenylalanine: '' An amineacid essential in- human nutrition.

,Prematurity:
4

,
a.

Refers. to the conifition,i0 which infants are
born before the full gestation period.or weigh . .

Tess than-51/4 lbs.'at,birth.

,Quadriplegia:, Motor dysfunction of equal severity in. All
four. extretitieS..

Recessive:. A,trait which is expressfid in,indiiiduals-who ,

are tomdzygous,for a particular gene but not in
:..

tho'se wflo are heterozygous for this gene.
0. 0

1.i Vt of '
,

Rigidity:
z

Refers to muscular immobility. Also useleas A .

psychological 'item to refer to inflexibility or
lack of adaptability of behavior.

.. , :

Seizure:

Scoliosis:

Simian Crease:

Spasticity:

Status-

epilepticus:

Strabismus:

An epileptic attack.

Lateral curvature of the spine, -

A single transversepalmar crease instead of die
creases normally seen on the palm.

Increased muscular tens-ton associated with
exaggeration of deep reflexes, ihvoluntary muscle
contractions, and partial loss of voluntary
movement.

A condition in which'a number of seizures follow f

in rapid succession during whfch time'the patient
is unconscious.

Squint, a visual defect due to inability to
direct the eyes to the same point as a result of
.incoordinAtion of ocular muscles.

83
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Syndrome:
. A group of symptoms vihich,,in combination,

characterize a disease or conditton. J
.

Therapy:
, #

-Treatment ,or remedigtion:
v

Tic: , . .
A spasmodic moving or twitching of a group Of
musdes yhich onthe surface bears no relation
to the individual's problems.

.
. .

. ; .

Tbxema
.

:

. .

.
,

Trisomy:

X-iinkage:

#.

ti

V.,

.1

'

i

,

condition in which the blood 'contains toxic
'or poisonous substances. .

-

°

4

.

A chromosome additional 'to the normal complements
(i.e. 26 + 1) so that in each nucleus one
particular chromosome is represented three,
times rather than twice.

...

Genes. carried orr.the x chromosome:are s'aid.to be

x-linked. ,

326 84.
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-Self-quiz'

1. Which of the following syndromes is a result earl autosomal anomaly.

a. DOwri's..Syndr.bme-.
b. Cri, du Chat Sypdrothe
c. Feidl Alcohol: Yndrome
d . a & b -

2. Decreasing the :level of uric acid is a treatment for

.21-. Atreatment for hydrocephalus is - .

. .

4:0 Physical therapy 'is-used to avoid contractures in whiCh of, the
following:

a. Down's Syndrome
b. Hunter's Syndrome
c. Hurler's'Syndrome
d. .b & c

5. Which of the following syndromes, has progressivd nerve deafness as.

f
major characteristicl

a. Cri du Chat,,*,
b. Hunter's
c. -Down's
d. Huy-liar's

Down's Syndrome children are.susceptible to respiratory infection.

!rdr7

True False

7. Providing prosthesis for Malformed limbs is a tfeatment for:

a. Cri du Chat Syn
b. Hyperuricemi
c. Corneliad Lange Synchtome
d. Down's Sy drome

8. Hormonal therapy to promote increased secondary sexual characteristics
is used in treating syndrome, and

syndrome.

9. The most obvidus.chai-acteristic-of-Lesch-Nyhan Syndrome is
- behavior.

10. Which of the following is characteristic of microceohaly:\..,

a. abnormally small head
b. abnormally small
c. enlarged head
d. enlarged limbs

8.6tJA;(
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Self -quiz #5 (Cont

,

.) o

11. A low. phenylalinine diet has found to be a very effective treatment-, -

of:

a. Tay-Sachs
b. microcephaly
c. Phenylketonuria (PKU)
d. Down's

dm,

12. Tay -Sachs Disease:

a. causes progressive degeneralion of the central nervous system.

b. is an inherited genetic disorder.
c. has no known treatment.
d. all of the above

.

11. Which the following is a chromosomal aberration?

a. TrisoMy D
b. Dovin's

c. Lesch-Nyhan
d. a.& b

14. Numerous tumor-like masses are charaCieristic of

0
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Self-quiz ,# 6

I. Match the terms in the left column with the correct definition in the
right column.

a.. Petit Mal ,

b. Status.epilepticus

c. congenital.

d. achondeoPlasia

e. trisom)

f. hydrocephalus

g. simian crease

h. etiology

I

Present at birth

a single transverse :line found On the
palm

a transient loss of consciousness witi, _

perhaps a slight movement of head, eyes,
lips, limbs or trunk

an excess of cerebrospinal fluid in the
brain

seizures which follow in rapid succession

1
the cause of a disease or condition

a chromosomal anomaly in which a chromosome
is represented 3 times rather than twice

2. Match the terms in the left column with the correct definition in the
right column. .

a. encephalopathy

b. nystagmus

c. , paraplegia

d. athetdsis,,

e. ,hyperkinetfe

f. cyanosis

g. ataxia

h. 'hirsutism

4...-

involuntary, slow% writhing movements'

)Principally of hands and-feet
\

any disease or condition affecting, the
brain

_,-

,balance and kinegtfiesis are disturbed
.

involuntary, rapid,ojerking movement of
the.eyeball . .

.

paralysis of the legs and lower pqrt
of the body

bluish skin color resulting from insuf
fjcient oxygenation

.

of the blood

excessive movement

88 .
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Answers to Self-Quizzes

# .

Any 4 of th-.! following:

.' _1) The use'Of individual materials in teaching self-help skill's.
i2) Thoroughly cleaning dishes, utensils, glasses, or bibs used in

feeding programs each time they are sued.
3) Washing hands.frequently.
4) 'Daily cleaning and disinfecting of commodes, diaper table and

diaper pail.
5) Proper storage of used washcloths, towels,, and wet clothei.
6) Immediate rinsing and disposing of diapers. -

2. 1. Checking and cleaning of adaptive equipment.
2. Washing of toys and program materials.
3. Clea of furniture (chairs, desktops, tables, etc).
4. Keeping floor area clean.
5. Proper'storage of food used in th4' classroom.

3.. 1) to -control contagion of illnesses
2) to be alerted for signs of possible student health Problems'

4. False

5. e

6. I) Identification.of any chtonic illness or health problem which a
student has.

2) Staff training in specific emergency care.
3) Formulation of specific Plan of action,with emergency information'

being noted in an easily accessible place.

7. b

8. fatigue
sore muscles

. nausea or headache
behavioral changes such as Irritability, re%tlessness, aggreision

,

9. Petit mal seizures

10. seizures 9 bleeding , '

allergies pool circulation ,

asthma - swallowing of objects
choking or

. ingestion of poisenous substance
_foreign objects.in eye, ears or'nose- shak
'.sunburn

'
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2 specific,and.precise

3. The teacher must determine whether the ovaluation instrument is
appropriate. Many consultants have verylittle experiencejn, working
with severely handicapped, students. Their evaluation instruments may
have been designed for a higher functioning-population.

-

4. The physician should be interested in
'the

teacher's follow-w reports
as .a' method to help determine-whether or notllis treatment'was uccess-

`ful. An example could be any -of the following:
.

a) Monitoring seizures to see if prescribeeditation is controlling
them.

,b) Monitoring the number of urinations and the colo r of the urine to
help determine whether medication has cleer.:ed-up a kidney infection.

c) Monitoring fluid intake dring antibiotic treatments,

5. True

1. False

.2: d

3. touch (tactile)

4. Any of the follow-111g; abraille, raised letters, use of different textures

5. No difference in the skills themselves as long as the'slills are, those

appropriate for the individual, needs of the-student:

1. False
, .

2. Kansas iChild Potection Act

3. Falge

4:"$1.000
6 months in.jail
both
liability for legal suits

, .

True

s,



1. d

2. hyperuricemia..

3. shunting
I.*

4. a

5. b

6. True

. 7. c

8. Klinefelter's and Turner's

`9. self-mutilating

10. 1

14. tuberous sclerosis

1. c 2. d

a

.9

b

b

h

e

o

la,

iftrs'Y a

6 .:kt'
4 .
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Appendix B

.

(Outline of Procedures Manual)
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Procedures Manual

GENERAL-INTRODUCTION AND.BACRGROUND

4-WhA is inservice training?

Purpose and intent of our project.

Need for inservice training;

Premises of the project.

a

PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES

Organization and Structure at the University of Kansas

.Coordination with the KansaS.State Department.of Special Education

RECRUITMENT AND ENROLLMENT

-Trainee Identification

Apportionment of the State

Trainee Enrollment in the SMH Program

Replication of the Model
4

DESCRIPTION OPTHE. CURRICULUM

Content Development of the Program

r
Invitedlonsultants.

Teachers and Administrators.

Published Resources.

Competency Organization

Instructional Formats

A

Modular.,

Lecture.'

Field-based Practica,

Workshops.

33
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II

DESIGNING INSTRUCTIONAL 19ICCOLES

Introduction-Why the modulartformat is -used.

Considerations
.

Modular Organization.

Evaluation/Revisions

Problems with Modular Format
.

Developing an IpstrUttional.Module,

III

CONSIDERATIONS FOR DESIGNING INSERVICE PRACTICUM TRAINING EXPERIENCES

Realism.,
)

, ).
/

a ,

!!112. .

,
$,

Sequential Organization. .

The Statewide Inservice Practicum Model

Performance Objectives

.Organization of Practica

Basic, Practicum.

Setting

Intermediate Practicum.

Advanced fi-acticum.

Travel.

Student CharacieristiCs.

Existing Classroom Model.'

Practicum Supervisors

\ ,

Staff Organization

Staff Preparation and Criteria.

Competency Evaluation

Model.

Instruments.

Revisions

Problems.
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TPC I

TEACHING IMPUMENTATiOR Student(s); Teaser
OBSERVATION FORM

OtmerverAdapted from The Early On Program

Date & Time
Activities:

RECORDING 'PROCEDURES: ObseAve teachtt OA. 10-15 tiliats and tecond an X i6 behavion
obsaved does not meet utiteki,a tisted on next page. Put NA on a tine thtough
nonapptieabte sections. 80-100% is acceptabte.

Prior to conducting sessiori trainer :

1: Has all required materials
2. Has com
3. Seatin
4. Ss Xda
5. *Uses.re

buying ses ion, trainer

6. Attends to student behay.,
7. Materials

A. Discriminable
B. Positioned optimally
C. Out of student's reach

TD. Within implemente's reach

Yes No--List missing items
programs and STEP in classroom ,Yes Yes, but , NO

arrangement appropriate Yes No.4-Tell why
ive eq4ipment working /on .Yes No (not avail) No (.forgot) NA
mended reinforcer Yes No

80 Cues (SD's),
. A. Cleat

B. Correcti wording
C. Not repeated
D. S positioned optimally

9. Reinforcement: Indiv.
A. Vor correct behavior
B. Immediate

i C. Paired
D. Schedule correct
E. Appropriate. intensity

10. /Reinforcement.: Group
11. Handles Inappropriates,

A. Interrupts incompatibles
Implements correctl?

C. Correct schedule
D. Immediate

12. Correction Proceddres
A. Correct

.B. Immediate
13. Data Recorded

Score after training session:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7. 8 9 10 11 12 .13.14 .15

1 I I I 1 I d 1 I. I 1

1

'.14. Pacing appropriate
15. Trials 41ternated .(within -itsudent)
36. Trials alternated (between students)
T7. 5R0- provided if deceleration used

-748. Independent-activities-proVided
'19. Interruptions handled '

20. Surrimarizes 'data

21.. 'Plots data

Yes''

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes,

Yes'

7Yes
0

,_,
,-,8

O

No--state slow component
No

.

..
-- .,

, No, hYes, but ;*.A
'No NA
Yes, but , No,,NA
No NA

gi.
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HOU TO FILL OUT THE TPC I

Prior to Conducting Session:
A .

1. Teacher has all materials necessary for the program at hand before program begins.

2. Teacher has formally written programs and corresponding STEP File cards, in the classroom.

1. Students and ,teacher are seated in such a way that eye contact can be obtained, materials
can be reached, chairs are appropriate height, support and teacher can toutO each student.

4. All students who use adaptive equipment must be wearing it; all equipment should be `4"
functioning.

5. Either preferred reinforcer from Reinforcer Survey is used or a reinforcer that ha; been
shown to be effective in other programs.

During Session:

6. Attention is obtained prior to the bgOning of each trial.

7. A. Materials can be clearly seen/heard/felt by child (nqn- instruction supplies out
of sight.

B. Materials positioned considering.the student's handicap (e.g. range of motion).
C. Mateals are out of reach/sight of child between trials (unless program states

otherwise).
D. Implementor can easily reakh materials

8. A. Signals / commands can easily be seen/heard/felt by the child.
, B. Signals/commands.correspond to ones specified in written program.
C. The initial signal/command is given one time unless otherwise indicated in written

program. Any following signals/commands must be part of the correction procedure.
D. Student is positioned to see/hear/feel signhs/commands considering his/her handicaps.

9. A. Reinforcement is given forhe behavior as defined by the program.
B. Reinforcers are presented immediately after correct response.
C. Reinforcement is always paired with social
D. Reinforcement is administered using schedule specified in written program.
E. Intensity or strength of reinforcement corresponds to performance of student.

10. ',Intermittent reinforcement is provided to siudentsedif group while engaged in'independent
activities.

11 A. Teacher interrupts' any behavior that is incompatible with target response.
B. If there is an ongoing deteleration program for the exhibited inappropriate behavior,

this should be implemented as written.
C. If there is an ongoing deceleration program for the exhibited inappropriate behavior,

the schedule should be followed,.
6. Incompatible behavior is consequated immediately.

12. A. torrection procedure used corresponds to one specified in written program.
B. Correction is presented immediately following the incorrect response..

13. -Teacher records data following A reasonable number of responses.

Score After Training Session:.

14. Pacing of activity reflects immediate reinforcing, correcting and data-recording in a
non-interfering manner, and signals for next trial given soon after data-recording.

'

15. Trials of, the student's sequence should be alternated as stated on the data sheet (or
elseWhere).

16. Sequences ate alternated among students in the group.
.

A .
.

;

17. Reinforcement should be given for, appropriate' (and incompatible) behaviors if the student
is in a deceleration program. These can be schedu-Ied in the sequence.

18. Between trials implementor arranges for each' student to be engaged in.an activity
which is incompatible with stereotypic or disrupting behaviors.

19. Teacher handles uhexpected interrupttonS (e.g. visitors in classroom) so that the least
Amount of interference occurs in the ongoing programming.

20. Teacher summarizes 'the data to be in a form for greOling.
t .

21. Teacher plots data on all required lraphs (as indicated in written program).

Ob
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Grpup Observation Form

. (Adapted from the Early On Program)

Students/ # * / Theme:

of,behaviors
/ Teacher:

per sequence
/ Observer:

,
/ Date:

/ Time: .

Prior to Conducting Session Trainer:

J. '11-las all required materials

2. Has'all programs in classroom

3. Data sheet

a. indicates each Student's name

b. indicates each students step

c. indicates each student% correction code

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

During Training (each trial reflects entire sequente)

7 2 3 4 5 6 *8 910,11 12 13 14 155. Material's

a. discriminable

b. positioned optimally

c. out of other students reach

6. Cues

a. oclear

b. correct wording

c.__ftot repeated

d. S's positioned optimally

Reinforcement: ,Individual'"

a. at correct time in sequence

b. immediate

a. paired

d. schedule correct'

e. 4pp te intensity

8. FolloWs seqbenc

.9. Corrects each behavior wfin.sequente

tia'ndl es inappropriates

interrupts priority beh. probl.

b. returns to sequence--

c. compTOtes beh. grog. when applic,

d. prevents occassion for following

behalfior,problems

,



Group Observation Form
Page 2

'Score After'Training: , .

11. Sequencing

a. correction procedure appropriate length yei .nd

b. sequence appropriate length yes no

c. trials alternated between student . yes no

d. trials alterntied within student yes no

e. pacing appropilate . yes no 4

f. takes data at realistic intervali
.o

yes no .

:i,...
.....,. ,.

4....

12. Seating arrangement

a. next to complimentary student yes no

b., close enough to students to have contact yes no

13. Content S

.

a. common theme yes no na

b. intermittent "programmed" .interaction e yes no na

between S's or behaviors (S's as
antecedents)

..

c. behaVior cheG4, yes no na

14. Use of aides (if applicable)

a. aides have structured responsibility yes no

*W.

0

r.

.

I

O



General Classroom Observation

(For all students in the class)

Written Pro.gr ams: ,Total number of programs A* Number missing

A. Some format for all ongoing programs

1. Title
2. Rationale
3. Behavioral objective
4. Definition of response
5. Materials
6. Cue
7. Correction Procedure
8. Data recording

O

Graphing: Total number of graphs.

A. Uses correct fortiat

1. Ordinate- abeled
2. Abscisia dated l'
3. Criterion line
4. Ceiling line
5. Phase changlelines

B. Data Decisions

1. .Baseline changed to training
. at appropriate point.

2. Procedures changed on or before 10
days of non-criterion performance.

3. Attivity changed after specified
number of criterion days:

Scheduling

g
r

Number missing

# missing

L__

# missin

r

A.

B.

C.

Posted Classroom Schedule (showing teacher's assistants and
students activities).

Relatdd to.ongoing activity (observe 3 times)

Individual 'schedule for each student in class (specify program

i Yes NO

title)

, 1.

2.

.

Coincides with class schedule '4

No student with more than 1 hOur of,
How many?

down time in 6 hour day. How many?
Each student in at least 2 (small) groups.How many?

Ye y3

%;es 0
Yes

No

No 0
No



.Statewide Inservice Training Project

-for Teacher4of the Severely/Multiply Handicapped

Department of Spe Education, The University of. Kansas

ASSESSMENT ADMINISTRATION PROFICIENCY CHECKLIST

Student Teacher

Pracitucw Supervisor

Student lame

Assessment Used

PREPARATION

5 pts: 1. Assessmentoappropriate

5 [its. 2, Use /nor -use of reinforcement for correct, incorrect
approximations and no responses is pre-determined.

5 pts. 3. All needed materials/equipment in area.

20 .TRIAL SAMPLE

10' pts. 4. Cue clear.

10 pt's.
Reinforcement

.

correct.

lo pts. 6. Trial recorded.

10 pts. 7. Reliability

POST ASSESSMENT

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

1, 2 a 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19-20
,

. .

i
, . .

.

,

-
.

11 12 13 14 15 f6 17 18 19 20

10 pts. 8. Assessment totaled/profiled in meaningful way. Yes No

15 pfs, 9. At least.2 skill deficits fconLall curriculuA
areas are identified. Yes No

5 pts. 10. Adds assessment score to records. Yes No

SCORE:

85

x100- 90-100% = A
80-89 % =
70479 % = C
60769 = D

34 3ess- than 59 % =



Name of Program

Skill(s) taught

Label baseline []Label trainin

GRAPH DEAN CHECKLIST

Student.'s Name

CI Trainer's Name

Reinforcer

Label chances in Pr6 ram- Ceilin. Line

.

1 Line,--

RD

ra;
to n:1

'Criterion
1

.1-1
1 CV

mim
(1,11M
0)1.0
C10.

11:1 4-$ n:11
15-.

rP 010
o 0)

.
4- a
o cl) CorreCt type of data,point

r-
n)t
0

OP

1-1->

1 O Identify abscissa measurement -

.0 Label abscissa

(E) Statewide Inservice Training Project for Teachers of the*Severely Multiply::
Handicapped, Department of Special Education, The University of Kansas

-



- REINFORCER SURVEY CHECKLIST

Teacher Date:

Superyisor:

Environmental Factors

Y.

1.. Is area prepared for survey?

2. Is the.position'ing appropriate for the

student?

3. Are pre autions made for the possible

occur ce of inappropriate behavior?
(i.e. shield, items on tray, etc.)

4. Are the itelps chosen age - appropriate

for ,the student?
.

-5. Was a trial taste of each item given
prior to administration of the survey?

Administration

1

Yes
a

Yes -Nv

Yes No

Yes No

. '

Yes No

°

1 2 3 '4. 5,.!6 7 8 9'10 11 12 136'14 15

1. Point to each item

a

,

:

2. % Clear Cue
. ,

.

:x

.

.

34 Data Recorded
.

/

. ,

g

4. Position Noted
.

.

. t

.
' .

.

5. Rearrange Items

,

.

,

f

z

.

.

EvaluatiOn

1.%

1. Did the tather tally the score?

2. Checklist ScOre

Reliability Sdore 346'

Yes No

a



STEP Check

I. Cover Information--10 pts (1 ea.)
1. Student's. full -.name

2. Birthdate
4' 3. Parent's name

. 4. Parent's address
5. Parent's phone number
6. Studgnt's residence
7. ,Emergency contact and phone #
8.- Dr.'s name and phone #
9. Preferred hospital -

-10. Current educational. placement

II. Precautionary IlVormation (9 pts)
A. Health

1. _Allergies (1 pt)
2. Immunizations (1 pt)
3. Handicaps (1 pt)

. B. Medications,
1. Name (1 pt)

. 2. Amount (1 pt)
3. Start date ( pt)
4. Stop'date (1 pt)

S should indicate if no stop date
C. Danger.
. 1.- Behavior problems (1 pt)

2. Orthopedic precautions (1 pt)

III. ,Orthopedic - -(6 pts).

A. Positioning
1. ,Beneficial positions-(1 pt)
2. iTransfers pt)

3. Carries (rpt)
B. Adaptive Equipment/Materials

1. Date equipment use began (1 pt)
2., Equipment/material (1 Pt)

3. Program/time (1 pt)

Student 1 3 4

ti
114

4,

1

a

9

a r--

ti

IV. Standardized Test Data-=Changing total dependent u on # tests
1. Date test given (1 pt /test)
2. Name.of test (1 t /test)

3. Score (1 pt/test)

V. Educational objectives--(56 pts) 2 objectives, Ongoing of- future,
domain: socialization, prevocational/vocational; preacedemic/cade
communication; self-help/daily living; fine/gross Motor; and-leis
1. Objective (1 pt/objective)
2. Domain (1 pt /objective)
3. Priority level (1 pt/objective)
4. Current status (1 pt/objective)

IV. Program implementation: changing total depends on
A. Ongoing programs

1., Title of program (1 pt/program) .
2. Behavioral objective (1 pt/Plograill)
3,. Definition of resonse (1 pt/prog;am)

Correction procedure (1 pt/program)
5. Data procedure (1 pt/program)
6., Criteria (1 pt/program)

B.' Program monitoring
1. Program/data review (1 pt/program)
2. Decjsion made,(I pt/program)
3. Reliability of Datel! data (19p#Drog.)

ongoing, programs

41



Student:

PROGRAM REVIEW FORM

Program:,

,Step

Trainer(s :

Reinforcer:

Date:

I

Program Summary

Program Plan:

Program is:

. Accel erating Decelerating
4

Maintaining

D

Possible Program Cha ges:(List atleast 3)

Program Decision

Chosen Program Change:

Date Implemented:

ji Recorded in STEP

of

*Statewide Inservice Training Ptoject for Teachers of the ,Severely- utti.ply,
.Handjcapped, Department of Special' The University of Kansas.



HOW TO FILL 06 THE'Program Review Form

Student: Name of the student in t, e program. If it is a grbup program, each student
%

should have a separate grogram Review.
.

Program: Name of the program that is being reviewed. If there is a cluster of program
being taught together, each program must be reviewed separately.

Step #: The step that the student is"work4ng on at the time that the program is being
reviewed, e.g. baseline, Step 1, Step 2.

Trainer(s): The name of the trainer(s) that run the program.

Rdinforcer: What reinforcer is being used with the student at the time of this review;
e.g. social, hugs, juice, raisens.

"ow

`Date: The date that thedProgram Review is filled out.

I

Program, Summary

Program Plan: 4.scribe,the 'goal of the program. For example. is. the data
supposed to accelerate (increase), decelerate (decrease), or
maintain.(stay the same)?

Program is: Describe the present trend of the data. For example, is the data
accelerating (increasing), decelerating (decreasing), or maintaining
(staying the same or'bouncing)?.

Possible Program Changes
,

This section needs to be filled out only if there is aidiscrepancy'in the "Program Plan

and the "Program is." If that is the situation, the teacher should list -at least three
(3) possible modifications that world be approprite to the program, e.g% change rein-.

forcer, Change cue.

Program Decisiori: Thi,s section is to b filled,mh only if program changes are necessary.

Chosen,Program Change: The teacher (or team) must'decide which,one of the 3 Pos-sible

Program Changes to implement. Only one should be chosen.

Date Implemented: The-actual date that the program change is to be implemented in
the classroom.%

440k

Recorded in"STEP: The Program Monitoring card in the STEP File (or.an equivalent).'
that corresponds to this program'shOuld be .up- dated. If a program change is to be

.implemented$Whis change should-be.indicated; if no changewas necessary, the date
of the review should be recorded.to indicate that the program was reviewed.

3 Vi
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Appendix 0

(Module Evaluation Form)
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4 .MOD EVALUATION
(-robe completed at the end of the module

MODULE NAME DATE:-.°
. -,..

Rate on the following basis: . F .1/4,

1=Bednews 2= Could be better' 3= Okay 4= Pretty good 5= Outstanding ,

If a.1 or 2 rating'is giver, pleae.note'the shortcbmings in, the space below
the subject rated.

.

,..

1) Howwell fbe instrUctiOnal competancies informed you of the content
\

..

--

7
.of the module --'- 1 2 3 4 5

,

I

2).: How well prepared and organized the module was 1 2 3 4 5

3) Adequacy of the materials in the modUle 1 2 3 4 5

6 ,

4) Relevancy of the module to current classroom teaching-1 2 3',4 5 uA
,

TM' .4,

N,,,,

.

. ,

=:T-?,^ o'-:
-

4

1 ' r

5) ReleVancPbtthe modUle.to professional growth (i.e. you may use
it in future' wark) ' . ' .. 1 2 3 4

. ... , ,.

Interest'level of.tlie module
a

1 2, .3=?4

* '
.

7) Fairness and relevdEy of the gams 1 2 31..4 5

8) How well the self-quizes'prepared you for the exam 1 2 3 4. 5,

\ 4

9) On a 1-5 tcale (lvery easy; 2=easy; 3=just right; 4= difficult; 5=too
difficult) rate the difftdUlty of the content of this. moddle

1 2. 3 5

10). On a 1-4 scale (1= not enough; 2= enough;'3) more than enough; Ofway too
'Mueh) rate the .amount of-information given-,in:the module. ) 2 3 4_ ,

'

11j On a-1-5 scale (7=not at:all clear; 2= 'not _quite' Clear;` 3'=ok; 41 very

clear1,5= outstanding) rate, the clarity or the information presented
'-'in this module 7 3"$405

1.



At;

12. Vile below any articles, books or chapters,from this module which you
found particularly interesting or hel ful.

to

13. flame below any articles, books or chap,ers from this module which you
feel should be left-out or which were Particularly unclear, etc. Please
tell us why you feel this way.

e.

14. Name any articles, books or chapters which are currently not included
in the module which could be added to the module or which you feel
presents the material better than the materials in the module.

-

15. Other comments.
ARINAe-

:

O
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Appendix E

(Abstrgt of teacher-

Training Study)

9
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ABSTRACT

This study compared the effects of grading contingencies on the_
-

practicum &siignments of four, trainees in a Severely Multiply Nandi-

--s-,7CappeaNSMH) teacher-training program. The 21°assignments required

for the Advanced Practicum were divided into four blocks- and then

randomly assigned to two grading strategies. An ABAB reversal design
t.

was employed alternating grading-strategies across the blocks of .

assignments. In Strategy A the students, received their final grade for

the first product they submitted. In Strategy B the students were
Abe

allowed to re-submit their work' until A-level criterion was readied.

Feedback from pradticum supervisors on each assignment was standardized.

and revisions were required on all assignments until A-level criterion

'was reached-. The effects of the two grading contingencies will be

assessed by examining the first product submitted and the number

revisions required to reach A-leveltcriterion under each strategy.

354


